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Abstract
Modelling and prediction of spatially distributed data such as the sec-
ondary cassiterite mineral distributions are often affected by spatial
autocorrelation (SAC); a phenomenon that violates attributes data in-
dependence in space, which leads to type1 errors in classical statistics
and overfitting or underfitting in machine learning (ML) classification
respectively. The concept of overfitting and underfitting of spatially
distributed datasets in an ML classification has not been properly
addressed by the traditional random holdout technique of model vali-
dation, and this is a challenge to the assessment of predictive spatial
model performance in spatially distributed datasets.
The thesis presents an approach to predictive modelling and perfor-
mance evaluation of spatially distributed secondary mineral dataset,
represented as points, using supervised machine learning (ML) classi-
fication. The work involves a systematic geological data survey of the
existing mineral location coordinate points and other mineralisation
attributes, in the Plateau Younger Granite Region (PYGR) of Nigeria.
The predictive characteristics or values are extracted from a 2D space
of discrete coordinate points using GIS into an ML acceptable for-
mat, consisting of 749 by 21 dimension (i.e., observational data points
by the predictive attributes), with two classes of 0 & 1 representing
mineralised and non-mineralised points respectively. The attributes
describing the secondary mineral formation were used to build a point
based predictive spatial model for mineral potential mapping (PSM-
MPM) and using random holdout validation technique to assess its
performance.
The thesis conducted predictive performance evaluation of the PSM-
MPM to overfitting and underfitting by proposing a novel validation
technique of spatial strip splitting (SSS) that spatially splits predic-
tive data into training and testing; the proposed method reveals the
detrimental effect of both the overfitting and underfitting associated
with the conventional ML classification model validation of random
holdout (RHO) or cross validation. The work also carried out a com-
parative analysis of PSM-MPM performance that involves the trio of
performance evaluation techniques which include: attributes data pre-
processing technique of principal component analysis (PCA); PCA-
RHO with preprocessing that selects the best attribute subsets, the
RHO without preprocessing and the novel SSS validation technique.
The result showed that the SSS technique is the ideal method of assess-
ing PSM-MPM performance because it shows clearly the detrimental
effects of both overfitting and underfitting and provides more informa-
tive performance results when implementing PSM-MPM.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
1.1 Overview of the Chapter
This chapter provides the general introduction of the thesis, highlighting the un-
derlying concept and motivation behind the research as well as defining the re-
search questions and objectives. The steps leading to research contributions in
this thesis are also highlighted. Finally the chapter explains the general outline
of the entire thesis.
1.2 Introduction
In many developing countries, such as Nigeria, lack of the complete geo-exploration
dataset ideally required for mineral potential mapping seriously restricts economic
development. The unavailability of such data is caused either by the absence of
technical ability to deploy computer-based techniques in mineral exploration data
surveying or lack of adequate data management systems required for the useful
study of the mineral data components to build potential mineral deposit models.
Known mineral deposits are sometimes represented by points in a particular
region on a map. The occurrence of mineral distribution represented by the spa-
tial pattern of such points can be characterised and analysed using point pattern
analysis (PPA) (Boots & Getis, 1988; Diggle, 1983). The distribution pattern
of mineral occurrences is the primary concern for geoscientists in mineral explo-
1
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rations since these patterns are often non-random (Bishop, 1995) because, they
are a result of the interplay between individual geological features such as litholog-
ical rocks, faults and proximity to the primary source of deposits, that genetically
control their occurrence (Bonham-Carter, 1994). For mineral exploration, the
study of the spatial association between existing mineral occurrence points and
geological features is needed (Walker et al., 2005) to determine the spatial distri-
bution patterns of mineral locations and to appreciate the relationship between
mineral deposit locations and geological features (Bonham-Carter, 1994). The
analysis of the spatial associations of known particular mineral occurrence points
with their geological features is very useful for weighing the relative importance
of the type of geological feature that affects the presence of a particular mineral
(Bonham-Carter, 1994).
Before defining Predictive Spatial Model For Mineral Potential Mapping (PSM-
MPM), there is the need first to introduce some important fundamental concepts
associated to PSM-MPM, as follows:
• Mineral deposits
The term Mineral deposits are the concentration or existence of one or more
useful substances that are for the most part sparsely distributed in the Earth’s
crust (Bateman, 1951).
• Mineralisation
Mineralisation is the processes that lead to the formation of mineral deposits in
a given location (Bateman, 1951).
• Predictive Model
A Predictive Model is a sort of computational process or set of mathematical
equations that takes descriptor variables and calculates estimates for responses.
The model tries to explain the relationship between the input descriptor variables
and output response variables. The model is viewed regarding its usefulness to
the set task rather than its perfection since models are merely a representation
of reality. Predictive modelling is employed in a situation where estimates or
forecasts are required. The design and implementation of a Predictive Spatial
Model are the primary concerns of this thesis.
2
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• Predictive Spatial Model for Mineral Potential Mapping (PSM-MPM)
A PSM-MPM is regarded as a form of computational process or mathematical
representation of relations between the recognition criteria of mineral deposits in
the form of spatial elements, geo-data features, and the target output mineral
presence or absence (class). The model takes descriptor variables as inputs and
tries to represent the relationship between the descriptors as input variables and
to calculate an estimate of some unknown properties as output.
The PSM-MPM is expressed using empirical mathematical equations derived
from the general definition of predictive modelling. The equation 1.1 designed in
this work represents the relationships between mineralisation attributes or mineral
deposits recognition criteria (i.e., descriptors/attributes) and the target mineral
deposits or points, as represented in the predictive map of Plateau Younger Gran-
ite Region (PYGR) of Nigeria.
PSM-MPM = 〈 S, A, V, Π, 〉 (1.1)
Where,
• PSM-MPM is the predictive spatial model for mineral potential mapping ,
• S is a set of spatial elements which will typically be associated with a pair
of spatial coordinates (e.g. for real number coordinates we would have S =
<× <),
• A = Ai × . . . × An where each Ai is a set of possible values of some attribute
describing the geological domain of the area such as rocks, mineral location
area etc. Thus each 〈a1, . . . , an〉 ∈ A is a tuple giving the values of each of
the n attributes of some data set,
• V is a set of possible output values indicating mineral presence or absence
(e.g., a binary value in {0, 1} or a real number in the range [0. . . 1]).
• Π : D×S→ V, where D = {d | d : S→ A}. Here, D is the set of all possible
data maps, with a data map being a map from each spatial location in S
such as geological maps to tuple attribute values in A.
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The PSM-MPM in this work is regarded as a representation of mineral deposit
occurrence over space using mineralisation attributes. The machine learning (ML)
classification technique is used to build PSM-MPM that takes the spatial relation-
ship between mineralisation variables of the PYGR area as input and determines
an estimate of one or more unknown variables as output that signifies the presence
or absence of a target label. The targets of this work are the secondary mineral
occurrence deposits consisting of the geo-data which is inherently spatially struc-
tured (Bonham-Carter, 1994; Dark, 2004; Liebhold & Gurevitch, 2002; Rahbek
et al., 2007).
Most mineral deposits geo-data exhibit some degree of correlation in space
(Guisan et al., 2006; Kissling & Carl, 2008). The similarity between objects values
and events in space to other objects that are co-located or nearby is referred to as
spatial autocorrelation (SAC) (Goodchild, 1987). The secondary mineral deposit
structure obtained from PYGR, represented by points on a geological map of
PYGR, is a real world example of mineral occurrences that portrays the existence
of SAC, which affects the correlation values between mineral deposit positions
(points) and other relatively close locations in space. Just as the concept of
SAC affects the prices of houses and valuations of real estate market through
associations between a house and comparable nearby houses (Griffith, 2013).
From a mathematical point of view, SAC means that a variable value ob-
served at one location is significantly dependent on the values of the same vari-
able in neighbouring regions, thereby violating the assumption of independence
that characterises most statistical analysis. Irrespective of what the processes are
that create the spatial structure of the data distribution, the presence of SAC
is a significant challenge for standard statistical or model tests such as analy-
sis of variance, correlation and classification modelling because, such statistical
or modelling methods assume independently distributed errors (Legendre, 1993;
Legendre & Legendre, 1998).
In this study, a novel approach to predictive spatial model performance eval-
uation strategy through validation has been established to address the problem
of PSM-MPM overfitting and underfitting due to SAC in ML classification. Tra-
ditional methods of model validation such as; re-substitution, random holdout
(RHO) and cross-validation (Porwal, 2006), have not adequately addressed the
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problem of model overfitting and underfitting in predictive spatial modelling using
the standard ML classification performance validation due to predictive attribute
data dependence of each other in space or SAC. In other words, an attempt to
address overfitting and underfitting as a consequence of the presence of SAC in
modelling spatial distribution data is made in this work as the major challenge
identified in PSM-MPM that affects predictive performance.
1.3 Research Motivation
To describe the research motivation, the motive and the inspiration behind this
work needs to be explained first. The reason behind the research work stemmed
from the problem of the availability of mineral resources in the PYGR area of
Nigeria: specifically, the issue of the availability of secondary mineral deposits
of cassiterite (tin) in the PYGR of Nigeria. In the 1970s, for instance, Nigeria
was ranked as the sixth largest producer of tin by the International Tin Council
due to its large estimated tin reserves. The established reserves of tin are known
to reside underneath the cover of recent volcanic rocks and sediments. Since the
early 1980s, however, there has been a steadily decreasing rate of tin production
due to the exhaustion of the quickly discovered deposits. The sudden departure
of foreign mining companies and mining expatriates from the PYGR of Nigeria
in the late 1970s saw a drastic drop in cassiterite mineral production to less than
10% of its production capacity (Bowden & Kinnaird, 1978; Pastor & Turaki,
1985). The decline in the mineral production was also partly due to lack of
adequate technical tools (e.g., advanced GIS tools) to capture and analyse the
distribution pattern correctly, to design predictive models for mineral potential
mapping. The lack of technical ability was evident in the new pockets of current
mineral deposits discovered by the artisan or local miners that were motivated by
the rise in prices of cassiterite, or tin ore, due to high demand. However, this was
in contrast to the drop in the discovery and production of new cassiterite mineral
deposits due to difficulties in discovering new deposits by the mining companies.
The artisan miners used their local mining experience (i.e., qualitative spatial
knowledge) without technological aids to prospect in areas where minerals had
previously been discovered and mined by the departed mining companies. The
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search for cassiterite minerals by these artisan miners recorded some success as
well as failures in the discovery of new mineral (cassiterite) deposits in the PYGR.
The number of success and failures was evident during the mineral occurrence
geological survey of numerous mining pits in the PYGR, which indicated locations
of both minerals found and minerals not found.
There is, however, the need to unravel the circumstances surrounding the
fundamental inability of the mining companies to discover new mineral deposits
leading to their departure from the PYGR, and the subsequent new discoveries
of cassiterite deposits by artisan miners in the PYGR. One approach is to de-
velop a robust predictive model that combines the knowledge of both the mineral
discoveries by the mining companies and the artisan miners into a single model
to represent the mineralisation component of the PYGR. The model should be
capable of predicting the mineral potential of the PYGR area using existing min-
eralisation attributes dataset and generalised to other places.
The primary motivation is to gain insights into the distribution processes of
spatial point dataset, such as secondary cassiterite mineral distribution and pro-
cesses in the PYGR of Nigeria. The concern is in respect of the locations where
secondary cassiterite minerals deposits are either present or absent within the
PYGR, where cassiterite has been mined. The knowledge gained was then used
to build robust predictive models that learn from the existing mineral distribu-
tion patterns and representation, to describe the current mineral deposits of the
PYGR. The models were used to predict location or points where new mineral
deposits might be present or absent.
1.4 Research Questions and Objectives
The research questions are as follows:
• How can one determine the significant relationships or correlations between
mineral deposit occurrences and other geological attributes; and, how can
one use these relationships to predict mineral potential? (In other words,
how can one construct a predictive spatial model for mineral potential map-
ping (PSM-MPM))
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• How can one recognise the effect of overfitting and underfitting caused by
spatial attribute data dependence in PSM-MPM?
• How can one reduce or limit the detrimental effects of overfitting and un-
derfitting on the accuracy of a PSM-MPM.
To answer the questions above, research objectives of this study are as follows:
• To determine geological features, that are spatially associated with or are
indicative of mineralisation in the PYGR, and conduct spatial analysis of
mineral occurrence points with associated geological features.
• To develop point-based predictive spatial models using ML classification al-
gorithms on a spatially distributed dataset such as the secondary mineral
potential mapping of the PYGR called the PSM-MPM and select the best
performing classifier using predictive accuracy scores and ROC plot for fur-
ther performance evaluation due to overfitting and underfitting.
• To determine the effect of spatial attributes and spatial distribution or Spa-
tial autocorrelation (SAC) to the performance and generalisation of the
PSM-MPM.
• To design and implement a method of attribute data preprocessing that
optimises the performance of ML classifiers used for developing PSM-MPM.
• To develop an ML classification performance evaluation measures that best
reveal the causal and detrimental effects of over-fitting and under-fitting
in PSM-MPM, and to offer an ideal approach to PSM-MPM validation
assessment that challenges the well-established traditional RHO or cross-
validation approach.
1.5 Steps Towards Contribution
The following measures were taken to accomplish the set objectives:
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• Designed and implemented a unique and systematic method of geodata col-
lection, by first conducting a geological survey of all the mining points in
an attempt to tackle data paucity in the PYGR. The desired data collected
included the geological map of the area, the coordinate location of points for
all the existing mining areas (i.e., latitude, longitude and elevation), by us-
ing some specialist equipment of Global Positioning System (GPS) tools and
the historical mining information of the area; especially in relation to the
presence or absence of minerals. Other steps taken include the digitisation
of all analogue map of the PYGR using GIS to obtain the digital coordinate
points of the mining locations alongside the corresponding geological and
geographic features, such as type or size of rocks, spatial distances between
the mining points and the geological features to be assembled in an ML
classification acceptable format.
• Conducted an exploratory data analysis; using statistical and spatial data
analysis techniques of point pattern and distance distribution analysis re-
spectively, to determine relationships as well as the distribution pattern of
mineral occurrences as point data needed for efficient modelling.
• Conducted an intensive literature survey on some of the established area of
secondary mineral data distribution and ML classification. Other interdis-
ciplinary areas such as geospatial data analysis were also studied to keep
abreast with the state of the event to understand the gaps in modelling and
prediction of spatial distribution data, specifically on causes and effect of
overfitting in ML classification performance.
• Implemented a PSM-MPM using standard ML classification algorithms ca-
pable of capturing the spatial relationships among mineralisation attributes
by learning the distribution pattern of the mineral deposits of the PYGR and
uses the technique of RHO section for validation. The classifiers involved
are Naive Bayesian (NB), Tree-Bagging (TB), Decision Tree (DT), Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Discriminant Analysis (DA), K-Nearest Neighbours
(KNN) and Logistic Regression (LGR). The classifiers suspected to be either
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overfitting or underfitting were carefully selected for further evaluations and
optimisation.
• Investigated the importance of predictive spatial attributes and SAC to the
predictive performance of PSM-MPM by comparing the predictive accuracy
scores of each classifier produced using firstly, all the attributes datasets;
then secondly, without the spatial attributes and finally using only the at-
tribute datasets, to show the importance of spatial characteristics in PSM-
MPM. The evaluation technique also used the simulation of mineral dis-
tribution datasets obtained from the PYGR that eliminates all the space
attribute in the datasets and validates the PSM-MPM produce with the
results of the model developed containing spatial attributes in the datasets.
The investigation seeks to gain insight into the effect of spatial components
of the dataset to model performance affected by SAC causing overfitting and
underfitting.
• Deployed a new technique of PSM-MPM performance validation evaluation
approach using attributes data sampling, which included re-substitution,
RHO, half longitudinal spatial split and quartered or longitudinal spatial
strip split (SSS) techniques. The method of model validation deployed was
adapted from the work of Bahn & McGill (2013) which account for SAC by
allowing predictive characteristics data to be more heterogeneous and truly
correlated during modelling. The technique has been used to test the effect
of only overfitting in the past, but in this work, it investigated the effect of
both overfitting and underfitting and in a different data domain (Ibrahim &
Bennett, 2014a).
• Finally, conducted a comparative analysis of the SSS techniques with the
method of RHO on original datasets and PCA-RHO; data pre-processing
using PCA that selects the best predictive attribute subset data in an ML
classification RHO split. The aim is to identify the most efficient technique
and the best classifier for determining the detrimental effect of overfitting
and underfitting and optimise the predictive performance of PSM-MPM,
through the performance of the classifiers.
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1.6 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 1 provides the Introduction into the study. The chapter highlights
the concept of PSM, the research motivation, research questions, objectives of the
work as well as the summary of steps taken to accomplish the set objectives..
Chapter 2 discusses the related literature and background of the current state
of developments in the area of predictive spatial modelling on spatially distributed
datasets, particularly for secondary mineral potential mapping of a given area.
The chapter highlights the gaps and challenges in the modelling and determine
the right approach to asses PSM performance validation using secondary mineral
distribution dataset. The work tries to highlights steps taken to overcome the
challenges of building PSM-MPM, beginning from problems of data acquisition
and research area selection with justification. Other areas include; the mineralisa-
tion attributes extraction and selection of accurate predictors to deploy in building
mineral deposits. It also elaborates on the concept of predictive model overfit-
ting in ML classification due to SAC, which is inherent in the data structure of
spatially distributed dataset such as the secondary cassiterite mineral distribution
attributes and suggests ways of mitigating the detrimental effect.
Chapter 3 focuses on the design methodology for the work done; this includes
data collection, method of data analysis, conversion and implementation of the
dataset. First, it shows how the study area and the data were collected from
the PYGR and how the predictive attributes were extracted using Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) and analysed for model building using the followings:
Firstly, using statistics to identify point data patterns and determine spatial au-
tocorrelation (SAC) in the secondary mineral occurrence data obtained from the
PYGR. Secondly, the chapter presented an explanation on how geographic and
geological data are processed, and numeric attribute values are extracted using
GIS software and transformed into standard supervised ML algorithms or clas-
sifiers acceptable format to build a PSM-MPM using some ML software such as
MATLAB, R and WEKA. The ML classification design was systematically ex-
plained using the concept of conventional model building method; from the point
of data collection, data assembly, model building, model validation or evaluation
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and model selection. Some procedures for the selection of ideal model based on
the performance of individual classifier were equally explained. These methods
formed the foundation of a process for developing the PSM-MPM using a standard
ML classification approach. The chapter also discussed the proposed approach to
PSM-MPM performance assessment. Suggesting different approach that includes
the survey of different model performance validation evaluation that detects the
presence of overfitting and underfitting in model performance due to SAC in the
datasets and to selects the best approach that offers ideal predictive model per-
formance accuracy by the classifiers.
Chapter 4 involves the implementation of geospatial and statistical data anal-
ysis before developing a PSM-MPM using ML classification. The chapter explains
the conventional tools used for the pre-modelling, modelling and post modelling
process of spatial mineral occurrence data. The pre-modelling process includes
statistical and spatial data analysis to determine the distribution pattern and es-
tablish correlations among predictive attributes used for modelling. The standard
classification algorithms were used to build PSM-MPM and assessed the individual
predictive performance to select the classifiers that are suspected to show over-
fitting and underfitting for further evaluations. The seven classifiers used include
Naive Bayes (NB), Bagged Decision Tree or Tree-Bagging (TB), Decision Tree
(DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Discriminant Analysis (DA), K-Nearest
Neighbours (KNN) and Logistic Regression (LGR). The predictive spatial at-
tributes data selection and justification for inclusion in building PSM-MPM were
conducted in this chapter to include, a method of using simulated secondary min-
eral distribution data to justify the importance of SAC components in PSM-MPM.
Other techniques of predictive model performance evaluation due to overfitting
and underfitting conducted in this chapter include a four-way model validation
test, which includes; re-substitution, random hold-out (RHO), half longitudinal
split and quartered longitudinal strip split (SSS).
The chapter also showed a new approach to predictive performance assessment
test, through a comparative analysis of the methods that involve RHO, PCA-
RHO; a pre-processing of attributes data selection using a method of attribute
data dimension reduction and best subsets selection against the novel technique of
SSS. The ideal method of model performance evaluation leads to the optimisation
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of PSM-MPM performances as well as identify the presence and adverse effect of
overfitting and underfitting in ML classification.
Chapter Chapter 5 summarises the entire findings of this thesis, highlights
the major achievements, the limitations of the work, conclusion of the thesis and
suggests some possible new directions to future work of this research.
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Chapter 2
Review of Related Literature
2.1 Overview of the Chapter
This chapter describes the general background of the research by looking at the
various literature on the predictive modelling of mineral distribution, to identify
the challenges in knowledge, regarding the different methods employed. Section
2.1 is the overview of the chapter’s layout. Section 2.2 introduces the chapter,
while 2.3 explains the background of the research involving the use of spatial sta-
tistical analysis, GIS and ML techniques to automate the prediction of secondary
mineral deposits represented in a point pattern. The secondary mineral deposits
occurrence process and distribution data points is also contained in this section.
Section 2.4 highlights some of the existing methods and literature reviews on
modelling and prediction of the mineral occurrence and their challenges. Section
2.5 discusses the general concept of a predictive spatial models, particularly on
mineral potential mapping. Section 2.6 discusses the problem of overfitting and
underfitting in the random selection of training and testing dataset to validate
the performance of PSM-MPM. Section 2.7 investigate the effect of spatial au-
tocorrelation (SAC) in a dataset, which present a challenge to modelling spatial
data such as the secondary mineral distribution attribute data and proffer meth-
ods of detecting and testing to deal with it, as presented in secondary mineral
distribution data obtained from PYGR.
Section 2.8 introduces the use of ML classification algorithms to model and
automate the prediction of mineral potential in a given area represented by points,
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and the ability to measure its performances and the extent to which it can be
generalised to other contexts. The model validation method that determines the
generalisation of PSM-MPM that checks for predictive accuracy performance due
to overfitting and underfitting was also discussed. The section also highlights
the method of selecting a PSM-MPM based on a comparative analysis of the
performance of the competing classifiers in terms of their ability to predict well
on unseen datasets. Finally, section 2.9 summarises the chapter.
2.2 Introduction
The evolution of Machine Learning (ML) classification has significantly improved
the scientific methods for modelling and predicting phenomena that go beyond
human capabilities (Lary, 2010; Lary et al., 2016). This chapter discusses the
general background of this research thesis, highlighting the ability of ML; a branch
of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The ML technique of classification was deployed
due to its ability to learn patterns in spatially distributed data (i.e., secondary
mineral deposit distribution) based on existing information (data), or training
data to build models that can predict the occurrence of similar data, called the
test sets. The supervised ML classifiers such as: Naive Bayes (NB), Bagged
Decision Tree or Tree-Bagging (TB), Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine
(SVM), Discriminant Analysis (DA), K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) and Logistic
Regression (LGR) were used to build predictive spatial models, using mineral
recognition criteria (predictive attributes) derived from predictive map layers,
created in geographical information system (GIS). The mineral deposit occurrence
represented as points in the geological map of the PYGR were analysed to generate
spatial predictive map data showing all predictive attributes in a spatial frame
of reference to build predictive models for mineral potential mapping using ML
classification.
The work highlights previous work done in the area of mineral deposits mod-
elling or prediction, and proffers a new direction in this area of research through
the adoption of a systematic combination of statistics, GIS and ML classification
respectively. The aim is to model the distribution of secondary mineral deposits
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presented as a discrete data points obtained from the PYGR area; which is cur-
rently an under-researched area (Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014a; Ibrahim et al., 2015a).
2.3 Background
The thesis presented here is deemed to be in the area of Machine Learning (ML)
classification a branch of Artificial Intelligence (AI) (Russell & Norvig, 2005) and
spatial distribution data modelling and analysis. The research uses GIS, statistical
analysis and ML classification to build a predictive model using secondary mineral
distribution data obtained from the Plateau Younger Granite Region (PYGR) of
Nigeria. The ML classifiers are used to learn about the distribution patterns of the
mineral data as points to build a predictive spatial model for the mineral deposit
potentials (PSM-MPM) of this area and test for the ability to generalise to other
contexts. The ML classification algorithms or classifiers uses a range of data min-
ing programs, capable of learning general rules from the behaviour of secondary
mineral data distribution by gradually discovering patterns in the dataset as it
progresses (Mitchell, 1997). The primary reason for choosing this method was the
need to automate information extraction from data through computational meth-
ods to make intelligent decisions based on the existing mineral deposit datasets
obtained from the PYGR. The ML classification brings together the power of
computer and statistics to exploit smart decision.
Many real life problems present a well-structured input or output, such as
gene function prediction, image processing and geospatial datasets, this has made
it easier to model the structure of the input to predict the output. Several pre-
dictive models have been used to predict mineral deposits potential, the output
can either be a discrete variable (classification) or a continuous variable (regres-
sion). The secondary mineral data obtained from the PYGR is a typical example
of a spatially distributed discrete dataset; that is presented as an ML classifica-
tion problem and a predictive modelling task with structured outputs (supervised
ML). The modelling process begins with the geospatial and statistical data analy-
sis of mineral occurrences, represented as points within a geographical space of the
PYGR. A combination of the geospatial elements of the individual mineral occur-
rence represented as points, and other geospatial data as the predictive attributes
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considered for modelling. The statistical and spatial data point analysis is an ev-
eryday type of analysis used to determine point distribution patterns and feature
spatial relationships or correlations using GIS tools (Bonham-Carter, 1994; Boots
& Getis, 1988).
In mineral prospecting similar to mineral potential prediction, one of the pri-
mary goals is discovering new mineral deposits. A new mineral discovery can be
obtained by analysing and modelling the spatial distribution of known mineral oc-
currences represented as points (Bonham-Carter, 1994; Carranza & Hale, 2003).
As the concept of mineral potential modelling becomes more established, various
approaches to predicting mineral deposits through geographic information systems
(GIS) have been developed. Recently, there has been a significant paradigm shift
towards research in data mining, using machine learning and GIS. This paradigm
change has been stimulated by an increase in the volume of heterogeneous geospa-
tial data (geographical and geological), this is due to large geo-datasets that can
be obtained from different maps (digital and analogue) using GIS to identify dis-
tribution patterns, correlations and any other explanations from the datasets.
This shift includes the use of machine learning to predict (with some degree of
uncertainty) the occurrence of mineral deposits in a given area.
Spatial data analysis has been an active area of research for the last two
decades. It has improved through the use of different kinds of computer ap-
plications, such as GIS, computer-aided design (CAD), multimedia information
systems, data warehousing and earth observation systems (Shekhar et al., 2001).
Satellite images and digital maps are examples of spatial data because the infor-
mation is extracted from them by processing the data with respect to a spatial
frame of reference about the earth’s surface. Computer aided spatial data analy-
sis, mapping and modelling techniques have been used in applied geosciences for
many years to detect patterns in the distribution of natural phenomena (Bonham-
Carter, 1994).
The choice of PYGR area was because it is rich in secondary mineral deposits.
The ring-complexes that formed the province are of high level sub-volcanic oro-
genic intrusions exposed over a distance of about 400km (Bowden et al., 1981).
The mineral sediments connected with the ring complexes of the region have been
the primary motivating force behind the geological study in the province, ever
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since the first discovery of alluvial tin deposits (Falconer, 1912; Ibrahim & Ben-
nett, 2014b).
The independent manner in which data was sourced from the research area due
to data paucity in the PYGR has made the use of GIS very important to deploy
the various mineralisation attributes data needed for ML classification modelling.
The challenge of using ML to predict natural phenomena such as mineral occur-
rence has always been in the collection of the right datasets that can be deployed in
ML. While it is very common to implement statistical or GIS approaches on their
own, this research uses GIS as a tool for data collection, processing and analysis,
while the ML classification is used to build a predictive spatial model for mineral
potential mapping (PSM-MPM). GIS were used to provide a computer-based tool
for capturing, managing, analysing, and displaying the spatial geographically ref-
erenced information and present them in either a vector or raster format. The
GIS tools were used for analysing all the geo–data (spatial and non-spatial). The
geodata analysis enables the mineral occurrence data to be handled spatially in
a spatial reference that will allow for easy extraction and analysis of predictive
attribute values.
GIS tools were very useful in manipulating both the quantitative and other ad-
ditional qualitative information (Bennett, 1996) needed to be deployed to ML clas-
sification algorithms to build a PSM-MPM. The PSM-MPM developed used the
secondary mineral occurrence data obtained from PYGR was validated and tested
to generalise well. Predictive spatial modelling (PSM), and geospatial statistical
analysis about mineral potential mapping have been well documented (Agterberg
et al., 1990; Bonham-Carter, 1994; Porwal, 2006) but the specific approach pro-
posed in this research has not previously been attempted namely:
• Combination of GIS and ML.
• The application of ML and GIS technique to secondary mineral deposits of
cassiterite or tin.
• The evaluation of various validation techniques of PSM-MPM due to pres-
ence of spatial autocorrelation (SAC) in the data sets that leads to overfitting
or underfitting.
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2.3.1 Secondary Mineral Deposit Points Distribution
Secondary mineral deposits originate from external processes caused by the envi-
ronment, as well as material or chemical events, thereby instigating ore materials
to concentrate at the regolith (i.e., transported by stream or river from the source
to place of deposit). The physical processes involved include, erosion and weath-
ering. Behind the secondary mineral deposit formation, the theory of ore genesis
describes the composition in three different components, namely: source, trans-
port (conduit) and trap (deposit Point) (Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014b). Mineral
deposits are often classified based on their type (Bowden & Jones, 1978; Falconer,
1912), although classification tends to be difficult because for the multiple causes
of their formation.
The secondary casiterite mineral deposits or placers are derived from the
weathering and erosion of the primary casiterite deposits. Casiterite is a typ-
ical example of mineral deposits found at a secondary level of occurrence and
is the principal mineral mined in the PYGR. Hence, the focus of this research.
Cassiterites are chemically resistant, heavy metals and readily form residual con-
centrations. These levels may develop over a primary deposit (eluvial) and on
slopes below the deposit (colluvial). When the cassiterite reaches a drainage sys-
tem, it may be transported to a river channel and concentrated into an alluvial
placer deposit. A placer deposit buried by younger sediments or lava is known as
a deep lead. Deposits in oceanic submerged river channels are important sources
of tin or casiterite. More than half of the world’s tin production is currently from
deposit in mainly in Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand (Geoscience Australia,
2007, 2013).
Figure 2.1 shows the formation of residual (primary) and eluvial or alluvial
placer (secondary) mineral deposits. The primary cassiterite mineral deposits are
found within and on the rocks layer only, while the secondary mineral deposits are
normally dispersed through a process of chemical weathering, and transported by
river or stream to areas within the primary source (i.e., rocks), and buried beneath
the earth surface. The mineral occurrence structure symbolises a typical spatial
data distribution.
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Figure 2.1: A modified diagram of secondary mineral deposit formation obtained from Haldar (2013).
The secondary mineral when represented as a set of points of a particular type
can be characterised and analysed through point pattern analysis (PPA) (Boots
& Getis, 1988; Diggle, 1983). Through cartography, real world objects are repre-
sented as points, polygon, lines in a two-dimensional plane. A common representa-
tion used for secondary mineral deposit analysis is by points; the analysis is often
referred to as PPA. Part of the reason for studying the points pattern is to deter-
mine the following: a source of information about a certain phenomenon and the
process responsible for its occurrence (Boots & Getis, 1988). In some cases, opin-
ions or information about a certain event represented as point is enough to develop
an explanatory model for it. Even if available information about a phenomenon is
very elementary, the information gained from the point pattern analysis enables
an initial insight into how the secondary mineral cassiterite process occurs in the
given area.
2.4 Existing Approaches to Mineral Potential Map-
ping
An Expert system named Prospector was developed at Stanford Research Institute
for evaluating mineral prospects (Duda et al., 1995). It uses Bayesian inference
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networks to evaluate mineral deposits by generating an estimate of the most likely
mineral deposit type and an explanation of the results obtained. Even though
the original Prospector did not support the use of spatial data, like geophysical
surveys or geological maps, later versions were improved to support the regional
assessment of mineral modelling.
Duda et al. (1995) used Prospector to combine predictor patterns in a study
of the Island Copper deposits in British Columbia. Information was propagated
in the networks by first using Bayesian updating of prior to posterior probabilities
and then applying fuzzy Boolean operators. Expert opinion was used to estimate
qualitative likelihood ratios and prior probabilities. The results of using Prospec-
tor to map the potential for molybdenum deposits in the Mt. Tolman area of
Washington State was also published by Campbell et al. (1982) and Bonham-
Carter (1994).
Zhou & Civco (1996) also mentioned problems affecting Knowledge-driven
data integration models, such as the challenges involved when spatial data present
inaccuracy and factor interdependency, assigning scores and selecting the aggre-
gation function. A data-driven procedures require assumptions that are difficult
to meet when dealing with geological variables such as linear relationships, vari-
able dependence and normal distributions (Rigol-Sanchez et al., 2003). The use
of artificial neural networks (ANN) also offer some advantages over other meth-
ods because it does not make any assumptions or restrictions about predictive
attributes data. ANN allowed for non-linear and interactive effects among the
data (Bishop, 1995; Rigol-Sanchez et al., 2003), this is the reason why ANN is
still considered a ”black-box” and its modelling involves a more elaborate training
process (parameter adjustment) than other methods.
The weight of evidence (WOE) is another form of statistical analysis approach
to predicting mineral potential mapping among geo-scientist and statistician, it
uses the concept of Bayesian conditional dependence by updating prior to pos-
terior probabilities (Agterberg et al., 1990; Bonham-Carter & Agterberg, 1990).
The WOE is determined by the Prospectors using estimate, for example, it uses
Bayesian equations in a log-linear form using conditional independence assump-
tion of input predictor patterns. It is probably the most popular technique for
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mineral potential mapping due to natural applicability (Bonham-Carter & Agter-
berg, 1990).
A major work in the area of mineral resource prediction and mapping was
also done by Carranza et al. (2008); Carranza & Hale (2000, 2001, 2003); Car-
ranza et al. (1999). In this work, statistical and spatial analysis of geological
data, were employed to predict the mineral potential of a particular area in the
Philippines. The analysis include both quantitative and qualitative modelling
techniques. However, the work was used to predict the potential of primary gold
and copper deposits and involved geochemical analysis, it was a modelling ap-
proach that failed to address generalisation or validated using unseen datasets.
Rigol-Sanchez et al. (2003) employed ANN by adopting a back-propagation
network with three layer variables. They used remote sensing data by applying
geological, geochemical and geophysical data to achieve a favourable target of
both present and future occurrence.
Porwal (2006) developed some mathematical models for mineral potential map-
ping and made some comparisons based on predictive accuracy performance re-
garding how well the model fitted the various mineral attributes. The mathe-
matical model was implemented using an augmented Bayesian classifier, a hybrid
model of Fuzzy/WOE and a combination of Neural/Fuzzy and made a comparison
of their performance. Even though Porwal recorded some level of success, the per-
formance of Bayesian Network obtained by Porwal was hindered by the paucity of
known mineral deposit data and, therefore, suggested the need for more data ac-
quisition for training and testing including data pre-processing before modelling.
The work suggests data pre-processing without loss of vital information to avoid
random noise in order to augment the training data and ensure more data points
are available at an exponential rate to its predictive attributes in order to prevent
the problem of the curse of dimensionality. Porwal’s mathematical models were
however, only applicable to sedimentary exhalative deposits (SEDEX) which are
deposits formed through ore-bearing hydrothermal fluids into a water reservoir
such as the ocean. The model uses predictive maps for analysis and an area-based
approach with few deposits areas as observation data sets.
Just recently Ekosse & Mwitondi (2015) used a data-driven approach to Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) to identify distinctive oxides of elements con-
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centration that show variation in a lithological arrangement of Kaolin, using data
obtained from four distinctive deposit regions of Botswana. The results of the
PCA obtained were validated by graphical data visualisation tools of a smaller
dimensional matrix of 28x11, with the results of the validation showing sharp
differences in the three samples, indicating that discretisation was a significant
challenge. Ekosse & Mwitondi (2015) formally used size discretisation of kaolin
particles as a tuning parameter measuring kaolin variation among samples used in
validating predictive modelling applications. The work, however, suggested a new
direction for developing a predictive model based on newly extracted components
and discretisation in validating new predictive modelling applications.
As several methods are used for predicting an output or target property, the
output can be either a discrete attribute (classification) or a continuous (regres-
sion). Many real life problems present a well-structured input or output such as
gene function prediction, image processing and geospatial data, etc. Classifica-
tion in this work is treated as predictive modelling tasks with structured outputs.
This work is tailored towards ML classification and spatially distributed data
analysis to build a predictive model. The work used secondary mineral deposits
represented as points, unlike Porwal’s, within a geographical space and used other
geospatial elements of the individual points as part of the predictive attributes.
The spatial point analysis was used to establish spatial feature using GIS tools, de-
termine point distribution patterns and the correlations among spatial attributes
(Bonham-Carter, 1994; Boots & Getis, 1988). The spatial predictive model per-
formance will then be validated to test for its acceptability, using standard ML
classification method.
It was evident that the lack of a good predictive mineral deposit model of the
PYGR area has led to an inaccurate assessment by mining companies to believe
that there was no longer mineral deposits in the PYGR area, while the local miners
continue to discover new mineral deposits in the same region. While it is possible
that the quality or quantity of the mineral found is not economically viable, this
is not the intention of the model proposed. The aim is to attempt to design a
predictive model capable of managing both qualitative and quantitative attributes
of mineral deposits recognition criteria and generalises well to similar data sets
elsewhere, using effective means of model performance validation. Therefore, a
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machine learning predictive algorithms was selected and deployed to build a PSM-
MPM because the ML classification modelling approach can learn from various
knowledge representations and make predictions based on learned knowledge to
generalise and quantified the predictive ability of the model based on the predictive
dataset.
This research is a pioneering one for the secondary mineral data in the PYGR
and the desired data is not readily available. There was, therefore, the need to
develop a systematic method of acquiring the appropriate predictive attribute
datasets in a manner so as to model the relationship between the target mineral
deposits and the recognition criteria in the PYGR experimental datasets effec-
tively.
Some of the fundamental challenges associated with the design of PSM-MPM
are first, the acquisition of the desired scientific data and preparing it to be used to
develop a predictive model using ML classification. Secondly, is the selection of the
classifier and the appropriate predictive model validation techniques to measure
the performance accuracy of the PSM-MPM. Since the predictive performance of
a good model is mostly data-dependant (Mwitondi et al., 2013), the violation of
the attributes of data independence in a spatially distributed cassiterite mineral
due to SAC, leads to overfitting and underfitting by the classifier. The element for
determining overfitting and underfitting are often realised in an exaggerated high
and low predictive accuracy scores by the classifier respectively. The predictive
performances of a model are often affected by the distribution pattern of the
datasets that account for attributes data independences or SAC. It is, therefore,
important to check for the presence or otherwise of SAC in distribution datasets
when building a PSM-MPM, to avoid model overfitting and underfitting.
The uniqueness of the work undertaken in this thesis in contrast to the existing
methods highlighted, however is firstly, in the type of data (i.e., study area), the
techniques deployed in acquiring the data, and the method used to evaluate the
performance of the PSM-MPM, through model validations using different data
sampling methods for selecting training and testing data. Since mineral deposits
exist in different formations and locations, it is very difficult to conclude that a
single method of predicting mineral potential mapping can be applicable to all, ex-
cept through a scientific modelling of a certain existing mineral deposit to predict
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the future occurrences and measure generalisation to other similar datasets. The
ML classification approach based on the existing mineral deposit data obtained
from the PYGR of Nigeria will lead to the development of such a predictive spatial
mineral potential model, and give a thorough assessment of the predictive perfor-
mance based on generalisation through the model validation, measured based on
the test or validation set.
A significant general problem identified in terms of classifying spatial data
using ML classification is that, a learning classifier tend to overfit or underfit
the particular data that has been used for training. In the case of applying ML
classification on the spatially distributed secondary mineral data, overfitting may
occur due to spatial dependencies or the arrangement among data items in space
(Bahn & McGill, 2013; Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014b): recalled that things that are
closer in space are more inclined to have the similar attribute values than those
that are far apart (Neville et al., 2003). The similarities or dependences among
spatially co-located attribute values are often referred to as spatial autocorrelation
(SAC).
SAC means that an observed value of a variable at one locality is significantly
dependent or correlated to the values of that variable (and other related variables)
at neighbouring regions (Liebhold & Gurevitch, 2002; Rahbek et al., 2007) thereby,
violating the modelling assumption of attribute data independence. Checking
for SAC has become a conventional routine for plant ecologists and geographers
(Fortin & Dale, 2005; Sokal & Oden, 1978) for the study of variations in the plants
to determine the underlying distribution structure and to detect parasitic plants
in a given area. SAC analysis and study, are important approaches to predictive
modelling of mineral distribution data that include geological and geographical
data due to their inherent spatial structure (Bonham-Carter, 1994; Guisan et al.,
2006; Kissling & Carl, 2008).
Previously, research linking predictive modelling of spatially distributed data
that include the concept of autocorrelation was explicitly conducted by Stojanova
et al. (2011). The work investigated the idea of spatial and network autocorrela-
tion in predictive modelling and evaluation. The research also involves a predic-
tive clustering framework that deals with both SAC and network autocorrelation,
building a spatial predictive system that considered both autocorrelations (spatial
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and network) in learning, and developed predictive clustering models using both
classification and regression (Stojanova et al., 2010). Although the work investi-
gated several forms of autocorrelations as mentioned earlier, the method employed
only deals with predictive modelling by identifying autocorrelation according to
the orders of clusters of the similar dataset values associated with each group.
The approach of the work combines both regression and classification tasks to
form predictive models, for both continuous and discrete response respectively.
The major limitation for the work of Stojanova et al. (2011) is that it deals with
autocorrelation in the datasets at different stages of the SAC phenomenon rather
than at a global or general level, where it will be possible to generalise the imple-
mentation at both levels (local and global) (Stojanova et al., 2011). The predictive
models adapt only to the local properties of the datasets that may hinder efficient
execution and transferability. Recalled that the essence of applying ML classifica-
tion in modelling is to provide an easier, more robust and a generalised predictive
model such that, the measure of the generalisation are measured by either accu-
racy, sensitivity or specificity as the case may be for decision-making. The case
may be to either accept, reject or seek to optimise the performance through the
predictive accuracy or error rate.
The work of this thesis, however, developed a predictive model performance
assessment of the ML standard classifiers to select the best through performance
comparison among the classifiers used for building the PSM-MPM. The work also
proposed a novel technique of PSM-MPM performance validation that seeks to
detect the presence or absence of mineral potential, and to minimise the effect
of overfitting and underfitting in an ML classification. SAC in spatial datasets
often causes poor validation of training on the test set. The technique considered a
systematic and holistic approach to spatial data sampling; that spatially splits the
training and test data to improve spatial attribute data independence, thereby,
reducing the SAC effect inherent in the dataset. The space cutting technique
provides for a more heterogeneous rather than having a very similar or completely
different training and test datasets embedded in the clustered arrangement of
attributes. The space splitting or sampling enable spread among highly correlating
attributes of training and test sets which are often spatial, that supports credible
validation of PSM performance. Other forms of PSM validation technique include
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random holdout, cross-validation and re-substitution, but are often affected by
the adverse effect SAC leading to overfitting and underfitting (Bahn & McGill,
2013). The problem of overfitting and underfitting which has been identified as a
big challenge in ML classification, particularly in spatial distribution dataset, as
inherent in the secondary mineral distribution data obtained from PYGR, have
not been effectively tackled by the traditional methods of model validation in
an ML classification (Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014a). Thereby, a new approach was
developed to handle overfitting due to SAC within the context of ML predictive
model classification.
2.5 Predictive Spatial Model for Mineral Potential
Mapping (PSM-MPM)
The research work conducted in this thesis, surveyed the predictive performances
by seven selected standard supervised ML algorithms in order to select the best
model for the existing mineral distribution pattern of the PYGR region, to pro-
duce a predictive mineral potential model based on the spatial association be-
tween geological, geographic and geo-spatial features. The most common existing
method for mineral potential mapping is the statistical technique of Kriging, which
involves a quantitative approach to modelling mineral deposits where quantified
evidential weights are taken with respect to areas of known target deposits (Agter-
berg et al., 1990; Bonham-Carter, 1994). Unlike the method of statistical kriging,
the PSM-MPM is a combination of statistics for spatial point analysis (SPA) and
ML classification for modelling secondary mineral potential in a given area through
the validation of two separate datasets classified as training and test sets. Spatial
point analysis is used to determine the distribution pattern to ascertain the non-
randomness of the data and also quantify the spatial association between mineral
deposits and geological features to ensure that the right attributes are used for
model building. The statistical techniques used are a combination of the measure
of dispersion, which involves Nearest Neighbour Distance, Quadrat analysis and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (K-S Test) to determine the distribution pattern as
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well as the correlation between the various features of mineralisation. While sta-
tistical analyses are conducted in most cases of modelling, this research is merely
deploying statistics to validate the dataset as a distribution of a non-random oc-
currence as well as verify the predictive attribute data selected to produce the
PSM-MPM.
The ML classification modelling is considered to be very effective when the
right attributes are selected Breiman et al. (1984), but these are often challenged
by the problem of overfitting depending on the complexity of the algorithm to the
data type used. While the problem of overfitting is a well-documented problem in
predictive modelling, it is not widely explored in ML classification involving spa-
tial data, particularly in secondary mineral deposits datasets (Ibrahim & Bennett,
2014b). The common method of addressing overfitting in classification modelling
is through model validation or cross-validation (Bradley, 1997; Han et al., 2011),
which involves the technique of splitting the training and test datasets, and to
validate a trained model with test or unseen data by the classifier. Since sec-
ondary mineral data exhibits spatial autocorrelation (SAC), which incidentally
is a natural attribute of the dataset and helps in making predictions, the cross-
validation or hold-out method of splitting training and testing data is done to
ensure generality and to address the problem of overfitting or underfitting in ML
classification modelling. Since SAC is a concept of space in a spatial dataset such
as the secondary mineral deposits of the PYGR (Tobler, 1970), it is difficult for
the ML classifiers to split training and test data along the lines of spatial com-
ponents but randomly. Hence the need to design a new approach or technique to
determine the performance of the spatial predictive model for the mineral deposit
potentials of the PYGR that identifies both overfitting and underfitting as against
the traditional method of random holdout (RHO) splitting (Porwal, 2006).
2.6 The Implication of SAC to Overfitting and Un-
derfitting
Overfitting occurs when an ML classifier learns specific details of the particular
dataset that are irrelevant to the classification problem in the general case. Such
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irrelevant details could be noise due to high similarities among variables in the
dataset that allows the classifier to learn easily. Underfitting, on the other hand,
refers to the situation where a statistical or ML algorithm is not able to capture
properly the underlying pattern in the dataset or when the algorithm does not fit
data well. Overfitting often occurs usually in a situation where the model is ex-
tremely complex (Diebold, 2015; Scheres & Chen, 2012). The major determinant
for the occurrence of overfitting and underfitting in classification modelling is the
inability of training data to match the performance of test data or vice-versa in a
random selection. The typical method of testing for overfitting and underfitting
in ML classification is the cross-validation, random holdout (RHO) or the leave
one out method of model validation (Bahn & McGill, 2013). This method is usu-
ally applied at the point of model performance validation with a test dataset, or
when making a prediction using new and unseen dataset by the predictor. While
this approach works differently for different learning algorithms depending on the
type of data used, there has not been any standard method that has handled
spatial predictive models, due to the homogeneity of spatial datasets or due to
their similarities of values in space (Bahn & McGill, 2013; Ibrahim & Bennett,
2014a). The similarities of data attribute values in space due to their proximity,
leads to high correlation or lack of independence among the predictive attributes
even when split into training and test dataset. For instance, several mineral de-
posits may exist in different locations but at equal elevation height, other reasons
for similarity in values could be due to some mineral deposit points having equal
proximity or distances values to geological features like the rocks unit.
The equal proximity may be due to chance and not because of they are from
same source leading to false correlation. The absence of true independence means
that the classification learner is not able to learn effectively on a test or new
attribute dataset efficiently what it learnt from the training set, but rather trans-
ferred the spurious attributes correlation onto the test set, thereby affecting learn-
ing and testing when using traditional RHO selection for model performance val-
idation selection (Porwal, 2006). The similarities in spatial data values are often
due to presence of spatial autocorrelation (SAC) among the attribute dataset. The
resultant effect of SAC is an over-exaggerated or poor prediction on new data sets
(i.e., poor model performance) in PSM-MPM. Both overfitting and underfitting
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Figure 2.2: A diagrammatic representation of learning in clusters of points pattern on training and validating
on test set using synthetic spatially distributed data.
lead to a poor prediction on new or test datasets in ML classification depending
on the adaptability of the classifier based on the type of dataset.
While there is no concrete proof from literature to indicate that SAC increases
the predictive accuracy of a classifier in a distribution data, the perception is
may be based on the regularly clustering arrangement of the dataset in space
(Stojanova et al., 2010). One of the causes of high predictive accuracy in clustering
arrangement of dataset is often due to ability of the dataset to retain the spatial
composition in the dataset during learning and prediction, making the results
prone to an excessively high predictive accuracy score. The challenge of learning
in spatial data distribution, such as the occurrence of secondary cassiterite mineral
distribution in space by an ML classifiers, sometimes varied with the type of
classifier presented. The diagram in Figure 2.2 is an example of a particular
synthetic spatially distributed attribute point data, drawn to demonstrate the
possible cause of failure by the traditional RHOmethod to handle model validation
on test or new dataset (model generalisation), leading to overfitting.
The diagram 2.2 shows a representation of synthetic point data, which demon-
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strate the inability of a random selection of spatial attribute values split. The
random split tends to learn from clusters of data points arranged in space. De-
pending on the learning style and complexity, some classifiers interact randomly
between attributes using majority voting for learning and may fit perfectly well
to the data pattern and hence replicate efficiently the clustering arrangement of
the data in space (i.e., clustered), leading to overfitting. In some classifiers, the
learning process is somewhat linear and required a simple data arrangement to
learn better, but unable to replicate well unto unseen data. Such classifiers may
perform poorly on the test set due to the absence of real attributes independence
that reduces the effect of SAC in the datasets. The Figure 2.2 demonstrated how
the training dataset in clusters represented by R1 and R2 and a test or validation
set at different clusters range of R3 and R4 might lead to either overfitting or
underfitting. Because the learner’s ability is restricted to a particular boundary
and has no proper information about the true correlation in the testing range
and may therefore, predict poorly due to the clustering arrangement learnt in the
range between R3 and R4.
2.7 Challenges of SAC in Spatially Distributed Points
Data
SAC in predictive variables may not only be a potential violation of a model’s
assumptions but also lead to inflated model test measures (Segurado et al., 2006).
The impact of SAC to a test of model predictive power based on data RHO
techniques in machine learning has not received the required attention (Bahn &
McGill, 2013). Several studies have identified the testing of models on a pre-
sumed independent data as a challenge to model selection (Araujo & Guisan,
2006; Hampe, 2004).
The three different categories of independent testing data typically employed
are: data collected independently, temporally independent data and spatially
independent data (Townsend Peterson et al., 2007). A focus on spatially true
independent testing data is considered here because SAC possibly leads to in-
terdependence among training and test data leading to overly optimistic model
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performance results, while natural data fluctuations may have resulted in an ex-
cessively pessimistic model assessment result.
The difficulties in detecting correct model performance in secondary mineral
distribution modelling are that only some degree of predictive performance into
a new area is known. As such, it is hard to say how well the distribution models
predicts for a new field performed well or not. For example, if a model performance
measured by area under the curve (AUC) is 65%, it may not be considered a good
performance when predicting into a new area. This is because the model may
require some other form of evaluations using systematic inference that will allow
the identification of those attributes that contribute to increases and decreases
in model performance, as well as a systematic performance comparison to other
model performances on similar data sets.
Empirical SAC cases involve moderate, active relationship between nearby
values on a map. Most socio-economic/demographic data display a moderate
positive relationship while remotely sensed satellite images almost always show a
strong positive relationship. Strong positive SAC may occur in remotely sensed
images as against the moderate positive SAC displayed in geo-referenced data,
this is due in large part to light reflectance spreading of remotely sensed data
rather than the neatly contained light reflectance in the pixel boundaries of geo-
referenced data.
Moderate positive SAC occurs in maps of the population, where density tends
to display average positive SAC, in part due to urbanization at a district, general,
zonal or at a resident scale (Griffith, 2013).
A moderate negative SAC: in the literature, only a few empirical examples of
negative SAC are reported. The SAC phenomenon is conceptually discussed as
a term of geographic competition. In other words, if a finite amount of land is
available, gains in the earth’s size of a given territory is a consequence of the loss
of territory size in nearby territories (Griffith, 2013). A war-torn area could be a
perfect example of a moderate negative SAC. The image in Figure 2.3a depicts an
example of a positive SAC in a map and also indicates how low and high values
are clustered together with high values concentrating at the centre but reducing or
decaying over distance away from the centre. The maximum correlation is focused
at the centre but decline as it disperses. Figure 2.3b on the other hand, displays
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a map of point patterns with a uniformly dispersed pattern, indicating negative
SAC. Here, the high and low dissimilar variables are interspersed evenly across
the map space.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Diagrammatic example of degree of relative correspondence of high and low values of SAC: Figure
(a) shows similar values clustered together as positive SAC as arranged while Figure (b) is shows dissimilar values
clustered together on a map indicating negative SAC.
Two types of SAC might be distinguished depending on whether the processes
generating the spatial structures are causal or occur by chance (Fortin & Dale,
2005; Legendre, 1993; Legendre & Legendre, 1998). In the case of the former, the
spatial pattern is caused by factors that are an inherent property of the variable of
interest, also known as intrinsic SAC (Fortin & Dale, 2005), for instance distance-
related processes such as dispersal or geographical range extensions (Diniz-Filho
et al., 2003; Legendre, 1993). On the other hand, there are spatial pattern au-
tocorrelations induced by an external process that is independent of the variable
of interest; this is also referred to as induced spatial dependence (Fortin & Dale,
2005). These induced correlations arise on spatially structured environmental at-
tributes such as the wind, topography and climatic constraints, which can cause
distribution patterns to be spatially structured. Irrespective of which processes
create the spatial structure of the data distribution, the presence of SAC is a
significant challenge for classical statistics or model tests (analysis of variance,
correlation and classification) because, statistical modelling methods assume in-
dependently distributed errors (Legendre, 1993; Legendre & Legendre, 1998). The
error problem relates to the inflation of type 1 errors or sensitivity tests in classifi-
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cation models (i.e. false attribution of a correlation) which signify that confidence
intervals are wrongly estimated when observations are not independent.
A type 1 error is an incorrect rejection of a null hypothesis —ı.e., a false
positive. Hence, classical tests of significance of correlation or classification coef-
ficients might be biased (Kissling & Carl, 2008; Legendre, 1993; Legendre et al.,
2002; Lennon, 2000). SAC may also affect the ability to evaluate the importance
of explanatory variables (Lennon, 2000; Lichstein et al., 2002). SAC can also be
a major shortcoming for hypothesis testing, predictive accuracy, or in drawing an
inference from statistical models (Dormann, 2007; Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014b).
SAC in secondary mineral deposits data from the PYGR is associated with
the geo-spatial mineralisation attributes, such as: the lithological components and
the occurrence of mineral deposits clustering arrangement, constituting a natural
SAC due to their co-existence. The effect of SAC on spatial data distribution
follows Tobler’s Law, which states that object values close together tend to be
more similar to each other than those farther apart.
The closeness of mineralisation attributes in space, as is the case in secondary
cassiterite mineral deposits formation, leads to SAC among the predictive at-
tribute values, such as elevation values or values of distances from one mineral
location point to a certain geological attributes such as the rocks and other min-
eral location points. This similarity determines the predictive spatial attributes
used to build PSM-MPM (Miller, 2004; Tobler, 1970). The SAC phenomenon is
of great concern in this work and the choice of secondary mineral dataset perfectly
presents the challenges of SAC on predictive spatial model performances. This
is probably the reason why the local miners were prospecting within a certain
distance of areas where deposits had already been discovered.
2.7.1 Detecting and Quantifying Spatial Autocorrelation
Before attempting to model distribution data that are affected by SAC, it is
reasonable to consider the effect of the planned analysis with respect to SAC.
Checking for SAC has become a conventional routine for plant ecologists and
geographers (Fortin & Dale, 2005; Sokal & Oden, 1978). The commonly used
methods of detecting the presence or absence of SAC include; Moran’s I plots
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(also termed Moran’s I correlogram), Geary’s C correlograms and semi-variograms
(Isaaks & Srivastava, 1989; Legendre & Legendre, 1998; Perry et al., 2002). A
measure of similarity of data points (i and j) is plotted as a function of the
distance between the points dij. In all the three methods mentioned (i.e., Moran’s
I, Geary’s C or variance or variogram) distances are usually grouped into bins.
Moran’s I based correlograms typically show a decrease from some level of SAC
to a value of 0 or below; a value signifying the absence of SAC: The Geary C test
is similar to Moran’s I test in terms of conclusions but differs in interpretation.
Geary’s C has a mean value of 1 when testing the null hypothesis for no SAC and
the values range between 0 and 2, i.e., it can never be below zero; values between
0 and 1 indicate positive SAC while values greater than 1 indicates negative SAC.
Moran’s I is less sensitive to differences in small neighbourhoods, however,
is a more global measurement compared to Geary’s C that is more sensitive to
extreme values. In general, Moran’s I is preferred to Geary’s C in most cases and
consistently more powerful (Sawada, 2001).
Since the mineral distribution attribute data for this work are represented as
points coordinates plotted on a map, their distribution pattern explicitly reveals
the particular patterns that indicates the presence of SAC, for example; anisotropy
or non-stationary of spatial autocorrelation (Fortin & Dale, 2005; Isaaks & Sri-
vastava, 1989). The technique of Point Pattern Analysis (PPA) using quadrat
analysis was used to determine the distribution of the mineral data points ob-
tained from the PYGR. The quadrat method is very suitable for testing point
distribution patterns and has been used by plant ecologists to study plant distri-
bution pattern in a farm (Boots & Getis, 1988). The quadrat analysis of points
was used to set hypothesis of spatial distribution, under complete spatial random-
ness (CSR) test as the null hypothesis for a random distribution test. Such a
distribution is the test of random Poisson distribution. The test includes visualisa-
tion and analytical CSR tests to detect the distribution patterns of the secondary
mineral distribution obtained from the PYGR area represented as points.
A statistical analysis test was used in Chapter 4 to determine the presence of
SAC in the mineral data obtained form the PYGR using a CSR test. The point
pattern maps consist of two major components: the points as object and the area
in which the points is located. The points may be studied using the concept of
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CSR to determine the properties of their distribution in space. The concept of
CSR is based on the assumptions of the common conditions of uniformity and
independence, which is that, each location of the mineral point has equal chance
of receiving a point and the selection of one point does not affect the other (Diggle,
1983).
The first test of the statistical approach is the analysis of complete spatial
randomness (CSR), where the hypothesis was tested to determines the distribution
patterns of mineral data obtained from the PYGR. The CSR technique for point
pattern analysis determined the distribution for non-randomness that can test for
the presence of certain distribution pattern or visualised data structure using GIS.
2.7.2 Point Pattern Analysis of Mineral Occurrence
A point pattern represents a spatial pattern that constitutes arranged or organ-
ised points (Boots & Getis, 1988). The carefully arranged points represented on
a map can be referred to as point pattern maps. These maps are commonly used
to describe the occurrence of studied phenomena in a map. Although real-world
objects are not points, they can be represented as points on a map for the purpose
of analysis. The physical sizes of real objects are quite small compared to the dis-
tances between them and the area over which they occur. A good understanding
of the study of point pattern maps may help in learning about the phenomenon
presented as points and the process generating such points. It is equally possible,
to build an explanatory model based on sufficient ideas concerning the events.
Quite often, hypotheses concerning the location behaviour of the phenomena can
be derived from such models. Here the distribution pattern is of great importance
in revealing information about the dataset.
Typical examples of studies in PPA include central place theory that suggests
that settlements are often regularly distributed over a region. The hypothesis can
be supported showing the distribution of central areas. A similar consideration is
applied in urban rents theories suggesting that individual occurrences of activities
will repel each other, thus dispersing activities (e.g., retailing shopping malls)
whereas other activities may attract, thus spatial aggregation, e.g., industrial and
office activities.
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The technique of PPA is a statistical analysis that arose over 50 years ago in
plant ecology, as reviewed by (Greig-Smith, 1979) and later extended to animal
and as well as plant ecology. The technique of PPA has been used to explore
the spatial distribution of individual species and interrelationships of two or more
species. The aim was to identify individual and environmental factors that influ-
ence such patterns (Connor & Simberloff, 1979; Simberloff & Connor, 1981).
The early 1960’s, was the era of the quantitative revolution in geography, where
the technique of PPA was introduced into geography for the refinement of previous
qualitative descriptions, particularly of settlement patterns to predict how the
theories of central place could be identified in the real world (Agarwal, 2007; Dacey
& Tung, 1962). The central place theory makes efforts to explain the reasons
behind the distribution patterns, size, and number of cities and towns around the
world. (Agarwal, 2007). Soon afterwards Dacey (1964) developed and extended
the models to produce alternative patterns to central place theory: particularly,
models leading to clustered patterns of the settlement were emphasised (Boots &
Getis, 1988; Dacey, 1964). PPA was later extended to the analysis of phenomena
other than settlement patterns including retail establishments (Quigley, 1998;
Rogers & Brown, 1974). Geographers and scientists have also used PPA to study
the spatial characteristics of some physical features of the landscape, including
volcanic craters (Kemmerly, 1982; McConnell & Horn, 1972). In this study, PPA
is used for detecting distribution patterns of the secondary cassiterite mineral
deposits and test for the presence of SAC in the predictive spatial dataset.
The examination of SAC regarding a particular phenomenon is of great concern
to geographers for the identification of place in a city, town in a state or location
of rock types in a given area. The occurrence of spatial information is displayed
in form of a map. Three-dimensional real world data can be viewed as symbols in
a two-dimensional plane with the help of cartography. The displayed symbols are
usually represented as points, lines or area geometry. From geography, PPA has
been adopted by archaeologists and anthropologists to study artefact distributions
within a site (Hines et al., 1993; Wilsher et al., 1993).
Over the last decades, more sophisticated and wide-ranging techniques of PPA
have been developed for spatial pattern distribution and analysis (Diggle, 1983;
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Figure 2.4: Different possible types of spatial distributions point patterns.
Ripley, 1991). Figure 2.4 shows different possible classes of point pattern dis-
tribution which cannot be determined by visualisation alone but through some
statistical or spatial analysis. The statistical and spatial analysis are used to au-
thenticate the visual analysis of the distribution pattern by providing quantitative
or empirical proof to indicate the type of distribution in the dataset.
2.8 Machine Learning Classification of Spatial Data
Distribution
Machine Learning (ML) is a branch of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that uses a tech-
nique that provides computers with the ability to study a problem without being
apparently programmed (Breiman, 2001). An ML classification method was used
to build a predictive model that addresses the problem of mineral exploration
or discovery (Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014a; Porwal, 2006). The ML classification
modelling approach was chosen for this work due to its ability to automates the
learning of hidden knowledge about natural spatial phenomena such as secondary
mineral occurrence data (Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014b; Porwal, 2006). The ML clas-
sification algorithms can model mineral recognition criteria that form the basis
for the presence or absence of mineral deposit occurrence, based on the existing
or prior mineral deposit information, which are referred to as the predictive at-
tributes. The dataset of already discovered mineral deposits comprises the mining
points, some geological and geographical features split into training and test data
for modelling and validation, respectively for ML classification.
ML generally deals with the design and the development of algorithms that
allow computers to evolve behaviours or learn based on empirical data; it studies
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computer programs that automatically progress through acquaintance or learn-
ing (Mitchell, 1997). The primary research direction of this work is to use ML
classification to automate the extraction of information from secondary mineral
distribution data through computational and statistical methods and to make
intelligent prediction based on the trained data. In other words, ML classifi-
cation used the power of computer and statistics to exploit intelligent decision
about potential mineral deposits of the PYGR. No ML classification modelling
has ever been conducted on secondary cassiterite mineral deposit, and especially
in the PYGR; this research is therefore a pioneering research work (Ibrahim et al.,
2015a).
There are two possible applicable options in ML depending on the task at
hand, of learning: inductive and deductive inference. Inductive machine learn-
ing extracts new knowledge from data that describes an experience in a form of
learning examples or instances (Bratko, 2001). In contrast, deductive learning
explains a given set of rules by using specific information from the data (Langley,
1996). Depending on the feedback received by the learner during the learning
process, the learning can be classified as supervised or unsupervised. The focus
of this work is strictly on supervised inductive ML also referred to as predictive
modelling using ML technique for learning a function from the mineral dataset.
There is a class associated with each example and an answer to a question about
the example. It assumes that each learning sample includes some target property,
and the goal is to learn and predict this property within certain level of accuracy.
Example of supervised ML algorithms include: Naive Bayes (NB), Decision Tree
(DT), Tree Bagging (TB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Discriminant Analy-
sis (DA), K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) etc, (Bishop, 2006). On the other hand,
unsupervised inductive ML, also called descriptive modelling, assumes no such
target property to be predicted. It typically tries to uncover hidden regularities
or patterns to detect anomalies in the data. In contrast, examples of machine
learning methods for unsupervised ML include clustering, association rule mining
etc., (Bishop, 2006).
A brief workings and capabilities of some selected three classification algo-
rithms or classifier, used in details for critical predictive performance evaluation
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C
X1 X2 X3 X4
Figure 2.5: The structure of a simple NB diagram showing attributes and class nodes
during the course of modelling mineral potential of the PYGR using the NB, TB
and KNN classifiers are as follows:
• Naive Bayes
The advancement of AI led to the development of intelligent Bayesian Network
(BN) called Naive Bayes (NB) that is capable of inductive learning and general-
ization (Cheng & Greiner, 1999; Cooper & Herskovits, 1992; Hepinstall & Sader,
1997; Wang & Cheng, 2008). Figure 2.5 depicts a typical structure of ordinary NB
with X1, X2, X3 and X4 nodes representing the independent predictive attributes
while the class is represented by node C, and has shown better performance than
most classifiers (Langley et al., 1992). The Naive Bayes (NB) is a simple algo-
rithm that has its parent node as its class and no further links in the structure
(Duda et al., 1995). The NB has an advantage over other classifiers because; it is
easy to construct with a given priori as the structure so that no structure learning
procedure is required. The process of classification using NB is very efficient with
the advantage of independent assumption; meaning all predictive attributes are
assumed to be independent of each other. The NB has performed better than
many classifiers in many datasets, especially where the attribute datasets are less
correlated (i.e., independent of features) (Langley et al., 1992). It is also very
tractable to statistical computation because the conditional probabilities are a
measure of parameters of the inter-variable dependencies. Even though the BN is
very effective for knowledge representation and inference under uncertainty, the
BN was not regarded as a classifier until the discovery of the NB (Pearl, 1988).
• K-Nearest Neighbour
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KNN is an exquisite learning algorithm that is known to perform very well with
spatial distribution data (Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014a). The KNN uses a system
of voting in classification by ranking the feature vectors according to Euclidean
distance and selecting the k-vectors with the smallest distance to each point. The
KNN algorithm possesses some unique characteristics that include; being very
fast in training and testing models, it is simple and performs well in moderate
dimensions, it is also a lazy strategist, devoting most efforts at prediction time
and zero effort at training time, empirical error on the training set is always
zero and only needs to distinguish between the empirical and predictive error
(generalization).
• Tree-Bagging
The TB algorithm is an improved version of the Decision Tree (DT). A DT select
attributes or predictors by classifying them according to their values; they describe
a feature represented as nodes in observation to be assigned, and each branch
determines the value that such node can assume. Observations are classified
starting at the root node and sorted based on their feature values. The attributes
that best separate the training data would be the root node of the tree (Breiman
et al., 1984; Hunt et al., 1966). TB is a better performer to the DT. It uses a
method of ensemble where the tree is grown on an independently drawn bootstrap
replica. Bagging stands for bootstrap aggregation. TB takes an average of the
predictions from individual trees to compute a prediction of an ensemble of trees
for unseen data. It has performed very well with spatial data and other data
similar to the random forest (Breiman, 2001; Pardos & Heffernan, 2010).
Among the seven sampled standard ML classifiers employed for this exper-
iment, only three which include KNN, TB and NB were considered for further
performance evaluation, to investigate the causes of overfitting and underfitting
in the dataset as explained above. The remaining four classifiers were not consid-
ered since thy were only used for the purpose of performance comparison among
the range of sampled classifiers. The work used ML classification to build a
PSM-MPM and selected the best predictive model developed by each classifier
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to evaluate the predictive performance in order to enhance the predictive accu-
racies through a systematic approach of predictive model performance evaluation
or validation.
2.8.1 Predictive Model Validation
Predictive spatial models with ML classification, need to be validated or tested to
ascertain its accuracy or efficiency to generalisation (i.e., performance in respect to
independent or new datasets). This validation is necessary because it is a way of
getting feedback on the level of model performance that determines its usefulness.
The result of testing may lead to possible redesign, optimisation or even outright
rejection based on poor performance. It is believed that modelling an elaborate
ML algorithm that is complex and produces non-linear class boundaries is a better
classifier than straightforward and linear models (Danso, 2006). Duda et al. (2012)
later stated, however, that complex models over-fit the training data by giving a
higher predictive accuracy performance but still performing badly when tested on
new datasets despite the higher performance with training data.
Various methods exist for validating models such as cross-validation, stratified
RHO selection and also re-substitution (Bradley, 1997; Han et al., 2011). These
involve the splitting of predictive data into training and testing sets by selecting
the classifier that generalises well, giving the best predictive accuracy or least
predictive error rate. The model performance validation also helps to solve the
problem of overfitting commonly associated with ML classification on spatial dis-
tribution dataset, which may result in an over-exaggerated predictive accuracy.
The result of an overfitted algorithm on a data is leads to an overly pessimistic
ultimate results. Once a spatial predictive model satisfactorily passed validation
stage, it is retained as established and acceptable predictive models for mineral
deposit potential mapping for the given area. Otherwise, the modelling process
will be repeated or subjected to other forms of evaluation, such as investigating
the attribute data type used, consider a change of classifier or using model perfor-
mance validation technique like re-sampling to optimise model performance. Note
that validation can be done both internally and externally (i.e., a similar dataset
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from the same area or a similar dataset from different areas for training and test-
ing, respectively). In the case of internal validation, datasets used for training the
parameters will be divided into a particular ratio with the smaller ratio being the
testing or validation set (Kohavi, 1995). Otherwise, the data can be generated
externally through simulation of a synthetic dataset or from an entirely different
data source but same attributes.
• Confusion matrix table:
The confusion matrices as presented in Table 2.1 shows how are the result
of prediction or model test results using ML algorithms. The ability of each
algorithm to accurately predict correctly a specific class or not ia indicated by the
confusion matrix . The diagonal values are the correctly classified prediction while
others are misclassified. In this experiment, the class order is 0 and 1. Since the
research intention is to predict new mineral deposits, there is the need to know
places where time, energy and resources needs to be expended when searching
for potential mineral deposits. Hence, both classes (0 and 1) are important. The
aim of the confusion matrix is to determine the actual number of points that are
classified correctly and those not correctly classified by the algorithm based on
the test data.
Table 2.1: A typical interpretation of standard ML classification confusion matrix
predicted (0) predicted (1)
Actual (0) True (0 or positive) False (0 or negative)
Actual (1) False (1 or positive) True (1 or negative)
• Predictive performance table:
Predictive accuracy is the measure of the overall predictive ability of the algorithm
accurately to detect both positives and negatives (true class and false class). It
is usually calculated as the average sum of sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity
measures the rate of true positives against the false negatives rate and represents
the ability to predict the zero class correctly based on the confusion matrix pre-
sented in Table ??. Specificity measures the rate of actual negatives against the
false positive rate and represents the ability to predict the ones (1) class correctly
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based on the confusion matrix in Table ??. The class order matters here since we
are using a class order of 0 and 1, which implies non-mineralised and mineralised
points respectively, based on the ground truth.
The formulae for calculating model performance indices such as accuracy, sen-
sitivity and specificity are given as:
Accuracy =
∑
True(Positive) +
∑
True(Negative)∑
Total Population
Sensitivity =
∑
True(Positive)∑
True(Positive+
∑
False(Negative)
Specificity =
∑
True(Negative)∑
True(Negative) +
∑
False(Positive)
• ROC and AU-ROC curve plot:
The Area Under the Receive Operating Characteristics (AU–ROC) curve de-
fines the measure of accuracy of a predictive test. The larger the area under the
ROC, the more accurate the predictive test is. The AU–ROC curve is measured
by the following equation:
AUC =
∫ 1
0
ROC(t)dt (2.1)
Where;
t = 1− Specificity (2.2)
and;
ROC(t) is Sensitivity
2.8.2 Predictive Model Selection
Various methods exist for selecting “optimal” models in ML classification. These
involve the performance validation and evaluation success recorded by a classifier
on specific datasets which signifies the generalisation capability of the model as
measured through a high predictive accuracy rate (Mwitondi et al., 2013). The
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conventional method is to, first of all, view the confusion matrices and then de-
termine the models with the highest predictive accuracy when validated against
a test set (Mwitondi & Said, 2013). Accuracy alone, however, may not be enough
to conclude explicitly that a model is performing very well, since some models
exhibit what is referred to as accuracy paradox i.e., a situation where a predictive
model with high accuracy may still lack greater predictive power. This is because
greater accuracy only implies an evaluation of the rate of correct prediction to
a particular class but does not say much about the robustness of the model —
ı.e., models that are sensitive to noise by reducing the possibility of fitting noise
but generalise well with new and unseen data. This is often evident in a pre-
dictive accuracy scores in spatially autocorrelated attribute datasets such as in
the secondary mineral distribution data, since the SAC leads to overfitting and
underfitting, respectively, when all dependent attributes are trained and tested
on almost similar datasets or trained and tested on entirely dissimilar datasets.
Model evaluation includes testing the predictive efficacy, error rate, sensitivity
or specificity, and the size of the area under the ROC as part of the assessment
when compared to other classifiers. Comparative analysis is further conducted to
select the best classifier based on some multiple options from among the criteria
listed. A further test of data re-sampling that involve test of true attribute data
independence may e conducted to test for overfitting or underfitting due to SAC
particularly in spatially distributed dataset.
2.9 Summary
The chapter identified and discussed the various approaches to modelling and pre-
dicting potential mineral deposit, using different geostatistical and data mining
techniques (Carranza et al., 1999). The statistical approach includes the method
of geospatial kriging and the WOE to model mineral potential using the available
digitised mineral data sets or maps. Methods for capturing spatial data for useful
geospatial analysis of both digital and analogue point data only, using ML clas-
sification have hitherto not been very successful. However, attempts to build a
predictive model for mineral data and use in an embedded system or expert sys-
tem have also not been successful, due to the lack of ability of the existing models
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to generalise well with unknown or unseen data. The evolution of GIS and ML,
however, has significantly improved methods of capturing spatial data, primar-
ily geographic and geological data, from both analogue (cartography) and digital
maps (Bonham-Carter, 1994; Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014b) for easier computational
and modelling with generalisation.
In this chapter, a method of predicting secondary mineral potential deposits
obtained from the PYGR area of Nigeria was proposed using ML classification
technique. The proposed model approach seek to overcome the problem of sec-
ondary mineral data paucity, that involved a systematic data acquisition technique
using statistics, spatial data manipulation analysis with GIS and also, the deploy-
ment of ML classification to build a predictive spatial model also referred to as
PSM-MPM. The PSM-MPM will be capable of predicting the potential location
of the mineral deposit in the PYGR area, and other places, based on the existing
mineralisation attributes obtained in the area and elsewhere. The spatial distri-
bution pattern of the mineral datasets represented as points indicated that the
attributes data values are mostly dependent on each other due to their closeness
(spatially) or may be clustered together leading to lost of attribute data indepen-
dence. The lack of true attribute data independence leads to high SAC in the
dataset leading to either overfitting or underfitting by the ML classifier.
Finally, the chapter discusses the application of ML classification modelling as
the state of the art in numerous research areas including using spatial distribution
data such as the secondary mineral data. The ML classification offers a unique
method of modelling spatial and non-spatial attribute data by automating the sta-
tistical process of building models and have the ability to measure generalisation
or the predictive performance based on unseen dataset through validation. The
current and traditional methods of model validation or cross-validation technique
of evaluating the problem of overfitting or underfitting in predictive modelling are
through the validation of training performance on the test dataset. This method
has not been examined properly in a spatially autocorrelated dataset such as sec-
ondary mineral data distribution dataset. A modelling technique for building a
PSM-MPM to test and detect the detrimental effect of SAC to overfitting and un-
derfitting by the ML classifier measuring performance has been proposed through
model validation. Existing standard methods of evaluating and selecting the ideal
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PSM-MPM based on performance, such as the predictive accuracy scores of the
classifier. The evaluation will involve effective re-sampling that involves splitting
training and test set to generalise or improve the predictive model well.
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Methodology
3.1 Overview of the Chapter
This chapter describes the research methodology adopted for this research by sys-
tematically implementing the designed steps that assume the use of geographic
information system (GIS), statistics and machine learning (ML) to analyse sec-
ondary mineral distribution datasets obtained from plateau younger granite region
(PYGR) and use ML classification to build a predictive spatial model for mineral
potential mapping (PSM-MPM). Section 3.1 is the general overview of the chapter
while 3.2 contain the introduction. Section 3.3 explains the method of data source
and the mode of collection with justification. Section 3.4 discusses the method of
data collection; which involves the process of physical capture of the mineral distri-
bution occurrence data points to undergo the cleaning, conversion and identifying
all predictive attribute data for use by ML classification technique. Section 3.5
highlights the statistical and spatial analysis of secondary mineral datasets, as well
as determining the correlation among the selected predictive attributes datasets.
It also examines the distribution patterns of secondary mineral data points. Sec-
tion 3.6 discusses the actual design development method of the PSM-MPM using
ML classification algorithms and select some of the classifiers based on perfor-
mance for further evaluations. Section 3.7 Validates the use of spatial attributes
and spatial autocorrelation (SAC) or spatial distribution through data simulation.
Section 3.8 shows a method of data pre-processing using PCA that leads to the
selection of attribute subset, to optimise the predictive performance scores of the
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selected classifiers. Section 3.9 represents the method of performance evaluation
of PSM-MPM with a particular focus on overfitting and underfitting. A novel
assessment technique that challenges the existing standard method of model per-
formance evaluation but specifically applicable to spatial distribution datasets.
Section 3.10 explain the model performance comparative analysis method, be-
tween the novel technique of RHO, PCA-RHO and SSS to justify the method of
SSS as the ideal method to use in validating PSM-MPM to overfitting and under-
fitting due to SAC, through their respective predictive accuracy scores. Finally,
Section 3.11 summarises the general findings in the chapter.
3.2 Introduction
Table 3.1 depicts the comprehensive methodology adopted for the conduct of this
research work. The general method adopted is in four (4) stages. The first two
steps are similar to the process adopted by Bonham-Carter (1994) where mineral
deposit data maps were obtained from the USGS in a digitised format into GIS
and analysed to produce a mineral potential map of the target area. The work of
Bonham-Carter (1994) used statistical tools in GIS to classify areas on the map
with mineral potential. The method used by Bonham-Carter (1994) involved
digital data map collection from individual data repositories. The geoprocessing
and modelling of mineral potential based on evidential weight using GIS. The
method varies significantly compared to the work in this thesis and is considered
an extension of the method employed by Bonham-Carter (1994).
This extension of the work is seen as both major and minor aspects. The
minor expansion involves the type of data used, a method of data acquisition and
the kind of data analysis done at various stages of mineral data transformation
and classification. The major extension is in the third and fourth stages of the
methodology as indicated in Table 3.1. Specifically, the application of standard
classification in machine learning (ML) to mineral deposit potential based on sec-
ondary mineral data that produces PSM-MPM, and the evaluation of its predictive
performance through a novel technique of spatial data separation that allows data
independence as well as improve model validation procedure that can more reli-
ably detect overfitting in the presence of SAC. The steps mentioned also involves
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the use of different standard ML classification algorithms to develop a predic-
tive model called PSM-MPM that serves to evaluate the predictive performance
affected by model overfitting due to data dimension and spatial autocorrelation
(SAC). Other contributions highlighted in the methodology includes the tech-
nique of obtaining and converting manual or analogue mineralisation geo-datasets
to digital. Recalled that part of the challenges mentioned earlier about this re-
search faces is in the area of data availability and therefore required a systematic
approach to a credible but scientific data acquisition that can be used for the type
of work intended.
The steps involve in the methodology are summarised as follows:
• Step One:
The first step involves the selection and justification of the study area; it also
includes the process of data collection. The procedure includes obtaining infor-
mation about the mineralisation components of the area. The data collection
process in the PYGR area was systematically done to address a problem of data
paucity in the area due to the pioneering nature of this research. The systematic
approach involves a geological mining data survey of the PYGR area to collect
mineralisation geodata such as: the mineral occurrence coordinate positions in
latitude and longitude using a Global Positioning System (GPS) tool, the ele-
vation of the mineral occurrence and names of the settlements where the mining
areas are found. Other mineralisation data collected outside the survey included a
scanned copy of the cartographic geological map of PYGR area showing different
rocks types. The entire dataset collected from both the physical and geological
surveys in an analogue format including the cartographic (scanned) geological map
of PYGR carefully converted to digital to prepare the data in an ML classification
acceptable format to build a PSM-MPM for the PYGR area and other places.
The method and type of geospatial data acquisition, mineralisation attribute
data extraction and geoprocessing of all attribute map data were prepared as input
to the Geographic Information System (GIS) through a standard geo-referencing
of various predictive map layers. The standard geo-referencing provides a platform
that allowed maps drawn from different projections to be aligned with a single
scaling or projection to enable easy analysis and visualisation in GIS or using
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Arc-GIS software. Other procedures at this stage involve the combination of
the geological map layers consisting of lithological (rocks type), digital elevation
data map (DEM map) and another geo-information maps in GIS. The maps of
mineral occurrence (presence and absence) data points representing the position
of mineral deposits and other components of the map, such as settlements, are
spatially joint with other maps of different rock types and the elevation in GIS.
The created predictive maps are all combined into single map converted to shape
file and determine the the nearest distances between each attribute and mineral
occurrence points.
• Step Two:
The second stage involves the statistical analysis of the mineral point data and
geospatial analysis of all the predictive attributes in the geological map layers
in GIS. The activities include creating spatial evidence geological maps and con-
ducting spatial analysis of all the selected predictive components or attributes in
the map layers. The selection of mineral attributes or recognition data was car-
ried out based on literature about mineralisation processes through geospatial or
statistical data analysis, to establish correlation among the attributes. The proce-
dures involve spatial analysis to extract features that capture the mineralisation
distribution pattern of the given area as well as determine the presence of spatial
correlation among the geological attributes. The spatial relationship between ge-
ological attributes, such as granite rocks and mineral occurrence points, was done
by conducting spatial analysis of distance between mineral occurrence points and
geological features.
While the quadrat analysis measures the distribution patterns of the mineral
occurrence represented by points on the map, the distance distribution analysis
test determines the spatial correlation, or relationship, among the mineral indi-
cators, or mineralisation attributes, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test or K-S
Test. The K–S test statistic is a concept that determines the level of correlation
between two entities to determine if two distribution datasets are similar or dif-
fers significantly. The two datasets are the data distribution points for mineral
presence and mineral absence points measured in relation to geological features of
interest. In this case, the target is the closest of different rock types (represented
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by polygons) as contained in the geological map of the PYGR. The spatial pre-
dictive attributes of the study area data involved in the statistical and geospatial
analysis at this stage include: mineral concurrence points (i.e., mineral presence
or absence) locations; the lithology (i.e., favourable host granites or igneous rocks
type) and the desirable distance between mineral occurrence points and favourable
host rock.
• Step Three:
The third phase is a part of the contribution of this work which is the design and
development of a PSM-MPM capable of predicting the mineral potential of the
PYGR area, and other places, based on the geological and geospatial attribute
data using ML classification algorithms. The procedure involves combining spatial
characteristics and evidential predictive parameters using some selected standard
supervised ML classifiers to capture the mineral distribution pattern of the PYGR
data and make predictions of areas with potential deposits. The PSM-MPM vali-
dation based on traditional random hold-out splitting technique was subjected to
further evaluation, to observe the effect of either overfitting or underfitting caused
by SAC, on the performance of the classifier. The model validation procedure in-
troduced a novel approach to secondary mineral data validation technique called
Spatial Strip Splitting (SSS) validation, where the splitting of attribute data for
validation of the PSM-MPM is conducted spatially, by reducing the attribute data
dependence caused by SAC. The spatial sampling of attributes data by splitting
into training and test data results provides an answer to the detrimental effect of
overfitting and underfitting caused by SAC to provide a more optimistic predic-
tive model performance accuracy by the classifiers. The predictive performance
of each classifier was evaluated by comparing the individual predictive accuracy
score results obtained using both random hold-out validation selection and the
SSS validation methods to identify an ideal approach to validate the PSM-MPM
performance.
The importance of spatial components of the dataset that causes SAC were
also investigated when building a PSM-MPM; the technique showed a comparison
of predictive accuracy scores among methods that deliberately eliminate spatial
attributes, one with the spatial attributes only and then the other with both. The
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results also highlighted the importance of spatial components and the need to in-
clude such components in the model building rather than eliminating them. A
further contribution to this work in this section is identification of the importance
of spatial attributes data in PSM-MPM. The procedure involves simulation of the
mineral distribution of the predictive data from the PYGR that deliberately elim-
inates the spatial components of the data and uses the resultant simulated data
as a test set to validate the result of the PSM-MPM produced by the real data.
The result of the investigation signified the importance of the spatial component
for good predictive outcomes in PSM-MPM. Predictive accuracy scores may be
affected by the presence of SAC in the attribute data to determine whether to
accept or reject a model, this is because, despite the importance of spatial at-
tributes and SAC in the predictive dataset, they are still prone to overfitting and
underfitting which remains a sorce of concern to be address.
• Step Four:
The fourth step involves PSM-MPM performance evaluation: activities in this step
include a four-way model performance validation technique of data re-sampling
that involves the splitting of training and test dataset. The PSM-MPM four-way
performance evaluation involve the test of performance on the testing dataset us-
ing re-substitution, traditional RHO, half longitudinal split and the unique quar-
tered longitudinal spatial strip split (SSS). The SSS technique was considered to
show clearly the effect of SAC on performance of an ML classifiers through the
predictive accuracy change because, it allows for more data independent and in-
crease heterogeneity of attribute data spread among test and training data better
in the face of overfitting and underfitting.
A comparative analysis between three ML preprocessing technique was con-
ducted at this stage to determine the best approach that distinguish between
accuracy and optimisation that handle the detrimental effect of SAC leading to
overfitting and underfitting. The first technique is the standard RHO without any
preprocessing, then followed by RHO that involve preprocessing which involves
the reduction of attribute data dimension using Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) that selects the most important attribute data for model performance op-
timisation. The result of these three methods evaluations that include standard
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RHO, PCA-RHO and the SSS will determines the best method that determines
the effect of SAC (i.e., negative and positive effect) in secondary mineral deposits;
by comparing the predictive performance of the three different approach of model
validation in an ML classification. The selection of an ideal technique was based
on the predictive performance that offers a more optimistic predictive accuracy
scores rather than a pessimistic or poor predictive performance scores.
A detailed breakdown of how these four (4) steps contained in the methodology
Table 3.1 as carried out is provided in the subsequent sections and subsections
below:
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Table 3.1: A tabular structure of the methodology adopted for the thesis.
GENERAL STEPS ACTIVITIES
INVOLVED
PROCEDURES/PRODUCTS
1. STUDY AREA
SELECTION
AND JUSTIFI-
CATION (DATA
COLLECTION
AND
TRANSFORMATION)
SURVEY OF
EXISTING MINING
LOCATIONS and
CARTOGRAPHIC
GEOLOGICAL MAP
OF PYGR
OBTAINED FROM
NGS
Using Global Positioning System (GPS) tools to obtain the
coordinate points of mining locations within the PYGR area
where minerals are present and where they are absent; the
coordinate location points include the longitude, latitude and
elevation point of each location of mineral occurrence using
some population of occurrence density based on the number
of points in a particular area and recorded in an Excel format
2. SPATIAL
DATA
ANALYSIS TO
BUILD SPATIAL
PREDICTIVE
ATTRIBUTE
DATABASE/S-
TATISTICAL
ANALYSIS
(CONDUCTED IN
and OUTSIDE GIS)
COMBINE SPATIAL
EVIDENCE MAPS
TO EXTRACT
SPATIAL BINARY
ATTRIBUTES
LITHOLOGY STRUCTURES TOPOGRAPHY
(Digitized (Digitized from (Geo-referenced
Lithological shaded-relief elevation contours
Map) Map) DEM)
shape files) shape files) shape files)
POINT PATTERN
ANALYSIS;
COMPLETE
SPATIAL RANDOM
TEST AND K-S
TEST
Determine Quantify spatial Determine
distribution pattern association or the presence
of mineral correlation of SAC
point data of mineral in the
using PPA points with dataset
Quadrat test known mineral distribution
indicators(rocks types)
3. PSM-MPM
CONDUCTED
USING ML
CLASSIFICATION
WITH MATLAB,
R AND WEKA
(RESEARCH
CONTRIBUTION)
SELECT SOME
STANDARD ML
CLASSIFIERS
Develop PSM-MPM from standard supervised ML
classifiers/algorithms (using secondary mineral distribution
data obtained from PYGR) combined with spatial predictive
evidence parameters and select the classifiers with highest
and least predictive score to examine presence of overfitting
and underfitting respectively
. 4. MODEL PER-
FORMANCE
EVALUATION
(CONTRIBUTION)
NOVEL TECHNIQUE
FOR TESTING/VAL-
IDATING
PSM-MPM
The novel approach to model evaluation and selection
through spatial strip splitting of predictive attributes data as
against the traditional random hold-out method of model
validation, that ensures data independence, often violated
due to spatial auto-correlation in secondary mineral
distribution datasets.
PREDICTIVE
ACCURACY
EVALUATION AND
PERFORMANCE
OPTIMISATION
Comparative analysis of various predictive accuracy
produced using ordinary standard ML random holdout
(RHO) validation, attributes data pre-processing of best
subset selection using PCA-RHO and the SSS validation
approach to determine the ideal and optimised PSM-MPM
as a contribution to the research work.
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3.3 The Study Area and Justification
The Plateau Younger Granite Region (PYGR) is a component of the larger Nigeria
Younger Granite Region that constitutes an igneous province of the best examples
of mid-plate magmatism in the world, mainly due to the presence of aluminous
biotite granites that are the source of rich alluvial tin and columbite (Pastor &
Turaki, 1985). The area lies between Latitude 9 00’00" N to 10 30’00"N and
Longitude 8 30’00"E to 9 30’00"E (Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014b; Pastor & Turaki,
1985). The tin deposits, or cassiterite, which formed the basis for the Nigerian
tin mining industry are often secondary alluvial deposits of which formation has
been explained in chapter two of the thesis.
The justification for selecting the PYGR area is mainly due to the fact that;
the Jos Plateau areas constitute the central part of Nigerian Younger Granite
Province with the following distinctive features:
• It has the most intensive occurrences of alluvial Tin deposits within the
province.
• More than 90% of the Tin mining activities in Nigeria were done in this
area. Hence, it has the largest known mineral occurrences of the province,
against the production from the nearby younger granite rocks in Bauchi,
Nasarawa and Kano States. This made it a suitable choice for secondary
mineral distribution data target for this research.
• The geological map of the study area represented by Figure 3.1 with the
geological features controlling the formation of the alluvial secondary tin
mineral deposit, is available at an appropriate scale for the study. The
map was obtained from the Nigeria Geological Survey office in Nigeria. The
map was drawn at a scale of 1 mm to 0.5 km of the area of approximately
16,650km2 as shown in Figures 3.1
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Figure 3.1: Cartographic geological map of Plateau Younger Granite showing only the geological settings obtained
from Nigerian Geological Survey.
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3.4 Data Collection
The primary datasets were obtained by conducting a field survey of geological
data in the PYGR area, to identify areas where mineral deposits had occurred
in areas where mining activities are present. The surveyed area corresponds to
the area covered by the available geological map of the PYGR area, as shown in
Figure 3.1. The survey was conducted in December 2012 covered the PYGR area,
to record all existing mining sites by visiting locations where minerals are found
and where they are absence. This locations were measured by recording the actual
coordinate locations measured (i.e., latitude, longitude and elevation position in
metres). The survey team divided the mining district into eight mining areas for
ease of identifying of mining sites. Each of these districts contains several dozen
mining locations.
SURVEY OF TIN MINING SITES AROUND JOS PLATEAU, NIGERIA 
DATA COLLECTION SHEET
  S/No Mine site 
code
Latitude Longitude Elevation 
above sea 
level in 
meters
Status of 
mine
Remark
Figure 3.2: A geological mining survey template form used for mining point data collection of the PYGR
A meticulous method of data collection was adopted in the survey of all the
existing mining sites of the PYGR. The study used a carefully designed template
sheet as indicated in Figure 3.2, to record all geo-information of mineralisation
datasets, for the purpose of modelling that predict areas with mineral deposit
potential. Other benefits of the survey include addressing some knowledge gaps
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that exist regarding the lack of comprehensive mineral occurrence data in over 100
years of cassiterite (tin) mining activities around the Jos GYGR area. Although
the knowledge gap which is a result of a failure by both the government and geo-
scientists to adequately document the locations of the past and current tin mining
sites, especially using the accurate technique of GPS, the result of the survey will
successfully bridge this knowledge gap and allow for a meaningful use of such data
for scientific research such as, the one used for building PSM-MPM of the area
using ML classification.
The survey team conducted their work by visiting all past and current mining
sites and captured the mining locations as coordinate points in the PYGR. The
points were chosen according to the density of mineral occurrence or frequency.
Places or points with a larger number of mining sites have a denser sampling
interval. The survey team was headed by an expert geologist from the Department
of Geology, Ahmadu Bello University Zaria in Nigeria. The team leader was very
familiar with the terrain of the PYGR which is a tough terrain. Indigenous miners
were employed to assist in carrying out this survey. The local miners served
as guides to locate old and new mineral/mining sites in the area. To ensure
professionalism in acquiring data uniformity and fewer erroneous records, every
member of the team utilised a single data capturing template. The survey was
conducted over a period of 21 days in December 2012. A counter check procedure
was introduced to double check the collected data using Excel tools to ensure
proper compliance with the set objective of collecting the right data as indicated
in the data collection sheet. The survey identified and recorded the following
geo-dataset:
• Latitude, longitude and elevation of the sites was measured (the location
coordinate point representing the location of mining).
• The name of the settlement where the mining activity was performed.
• Ancillary information about the mining sites such as size and status.
• The density values of data sampling depending on the number of mining
sites identified in a given district –i.e., areas with a larger number of mining
site will have a denser sampling interval.
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Figure 3.3: Geological map of PYGR showing 749 surveyed mining coordinate points obtained from field survey
of the PYGR area.
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3.4.1 Mineralisation Attribute Data Selection
There is always a need to identify the intention to which data is being solicited
before obtaining such data. Recalling that one of the aims of this research was
to develop a PSM-MPM that can predict the mineral deposits based on exist-
ing mining activities to show the occurrence of such mineral deposits in a given
location. A conceptual model for mineral deposits based on the literature and
other physical experience was used to identify and obtain all the mineralisation
attributes of the given area based on the geological settings of the area.
A total 749 data points represented the entire observed mineral points; 463
were labelled as mineralised, 286 points were non-mineralised with a total of 21
predictive attributes being recorded consisting of the following: nearest closest
distances from each observed points to all the fifteen (15) rock types contained
in the geological map of PYGR was presented in the order; DR1, DR2, ..........,
DR15, elevation, slope values at each marked point, weighted value assigned to
the most nearest distance between the rocks and the observed points as NDRPW;
the weight is assigned probability values between 0 and 1, with the shortest dis-
tances getting higher weight score been most likely the source of deposits. While
the farther nearest distances from the rocks get lower probability scores, indicat-
ing the most unlikelihood of the rocks type been the source of mineral deposit.
For example, a zero distance gets the maximum weight score of 1 value while
the highest distance gets a value of 0. Other predictive attributes include mea-
surement of the rock sizes (AreaR) and the rock perimeters (RPerimeter). The
mineralisation attributes derived were however, considered to be either spatial or
non-spatial geo-data attributes. Detailed mineralisation attribute data selected
and their justifications are as follows:
• The geological map of PYGR is a cartographic map originally produced in
1965 by the Nigeria Geological Survey (NGS). The justification for choosing
this map for this work was because, although it has no information about
the mineral locations and it is in analogue form as indicated in Figure 3.1.
It has the structure of all the younger granite rocks and other rock layers,
such that when populated through geo-referencing by the surveyed mineral
data location coordinate points (i.e., latitude/longitude), it can be joined
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through map digitisation easily, using ArcGIS. Besides it is the only available
map drawn at an appropriate scale and projection, suitable for proper geo-
processing of mineral point’s data.
• The Digital elevation model (DEM) constitutes the elevation, which is the
height of the earth’s surface (i.e., above sea level) of the position of the
mineral data point measured in metres. The elevation attribute is essential
as mineral deposit movements are from places of higher altitude to a lower
altitude. Attributes values derived from DEM includes values such as the
slope, hill shade and curvature at each mineralised and non-mineralised
point.
• The lithology (rock layers) component is the geological characteristics of
rocks found in the area of interest, which include size, circumference and
(or) perimeter of the rocks. A total number of fifteen rock layers contained
in the map of the PYGR area were collected and recorded. The rock layers
are important as they constitute the source of the mineral deposit.
• Longitude and latitude are the actual coordinates (x,y) points of the min-
eral occurrence on the earth’s surface measured in degrees. Note that the
coordinate points represent an area of the PYGR where minerals are present
or absent, represented as points on the map of the PYGR.
• The nearest distances from the mineral data points to all mineralisation
(geographic or geological) components in the area, measured in metres. The
nearest distances of the occurrence of a mineral point to each rock types
measures the proximity of a possible source of the mineral to the point of
the deposit. The distances are necessary to determine which rock type is the
likely source of mineral deposits. Since there are 15 rocks type in the PYGR,
the spatial distance between each data point to the nearest rock type will
be a 15 by 749 attributes data values. The spatial component of distances
was obtained using a spatial analysis tool in GIS, and that constitute the
major components of the spatial attributes.
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In order to represent the mineral occurrence deposits of the PYGR fully for
any meaningful scientific research such as this, the following data obtained are
summarised based on their type and quantity in Table 3.2 below:
Table 3.2: Datasets used in the experiments
.
Dataset Type Number
Mining Observation Points Point 749
Number of Rock Layers Polygon 204
Rock Types Polygon 15
Predictive attributes Numeric/Real 22
1965 Map of PYGR Cartographic Map 1
1975 LandSat Data Map of PYGR LandSat 1
Map of PYGR Points and Shape File 1
SRTM–DEM Elevation Map 1
Class Binary 2
Study Area PYGR Nigeria 400km2
Year of Data Survey December 2012 N/A
3.4.2 Geo-processing of Mineral Deposit Data Points
The section involves the procedure for the preparation, cleaning and conversion
of manually obtained geo-data from the geological survey field and the geological
map of the PYGR using GIS. The procedure involves the following steps:
• Spatial data formation
The method consists of a careful uploading and digitization of the scanned copy
of the cartographic map of the PYGR, as shown in Figure 3.1, and all the spa-
tial information about the mineralisation features, which include the location of
mineralised and non-mineralised points. Plotting the latitude and longitude coor-
dinates along with the topology onto the digitised geological map of the PYGR, as
shown in Figure 3.3, contains geo-data (geographic and geological) like shapes or
polygons (rocks), and combining the relationship with the mining points obtained
from the field survey. The transformation of data was done in two categories:
firstly, the format conversion and geometric conversion. Format conversion is
very time-consuming and was carried out using GIS to transform all the digitised
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data into an acceptable GIS format, which includes mineralisation data points
converted from rasters to vectors alongside the topology on the geological map of
PYGR. It often used the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) system units in
metres for such conversion. Vector data always requires topology to be included
alongside the coordinate data such as latitude and longitude. On the other hand,
the geometric transformation overlays maps of the coordinate data with topology
and geological map of PYGR together.
• Attribute data collection
This relates to the selection, verification and classification of attribute datasets in
GIS. The selection entailed a search for details of the map items or attributes that
are likely to contribute to mineralisation of the area. This information is kept in a
tabular form called the attribute table and can be retrieved. The retrieval process
for the attribute and spatial dataset in the predictive map is done through a
search of selected attributes indicative of mineralisation, obtained either through
empirical knowledge or due to spatial proximity, to manipulate for an output.
The search operation allows the spatial attributes to be involved because they are
stored as values in the database to be assessed directly through the map presented
in a computer usable format.
The overlaying process was conducted to adjust and overlay multiple maps
including coordinate points, shape files of mineral locations and topology, the
geological map of the PYGR shape files and other spatial map layers in the same
area, referred to as classification in GIS. The classification was done to group the
set of features into groups such that every mineralised and non-mineralised point
was classified as such with its respective class, sometimes binary class is assigned
a nominal value, e.g., 0 and 1, yes or no. The attribute data in the database
was finally checked to verify that the values conformed with the correct attribute
values. The predictive attributes collected may be spatial or non-spatial. Spatial
attributes are the mineralise attributes that are measured along space and non-
spatial are not completely measured by space. Both attributes are extracted and
stored for use in PSM-MPM.
• Integrated spatial analysis of spatial attribute data
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The analysis in GIS involved a process whereby existing data mining points col-
lected from the field survey and the cartographic (scanned copy) Geological Map
of the PYGR were geo-referenced with WGS-1984 and uploaded into GIS. The
mineral point data and the geological map of the PYGR were both projected first
as image maps and later digitised to form shape file layer maps that show the
location and name of the area represented by points as shown in Figures 3.4 and
3.5. The spatial analysis was conducted using the distance distribution method
to investigate the spatial mineral distribution patterns, as well as determine the
correlation between mineral deposit points and geological features as vectors. A
combination of spatial evidence map layers was created using the technique of add
and relate map layer data in GIS to represent the structure of the mineralisation
indicators or attributes. A simple exploratory analysis was conducted using GIS
tools to visualise mineral data points and other geological attributes, as shown in
Figures 3.4 and 3.5. Any observed anomaly or sharp deviation from the regular
data distribution pattern observed through visualisation in GIS is considered to
be possible outliers, and was therefore either removed or an inference was drawn
based on the observed patterns displayed.
A combination of Shuttle Radar Topography Mission–Digital Elevation Model
(SRTM-DEM) represented in Figure 3.6 and the 1975 Landsat Thematic Mapper
(LANDSAT-TM) data map downloaded from the USGS websites were uploaded
into GIS in the form of a raster map at a similar projection to the geological map
and the mineral location data points (image map). The downloaded maps were
added to the existing geological map of PYGR containing mineralized and non-
mineralised data points to form several predictive map layers. All predictive map
layers are presented in the form of shape files overlay or stacked to form a single
predictive map layer in spatial frame and stored in the attribute table format as
represented by Figure 3.7. A binary indicators of 0 and 1 were used to denote
absence and presence of mineralisation respectively.
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Legend
Mineral Point
Non-Mineral
Footprint ¯0 5 102.5 Kilometers
Figure 3.4: A visualised shape file of mineralised and non-mineralised point location on the geological map of
PYGR.
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Footprint
_^ Mineral Point
! Non-Mineral Point
Albite-riebeckite-granite
Riebeckite-aegirine-granite
Arfvedsonite-granite
Riebeckite-biotite-granite_
Biotite-microgranite_
Biotite-granite_III
Biotite-granite_II
Biotite-granite_I
Hornblende-pyroxene-fayalite-granite
Granite-porphyry_hornblende-bioite_granite
Quartz-porphyry,quartz-fayalite_porphyry
Late_rhyolite
Early_rhyolite,_tuff_&_agglomerate
Syenite
Gabbro,_dolerite
0 6 123 Kilometers
Figure 3.5: Geological shape file map of PYGR showing mineral occurrence points and 204 lithological compo-
nents within the area of interest.
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Figure 3.6: A Digital Elevation Model (SRTM-DEM) map obtained from 1965 data map downloaded from the
USGS website.
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Figure 3.7: A fully digitised predictive geological data map layered according to all the attributes used to build
PSM-MPM.
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3.5 Statistical Analysis of Mineral Deposit Geo-
data
Statistical analysis was performed as a preliminary study ahead of classification;
this is a form of exploratory data analysis to determine the distribution pattern
of the experimental dataset. A thorough statistical and spatial analysis was con-
ducted to test the distribution pattern of the mineral data points represented in
the predictive map. This proved that the distribution pattern is non-random,
providing underlying knowledge about the mineral occurrence. Similarly, the spa-
tial point analysis was carried out to test for correlation among the predictive
attributes of the mineralisation obtained from empirical evidence such as the rock
(mineral source) and the occurrence mineral point. The statistical analysis was
conducted sequentially in the order below to determine both the distribution pat-
tern that justifies the use of the selected classification, as well as to establish
various spatial correlations among the selected predictive attributes to be used in
the PSM. The statistical procedures include:
• Point Pattern Analysis (PPA) for mineral occurrence data points.
• Spatial analysis of points with geological features.
3.5.1 Point Pattern Analysis for Mineral Occurrence Dis-
tribution Data
The analysis of point patterns is an analytic method of determining point distribu-
tion patterns in a given location. The complete spatial randomness (CSR) test was
set as a benchmark for testing null hypotheses (Ho) to determine the distribution
patterns of a dataset and, in turn, to determine the presence of spatial autocorre-
lation (CAS). Point Pattern Analysis (PPA) also helped to determine the mineral
data point distribution as either random, unknown, cluster or regular as shown in
Figure 2.4. There are typically two kinds of PPA: Measure of Dispersion (MD)
and Measure of Arrangement (MA). The MD studies the location of points in
the study area (dispersal of points). Whereas, the MA studies point patterns in
respect to each other (i.e., the arrangement of points) (Boots & Getis, 1988). The
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MA techniques is less rigorous compared to the MD method, because MA does
not require the estimation of any value from the observed data to conduct the
analysis (Boots & Getis, 1988). However, the MD also has the advantage over the
MA because the former is insensitive to some differences in pattern characteristics,
such that identical values may be expected for patterns that are different in some
ways, and parametric statistics are usually less powerful than the non-parametric
equivalent. Additionally, the statistical theory underlying MA is not as developed
as that of the MD, hence many subjectivities are involved in the interpretation of
analytical results of analysis involving MD (Boots & Getis, 1988).
The technique for Measure of dispersion (MD) analysis was hereby used for
the purpose of this study because secondary mineral occurrences are a result of the
dispersal of solid ore materials by streams or rivers from the source (rock units) to
a point of deposits (points). It is, therefore, advantageous to use this method as
it is a better representation of the mineral deposit concept obtained from PYGR,
than the MA method (Boots & Getis, 1988; Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014a). The MD
technique was implemented using the Quadrat analysis method :
Using the sample data collected to create a test that answers the type of point
pattern distribution, the proportion of variance to mean is determined. The null
hypothesis (H0) test of CSR by Poisson probability distribution is said to be true if
the variance of the number of points per quadrat V equals mean, λ (Diggle, 1983;
Fowler et al., 1990; Greig-Smith, 1983). Thus in a sample of randomly dispersed
objects, {x1, . . . , xn} sample variance V ' mean λ (Boots & Getis, 1988). The
equation 3.1 below from Boots & Getis (1988) was used to calculate the value of
variance and mean to determine if the distribution follows CSR as follows:
i.e.,
V =
∑n
i=1 (xi − λ)2fx
n
. (3.1)
and λ is the mean (
∑
fx
n
).
where,
fx = observed frequency of x;
V = Variance of the number of mineral data points per quadrat
x = number of points per quadrat
n = number of quadrats
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The ratio of variance to mean is interpreted as follows:
V
λ
' 1 the distribution is Random
V
λ
< 1 the distribution is Regular
V
λ
> 1 the distribution is Clustered
The comparison of V and λ of the quadrat drawn from the secondary mineral
data point obtained from PYGR gives a good CSR hypothesis test for a regular
pattern where V < λ. This situation where V to be in excess of λ, therefore, V
> λ., we have a clustered distribution.
3.5.2 Spatial Analysis of Mineral Data Points with Geolog-
ical Features
Spatial point analysis (SPA) of the geological features of rocks (polygon) was
used to quantify the spatial association between mineral deposits and geological
features. The Geographic Information System (GIS) was used to build different
predictive attribute map layers in a spatial frame of reference within the mineral-
isation area that described either the presence or absence of minerals in the given
area. The analysis uses the techniques of Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics or K-S
test. The method was used to determine spatial correlation using distances from
points to polygons among various mineralisation attributes.
While some sophisticated spatial analysis was conducted in GIS to join and
relate different predictive map layers, as explained earlier, other spatial analysis
were performed outside GIS using the spatial statistics of the K-S test. The
spatial statistical method was conducted by formulating a test hypothesis that
determines the correlation between mineral points data and geological features to
draw conclusions based on empirical statistical results. The spatial analysis was
also used to investigate and identify the relationship between mineral occurrence,
represented as points, and some geological features represented as polygons.
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The 2 dimensional K-S test was conducted using the comparison of the cumu-
lative frequency distribution of distance from a set of geological features relative
to the mineral deposit location, represented as D(PM) and a cumulative relative
frequency distribution of distances from the same set of geological features to a
non-mineral deposit locations represented as D(AM) (Berman, 1977; Bonham-
Carter, 1985; Carranza & Hale, 2002). A set of opposing hypotheses are proposed
to determine the spatial correlation between mineral occurrence points and the
geological (lithological) factor, which is considered as the primary source of the
minerals as follows:
• H0: Mineral locations are spatially independent of the set of geological fea-
tures (rocks).
• H1: Mineral locations are spatially dependent on the set of geological fea-
tures (rocks).
D = D(PM) − D(AM). If D ≡ 0, it means there is spatial independence
while if the value of D is positive (D > 0) it denotes that the graph of D(PM)
plots above the graph of D(AM) and, therefore, that there is a positive spatial
association between mineral points locations and the geological features. If D <
0, it means the graph of D(PM) plots below D(AM) and, therefore, indicates a
negative spatial association between mineral location and geological features.
In determining the correlation between entities of points and polygons (i.e.,
mineral occurrence points and rocks unit), distance distribution analysis is very
key. Recalling Tobler’s first law of geography which states: “that everything is
related to everything else, but nearby things are more related than distant things”
(Miller, 2004; Tobler, 1979). In other words, Tobler’s interdependency between
spatial data cannot be ignored (Shekhar et al., 2001) in spatial data analysis, as
it helps to determine the presence of SAC in the distributed data attributes.
3.6 Design Architecture for PSM-MPM
Figure 3.8 represents a comprehensive and systematic process of design architec-
ture for PSM-MPM that involves the collection of data points, data preprocessing,
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data analysis, classification model training, cross-validation or testing models, and
evaluation and selection based on predictive performance (generalisation). The
model design shows how data analysis and the classification of the model design,
through machine learning, was used to model mineral deposit point data. The
implementation of ML techniques implementation followed data analysis and data
export from the predictive attribute geological map in numeric format from GIS.
Exploratory data analysis, and other computational experiments, were conducted
outside GIS to explore data behaviour in order to select the right classifier to
handle particular classification problems. Figure 3.8 also describes the diagram-
matic model design architecture from the point of designing the desired attribute
datasets in the right dimension, from the predictive attribute data and classes,
all the way to implementation and model performance evaluation (i.e., algorithm
selection and implementation). It also represents the standard random hold out
method of model validation (generalisation) employed in mineral exploration mod-
elling (Porwal, 2006).
Figure 3.8: Machine learning classification design architecture for PSM-MPM
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3.6.1 Selection of Appropriate Classifier for PSM-MPM
Identifying the appropriate classifier is the most difficult aspect of modelling PSM-
MPM using ML classification. Since the datasets obtained are spatially distributed
in nature, they are therefore likely to correlate in space due to Tobler’s law of geog-
raphy. This correlation often violates attribute independence and causes overfit-
ting in ML classification modelling. The problem of selecting the right algorithm
in ML is data dependent, however, since a labelled dataset are often considered
to be a supervised ML problem, which is the case with the secondary mineral de-
posit occurrence obtained from PYGR. Most often, labelled data or instances are
identified to be a classification problem —ı.e., supervised ML problem. In select-
ing the appropriate classifier for the PSM-MPM of secondary mineral deposits,
seven ML algorithms or classifiers were used at the preliminary stage of this work
and was eventually narrowed down to three standard supervised classifiers based
on their goodness of fit to the experimental data, and the need to evaluate their
performance due to overfitting in the datasets.
The preliminary procedure was a random application of all the available su-
pervised ML classifiers on the dataset in its natural form and then study the per-
formance, instead of starting with the exploratory data analysis. Seven classifiers
were used at the preliminary stage of the investigation and modelling, which was
subsequently narrowed down to three classifiers as mentioned in Chapter 1 and
2, on the suspicion of overfitting and underfitting. The three selected algorithms
used to test model validation techniques that mitigate the effect of overfitting and
underfitting in PSM-MPM are KNN, TB and NB.
Since predicting a potential location of mineral deposits is a significant aspect
of mineral exploration, the aim of a good ML classifier for PSM-MPM is to build
a model that predicts with a degree of certainty, the location of these mineral
deposits and generalises well with unseen datasets. The selection of the classi-
fiers was based on their popularity among standard supervised ML, a record of
good performance and due to favourable results of basic exploration data anal-
ysis (EDA) that examined the mineral data behaviour. Some EDA available
for supervised ML classification to select the appropriate classifiers include data
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visualisation through scattering plots, re-substitution and principal component
analysis, were deployed at different levels in the building of PSM-MPM.
The predictive map layers extracted from the geological map of the PYGR with
mineral occurrence points, as shown in Figure 3.1, representing the mineral data
sets are a discrete labelled dataset categorised as mineralised and non-mineralised
representing the class converted to binary values of 0 and 1.
A combination of the joint mineralisation attributes of the PYGR at every
mineral location point, jointly referred to as the observation points, consists of the
geological, geographic and geo-spatial data contribution to the mineralisation of
the area. The mineralisation attributes of the PSM-MPM represented in equation
1.1 of chapter 1 takes a combination of known existing mineralised and non-
mineralised points in a spatial frame of reference with the available captured
geological and geographic components in the PYGR area, is implemented using
the attributes extracted from the maps as shown in the equation:
PSM-MPM =
〈
(latitude/longitude), (Distances to Lithologies),
(Hillshade), (Lithological Characteristics),
(Weight of Nearest Distance to Lithologies),
(Slope), (Elevation), . . . . . .
〉
The concept of PSM-MPM considered each mineral point as an observed data
point rather than an area or grid. Each observation point accounts for the position
of a mineral occurrence of secondary deposits of cassiterite (representing either
presence or absence). Presence here refers to a place where actual mining has
taken place and where minerals have been found, and mineral absence means
where mining activity has taken place and the minerals sought were not found. It
is therefore a representation of the ground truth of the mineral deposit location
and the mineralisation attributes of the secondary mineral data of the PYGR.
3.6.2 Predictive Attribute Data and Responses
Data points represent an observation of interest or a location where mineral de-
posits have been sought and found to be present or absent. Each mining point
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was considered to be experimental input data represented in a form of a 2D di-
mensional point. The dimensional data is a representation of latitude/longitude
position of mineral occurrence on the earth and is mapped along with the spa-
tial attributes. Points (position) where mining activities have existed, and where
minerals, are found are considered to be mineral presence or mineralised points.
Places where mining operations have occurred but no mineral ore was found,
however, are labelled as mineral absence (non-mineralised points), as represented
in Figure 3.3. The data points here represent the total number of data points
presented for experimental purposes.
The data attributes and descriptor design is a systematic arrangement of these
instances against respective spatial characteristics. The class or response is as-
signed a binary indicator of 0 or 1 (yes or no); signifying mineral presence or
absence respectively. The data are typically in a form of row and column file
format of as in Excel or CSV to create data points, attributes and class. The
arrangement is such that every row represents a data point (instance) while the
columns represent the attributes, with the last column containing the class or la-
bel. The attributes and class values are in the form of either nominal or numeric
(real number). The arrangement of data used in a classifier depends on the type
of software deployed or the type of data being analysed. For instance, MATLAB
and WEKA are excellent examples of traditional ML algorithms and are the de-
sired software used for this research, since they handle both nominal and numeric
data efficiently. The entire data attributes and descriptors are pulled out from the
attribute table in Arc-GIS software which serves as the database of the predictive
map layers, but assigned classes or labelled outside GIS environment.
3.6.3 PSM-MPM Input Data
Predictive modelling uses the application of ML classification techniques to model
data in order to make a prediction of potential areas of mineral deposits. The
mineral potential mapping of an area is considered the predictive classification
of the individual spatial units, using the combination of unique conditions or
patterns, as being mineralised or non-mineralised. The classification task consists
of a binary class, a predictor pattern that characterises the type, and a particular
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condition to consider such as a feature vector containing instances of attributes
values. The first step is to identify the type of ML problem at hand and to
select the right algorithms capable of handling such a problem. In the case of the
secondary mineral deposits data in the PYGR, all the data points are labelled as
either mineralised or non-mineralised.
Recalled from the literature review in chapter two, part of the advantage and
achievement of this research is, the direct implementation of the point-based ap-
proach to the modelling PSM-MPM using ML classification (Ibrahim & Bennett,
2014a). The observation data (mineral occurrence position) was considered as
points on the map, as against the common use of area or grid approach to con-
ducting mineral potential prediction (Carranza et al., 2009). The area or grid-
based approach involved considering the mineral location area as polygon or grid
lines drawn on a map to represent the site of the mineral position as well as the
target of prediction. The polygonal or grid representation of the mineral occur-
rence location procedure involves generalising the mineral site as an area rather
than a point, unlike the point-based approach that allows for the direct imple-
mentation of the ground truth using coordinate location (longitude and latitude)
without much generalisations assumptions; such as converting an entire points to
a polygon. The grid or the area-based approach will not give the precise location
of the prediction but just an overview of the mineral position.
About 463 mineralized and 286 non-mineralized data points were split in the
ratio of 60% for training and 40% for testing using RHO selection splitting method
in MATLAB. The 60:40 ratio split was arrived at after it was found to be the most
consistent results after several other ratios failed to perform better. A total of
21 features formed the predictive attributes used for this experiment. All the
attributes used for this experiment were spatial attributes except two that were
non-spatial (i.e., the rock type and the probability weight of the closest rock to the
point). Attributes such as latitude and longitude were not included as input, in
the ML classification modelling because, they represent an explicit x, y coordinate
points that could be spurious predictors which may mislead the predictor, as they
are non-transferable and using them will mean learning exclusively the clusters and
not the real attribute. Simple models with fewer attributes sometimes performs
well with reduced computational run-time to make for faster execution of the task.
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All the selected seven standard classifiers presented in this work were used to test
their ability on secondary mineral distribution data represented as points.
3.6.4 Validation and Testing of PSM-MPM
Various methods exist for validating models such as cross-validation, random hold-
out also referred to as the stratified RHO selection and, sometimes re-substitution
methods (Bradley, 1997; Han et al., 2011). Except in the case of re-substitution,
validation of model in ML classification involves an act of splitting predictive data
into training and test sets and selecting the model that generalises well and gives
the best predictive accuracy or lowest predictive error rate. Validation also helps
to solve the problem of overfitting that is commonly associated with spatial data
(Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014b), which may result in an exaggerated predictive ac-
curacy score; the result often presents an overly pessimistic predictive accuracy
score results. The re-substitution measures the goodness of fit that determines
how well the classifier fits the datasets. Where the classifier fits perfectly well, may
presents a typical case of overfitting but where the fitness is poor is attributed to
underfitting; which imply that the classifier did is not fit the datasets well. How-
ever, this problem are often surmountable through data re-sampling, or holdout
validation technique.
Once a model passed the validation stage successful, it is retained as an ac-
ceptable predictive model for the target dataset, which is the mineral deposit
distribution of the of the given area. Otherwise, the modelling process will be
re-evaluated and subject to other forms of performance assessment such as inves-
tigating the attribute data type used, considering a change of classifier, or the
validation technique used to optimise model performance. Validation was done
internally, where the datasets used for training the parameters were split into the
60:40 ratio, with the smaller part being used for testing or validation and the
larger part used for training (Kohavi, 1995).
3.6.5 PSM-MPM Performance and Selection
The predictive performance evaluations of the PSM-MPM was conducted by look-
ing at the predictive accuracy scores, since the performance of the classifier is
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mostly data dependent (Mwitondi et al., 2013). Some predictive models or clas-
sifiers that perform very well with certain data may do poorly when tested on
different sets of data (Mwitondi et al., 2013). A good PSM-MPM classifier per-
formance on a dataset is determined by how well it fits the test data, or how
well it predicts the unknown from the known. A higher predictive accuracy score
on test set signifies a good model generalisation to new or unseen datasets, even
though the accuracy score may still require further evaluation such as the value
of the ROC score, test for overfitting or underfitting etc.
Various methods exist for selecting the “optimal” predictive model. These in-
volve the evaluation of success recorded by a classifier on specific datasets that
signifies the generalisation ability of the classifier measured through a high predic-
tive accuracy rate (Mwitondi et al., 2013). The conventional method is to, first of
all, view the confusion matrices and then determine the models with the highest
predictive accuracy to be selected over one with low predictive accuracy scores
(Mwitondi & Said, 2013) when compared. In most cases, choosing a model is
often a trade-off between predictive accuracy in terms of finding mineral deposits
with the least error or false positives. Lower predictive error scores give higher
accuracy, which is necessary because mineral exploration is very expensive and
hence requires a high level of assurance in the predictive results before embark-
ing on it. Care must also be taken, however, when implementing a model based
on high predictive accuracy alone, but however, a good model in this context
to be selected is one with the high predictive accuracy devoid of overfitting or
underfitting.
The established method of identifying overfitting in classification is to compare
the performance of the classifier based on the test data. If the performance on the
test data is significantly worse off, then it suggest overfitting has occurred. The
conventional method of identifying overfitting in ML is by splitting dataset into
training and test set to perform either RHO or “leave one out” method of sampling.
These methods are usually applied at the point of validating the test dataset or
when predicting on an unseen dataset. While this approach has worked differently
for distinct learning algorithms depending on the type of data used, there has not
been any standard method that has truly handled spatial predictive models and
takes account of the similarity of the dataset values and their closeness in space.
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The similarities of data attributes in an area due to their proximity have rendered
them too dependent and hence may result in the classifier either not learning the
real independent attributes efficiently, or learning from wrong correlation even
when using the conventional data splitting into training and test set highlighted.
The similarities in values of spatial data due to their proximity to each other is
referred to as spatial autocorrelation (SAC). The exaggerated predictive accuracy
score in PSM is often caused by SAC making models to overfit.
Although correlation among attributes is necessary to make a prediction, it is
critical to ensure that training and test data are entirely independent in order to
establish true correlation. Predictive models are robust enough only when they
perform well on a completely new and unseen dataset . Spatial datasets such
as the secondary casiterite mineral distribution are often correlated with each
other in space (Lary, 2010) and validating such predictive model relating to such
phenomena will require a new datasets that is truly spatially independent from the
training dataset. Otherwise, there will be little or no significant difference between
the training and test data, even if the two datasets are obtained independently
(Bahn & McGill, 2013). The PSM-MPM evaluation include testing the efficacy of
model performance parameters such as: accuracy, error rate, sensitivity, specificity
and the area occupied by the ROC (AU-ROC), for selecting the right classifier for
PSM-MPM.
3.7 Effect of Spatial Distribution and Spatial At-
tributes on PSM-MPM
It is very imperative to assess the importance or the effect of spatial attributes
to PSM-MPM performance. The space attribute impact evaluation is meant to
answer the question of whether spatial attribute data are needed to build a in
PSM-MPM, despite been the reason for overfitting or underfitting in ML classi-
fiers due to SAC in spatial distribution datasets. The assessment of this effect
includes testing the efficacy of model performance by deliberately excluding spatial
attributes and comparing the performance of the model with the one containing
spatial attributes. The predictive attributes dataset are categorised as spatial,
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non-spatial and exclusively spatial attributes. The exclusively spatial attributes
are the longitude and latitude coordinate points, which have been eliminated in all
the learning and predicting process, as it is unchangeable, and non-transferable,
i.e., it tends to be bias due to the constant clustering formation at each coordinate
point location of the mineral, and this equally affects generalisation of the model.
The test for the effect of spatial attributes in PSM-MPM will require a simple test
of building a model by first using spatial attributes only, then without the spatial
attributes and finally, using both and compare their performance. All the three
categories of data set were assigned individually and then together to identify the
importance of presence or absence of the spatial attributes data to learning and
predictive accuracies of the PSM-MPM produced.
The second evaluation is to test the effect of spatial distribution or spatial com-
position of the dataset to the modelling performance of PSM-MPM; this method
involves the simulation of real datasets that removes spatial correlation in the
data distribution completely and use it as a new test sets for the model valida-
tion. The resultant performances using these evaluations will show the efficacy of
PSM-MPM based on an entirely new dataset (i.e., simulated data), but without
autocorrelation or SAC. The modelling and simulation of real-world phenomena
often require the generation of random numbers. To simulate, the command rand
and randn functions in available MATLAB were used to generate random num-
bers. The random numbers are drawn from a random distribution within some
given ranges of [0, 1] and [−∞,∞] respectively. The simulation tool in MAT-
LAB provides a perfect means of executing simulations involving the distribution
of random inputs. The MATLAB Statistics Toolbox offers functions that gener-
ate a sequence of random data based on many collective uni-variates or different
variable distributions. This set of features includes a few functions to generate
random data from multivariate distributions since there is no integrated tech-
nique so far for creating multivariate distributions for all marginal distributions,
or where the distinct variables are from different distributions (MathWorks Doc-
umetation, 2015). The Statistical Toolbox has an extended syntax function for
distribution fit data and can generate parameters from data for the simulation of
real data.
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The PSM use correlation among attributes in space to make efficient prediction
of spatial phenomena within a given area, and SAC is a concept of this relationship
in space. To further demonstrate the need for the presence of SAC in PSM-MPM,
the mineral attribute data was simulated to deliberately eliminate the spatial
component in the dataset to observe the resultant performance of the model by
comparing the performance of the model with SAC.
The systematic steps for simulating real secondary mineral deposit distribution
dataset to justify the consideration and importance of SAC on the performance
of PSM-MPM is highlighted as follows:
• Calculate the mean and standard deviation of each attribute data values
represented in the columns of the dataset.
• Randomly generate new predictive attribute data values based on the pa-
rameters of each attribute obtained. The generation of the simulated data
values should be done individually, and not collectively to achieve spatial
independence in the new datasets.
• Test for the presence or absence of SAC in the datasets. Plot a correlation
heatmap to test for autocorrelation in the new datasets and compare with
the correlation heatmap of the original dataset.
• Consider the entire simulated synthetic datasets as a new validated or test
set.
• Apply ML classifiers or algorithms to learn from original data as to deter-
mine performance by validating on the simulated synthetic data as the test
set.
• Determine the predictive accuracy scores and the AU-ROC values of each
classifier used.
• Evaluate the performance of the classifiers by comparing the predictive per-
formance obtained using real and simulated datasets as test and validated
set respectively to assess the importance or otherwise of SAC based on per-
formance of the PSM-MPM.
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The traditional model validation evaluation involves the splitting of dataset by
learning on trained set of data and validate on another called test set. However,
the performance of the PSM-MPM is measured based on the result of the test set
also referred to as the validated set. Therefore, the test set has to be genuinely
new and unseen data set from the training set. Simulating the mineral distribu-
tion data produces some sets of synthetic new datasets with similar attributes as
the original or real datasets, but having certain limitations, such as the removal
of autocorrelation which is basically the SAC inherent in the distributive dataset.
The new synthetic dataset generated by the simulation helps to evaluate model
performance on another set of unseen datasets. Simulation of synthetic mineral
dataset has made PSM-MPM performance evaluation even more easier particu-
larly for mineral distribution data, since it is often hard to obtain mineral deposit
data due to strict mining company policies regulating how such data is given out.
Sometimes mineral dataset can be very expensive to acquire. Simulating mineral
data distribution that eliminates the presence of SAC from the primary PYGR
dataset was used to evaluate mineral deposit distribution dataset as well as deter-
mines the predictive accuracy of the PSM-MPM when tested on entirely different
or imperfect datasets.
3.8 Data Preprocessing for Predictive Attribute
Feature Subsets Selection using PCA
Feature selection method was used to obtain a suitable subset of the most impor-
tant attributes and to construct the classifiers with the selective attribute (Kohavi
& John, 1997; Langley et al., 1992). The Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
was deployed using R statistical software, so as to reduce the data dimension
and select the best attribute set based on predictive attribute accuracy estimates
and determine the subsets of attributes to include in the classification (Kohavi &
John, 1997). The predictive characteristics selected uses PCA method of feature
dimension reduction that serves to select fewer but more efficient attributes data.
Feature subset selection technique has been used in ML to improve model per-
formance in ML classification (Kohavi & John, 1997). Using the correlation and
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variance of the attribute values, determined by the principal component eigenval-
ues, the analysis algorithm will choose attributes with the fewest errors during
the model fitting in order to improve the performance of PSM-MPM.
Although classifiers are not normally assessed based on only reducing the er-
ror rate during training alone, it is possible that considering SAC through data
preprocessing on the training and test set, makes the classifier use knowledge of
attributes that are most important in the underlying data distribution. The ob-
jective of conducting PCA here is to serve as a data pre-processing technique. It
is done to remove redundant data attributes that may be distorting the ability of
the classifier in selecting the most important attributes thereby, avoiding noise or
redundant attributes in the datasets. Since the attributes are highly correlated in
space, conducting a data attributes dimensional reduction attempts to select only
the best subsets of the attributes and test if this may help to handle the effect of
SAC in the distribution dataset.
The dimensional data reduction of the mineralisation attributes was achieved
through the creation of the principle components (PCs) that are the primary ex-
planatory variables. Each principal component is independent and quadratic or
four-sided; it is determined by the relative contribution of each of the original
variables to each of the principle analysis. The procedure includes standardisa-
tion of the mineralisation variables values obtained to the same relative scale and
prevents some variables from becoming prevailing due to overriding large mea-
surement units. A combination of correlation coefficient using heat map plot,
eigenvalues and the contribution of PCs variable factors will be used as a yard-
stick to select attributes most important subsets using PCA. Since the problem
of overfitting and underfitting in spatial attributes dataset is attributed to high
correlation among attributes data in space (SAC), PCA is employed to reduce
dimension in the natural datasets and select only attributes that are most im-
portant and not those that are highly dependence or noise that may influence
classification.
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3.9 Evaluation of PSM-MPM Predictive Perfor-
mance
The evaluation process of PSM-MPM involves the assessment of model perfor-
mance to select an ideal model based on empirical evidence. Most often, pre-
dictive model evaluation are for improvement in performance, to predict mineral
location potential and non-mineral location accurately with minimal error rate.
The accuracy can be achieved through the adjustment of some attribute data
also known as preprocessing (Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014a). The experimental data
from the PYGR acquired for this study clearly indicated the mineral distribution
points spread as, north towards the east, i.e., the distribution is in the form of the
clusters of points as visualised using GIS represented in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9: Mineral occurrence in the PYGR showing mining points distribution of clusters in 2D space
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3.9.1 Four-way Sampling Technique for PSM-MPM Perfor-
mance Evaluation
Predictive model performance scores result comparison is the conventional method
used in most ML classification problems to evaluate model performance and make
selection (Bahn & McGill, 2013; Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014b). The method of eval-
uation deployed here compares the predictive accuracy scores and the AU-ROC
scores for the four different sampling methods used to evaluate the performance
of PSM-MPM.
A complete four-way sampling approach to model validation of the PSM-MPM
performance evaluation technique is proposed to compare the best approach to
modelling spatial geodata affected by SAC. A new and unusual spatial strip split-
ting method of separating spatially autocorrelated training and test datasets is
also introduced to select the best classifier by considering predictive attribute
independence of the dataset during model validation. By enforcing the spatial
disjoint between attributes, spatial strip splitting allows for a space splitting tech-
nique which will enable all the spatial characteristics data to reasonably acquire
some spatial independence, thereby, reducing the adverse effect of SAC in the
dataset (Bahn & McGill, 2013).
The four-way validation of PSM-MPM including testing for re-substitution,
random holdout, half longitudinal spatial strip and quarter longitudinal spatial
strip techniques, was adopted from the work of Bahn & McGill (2013) in the eval-
uation to test for performance of distributive model performance. The method of
the four-way evaluation showed a gradual advancement from the total separation
of training and test data (no split or re-substitution) to a severe spatial separation
(half strips) and then to a systematic spatially separated split between training
and test datasets (strip split) (Bahn & McGill, 2013; Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014a).
The approach employed here will not only highlight the way to investigate and
identify the detrimental effect of overfitting in the datasets that affects model
performance as carried out by Bahn & McGill (2013), but will also test for under-
fitting too. The indication of underfitting is seen in the poor predictive accuracy
score by a certain classifier due to SAC in contrast to the high predictive accuracy
scores indicating overfitting by other classifiers.
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The four way assessment of PSM-MPM performance is considered, to evaluate
the effectiveness of the popular methods of data sampling of training and test
dataset, by comparing the performances of individual classifiers with respect to
overfitting and underfitting, under the following four methods:
• Re-substitution
The re-substitution method simply used the data as a whole without splitting it,
as shown in Figure 3.10. Algorithm 1 described the procedure to implement the
half split of training and test data sets to be used in an ML classification. In
this case, the same data sets used for training a model is also used as test sets.
The method is often used to test the goodness of fit of the classifier or algorithm
(Fielding & Bell, 1997), in order to select a good classifier for a given dataset.
A good classifier should predict perfectly well on test data when trained on the
same dataset while an indigent classifier will not (Bahn & McGill, 2013; Ibrahim
& Bennett, 2014a). The idea of splitting as validation is to check for generalisation
ability of the model first, by investigating the classifier’s ability to adapt well with
unseen data sets. Generalisation of PSM-MPM is the ability to predict mineral
deposit potential in similar but new or different locations that it had not been
exposed to, and this is the idea behind validation or cross-validation to identify
overfitting or underfitting.
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Figure 3.10: Diagrammatic representation of the Re-substitution method of splitting or validation using the same
data as the training and test set.
Algorithm 1 A Supervised ML classification using Re-substitution sampling technique for PSM-MPM perfor-
mance
1: procedure (Re-substitution Validation Technique of PSM-MPM Performance Evaluation)
2: Given S to be mineral occurrence data sets containing N samples; for examples {(X1, Y1), ...(XM , YM )}
. XM is the feature vector of the Mth example and YM is the class.
3: Consider S as the entire dataset.
4: Set S to be the training and also the test set. . S is the entire mineralisation attribute with class.
5: Train classifier on S.
6: Validate the classifier on test set S and record the correctly and incorrectly classified in confusion matrix
7: Report the percentage of correctly classified as the predictive accuracy score for the model.
8: Evaluate the predictive accuracy.
• Random holdout split (RHO)
A RHO split is the most widely used method of validating potential mineral
deposit and indeed using ML classification. The RHO selection is the method
that divides data sets into significant classes randomly until all data are selected
(Bahn & McGill, 2013; Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014a). The random split is the
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most regularly used method of validation in modelling mineral potential mapping
(Porwal, 2006). RHO testing splits a portion of the data into a smaller fraction
that is used for validating the model while the larger part of the dataset is used
for model building or training. The RHO data selection validation is a pretty
straightforward method and is very easy to implement as indicated in Figure 3.11.
The split is done in clusters and is thereby unable to separate truly independent
datasets for training and testing, as shown in the diagram where the training and
test sets are selected by + and x symbols respectively. The splitting is done by
ensuring that the ratio of training is much higher than testing (i.e ratio of say of
60:40 for training and testing sets respectively), and this is applicable to all the
splitting techniques.
Figure 3.11: Diagrammatic representation of RHO splitting, the + and x symbols represents the splits into
training and test sets respectively.
Algorithm 2 (used in this Ph.D. research) describes step by step procedure for
executing standard supervised ML classification based on the RHO technique of
validation. The procedure details how a PSM-MPM was developed and the per-
formance evaluated, using the traditional RHO technique of sampling to validate
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training sets on the test set.
Algorithm 2 Standard supervised ML algorithm using RHO validation
1: procedure (Random Hold-out Validation Technique Algorithm of PSM-MPM Classification)
2: Given W to be training samples containing M samples; for examples {(X1, Y1), ..., (XM , YM )} . XM is
the feature vector of the Mth example and YM is the class
3: Partition W into N subsets of Wi(i = 1→ N) each having (M/N) samples.
4: Leave W1 out and pool the remaining (N1) subsets to generate a new set Ŵ1 as training sets . consider
training datasets Ŵ1 > W1 test set.
5: Train the classifier on Ŵ1
6: Validate the classifier on test set W1 and record the number of correctly classified in a confusion matrix
table.
7: Report the percentage of correctly classified for all subsets as the predictive accuracy.
• Half longitudinal spatial strip split
Algorithm 3 (which resulted from this PhD research) represents the third evalu-
ation employed is the space splitting of the dataset into half along a longitudinal
line as indicated in Figure 3.12. To split the range in half, the central longitude
of all mineral data containing areas splits the dataset along this longitude. Half
of the data was used to build the model as a training set and the other to val-
idate it as test sets. The splitting along the longitudinal approach was done to
allow each resulting part to contain attributes in locations covering the study area.
The methods showed a drastic advancement in the separation of training and test
data, causing a severe spatial separation among predictive attributes. There is a
complete absence of correlation among the predictive attributes, as shown in the
diagram in Figure 3.12. The classifier is only able to learn from one set of data
but can not replicate the learning in the other set because the distribution pattern
from the left-hand side due to the complete absence of SAC between the training
and test datasets as represented in the diagram. For an efficient validation of
training on a test set, the data must learn from the real correlation between the
dataset on both the right and left-hand side of the datasets. Otherwise, the result
of the performance may be affected due to the far drastic separation of attributes’
SAC in the dataset.
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Figure 3.12: Diagrammatic representation of Half Way spatial strips split for real data, the vertical lines represent
the splitting of data along the longitude into training on one side and test set on the other respectively.
Algorithm 3 A Supervised ML classification using Half longitudinal spatial split sampling technique for PSM-
MPM validation
1: procedure (Half Longitudinal Spatial Split Validation Technique of PSM-MPM Performance Evaluation)
2: Given S to be training samples containing N samples; for examples {(X1, Y1), ...(XM , YM )} . XM is
the feature vector of the Mth example and YM is the class.
3: Partition S vertically by half along longitudinal spacing into S1 and S2 sets.
4: Set S1 to be the test set and S2 as training sets. . consider the sample size of S2 > S1.
5: Train classifier on S2.
6: Validate the classifier on test set S1 and record the correctly and incorrectly classified in confusion matrix
7: Report the percentage of correctly classified as the predictive accuracy score for the model.
8: Evaluate the predictive accuracy.
• Quarter longitudinal spatial strip split
The final approach is a dataset spatial strip that divides the dataset into quar-
ters along three longitudinal lines for training and testing, as shown in Figure 3.13.
The quarter spatial strips, or the longitudinal spatial strips, worked differently.
The technique uses a systematic spatial separation by spatial strip splitting the
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training and test datasets into strata spatially along the map longitude (strips).
The aim is to reduce the effect of spatial autocorrelation, but not drastically or
entirely, due to remaining inter-dependency or SAC in the datasets due to more
separation but less in the half. The four-way longitudinal spatial strip split is
deployed here for the first time to validate a classifier that models secondary
casiterite mineral potential mapping that is spatially distributed.
Figure 3.13: Diagrammatic representation of the longitudinal spatial strips method of splitting data, adapted
from Bahn & McGill (2013). The vertical lines represent the splitting of data into training and test set using the
spatial strips method.
This assessment technique was developed and used to explore the PSM-MPM
performance evaluation approach that based on existing work by Bahn & McGill
(2013) on the model performance assessment of species distribution. The method
was adapted to mineral distribution data since these are both spatial data but of
different distribution type. The secondary mineral distribution data obtained for
this research are discrete and non randomly distributed whereas the specie distri-
bution used by Bahn & McGill (2013) which is more of a continuous distribution
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dataset. The common idea in the two approach is to reduce the effect of high
homogeneity (dependence) or SAC among attributes sets (i.e., between testing
and training data). SAC is principally a concept of distance related similarity in
spatial datasets. The method of dealing with the problem arising from SAC in
the data obtained therefore, must be spatially handled. In other words, an SSS
divides the data into training and test datasets along space, thereby, allowing for
a more independent dataset with higher covariance which may be impossible when
using the stratified RHO selection in secondary mineral deposit spatial data. It is
difficult to eliminate SAC in spatial data modelling while retaining high predic-
tive accuracy. But it is possible to evaluate the model performance of a predictive
spatial model using carefully pre-processed splitting of data sets into training and
testing models to assess the effect of SAC in spatial data.
Algorithm 4 A Supervised ML classification using novel longitudinal SSS sampling technique for PSM-MPM
validation
1: procedure (Longitudinal Spatial Strip Split Validation Technique of PSM-MPM Performance Evaluation)
2: Given S to be training samples containing N samples; for examples {(X1, Y1), ...(XM , YM )} . XM is
the feature vector of the Mth example and YM is the class.
3: Partition S quarterly along longitudinal spacing into S1 and Ŝ2 subsets of even and odd combination
respectively.
4: Combine subsets of all the quarter split into even and odd partition such that S1 = (S1 ∪ S3) and
Ŝ2 = (S2 ∪ S4)
5: Set S1 to be the test set and Ŝ2 as training sets. . consider the sample size of Ŝ2 > S1.
6: Train classifier on Ŝ2.
7: Validate the classifier on test set S1 and record the correctly and incorrectly classified in confusion matrix
8: Report the percentage of correctly classified as the predictive accuracy score for the model.
9: Evaluate the predictive accuracy.
Algorithm 4 (which resulted from this PhD research) describes a step by step
procedure taken to execute the supervised ML classification based on SSS tech-
nique of validation for PSM-MPM, as a way of mitigating the effect of overfitting
and underfitting. The procedure details how a spatial strip splitting method of
validation for training sets with the test sets, that eliminates the overdependent
of attribute data values caused by SAC or caused by spatial proximity. Since the
traditional RHO expressed in algorithm 1 have failed to address the problem of
SAC, leading to bad predictive performance (i.e., overfitting and underfitting).
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3.10 The Comparative Analysis of PSM-MPMPer-
formance Evaluations
Optimisation techniques of predictive model performance vary depending on the
task the model intends to accomplish. In classification modelling, the trade-off
may be between predictive accuracy, task execution speed, the simplicity of the
algorithm and generalisation. The purpose of optimising PSM-MPM here is to
evaluate the performance of the classification algorithms ability critically, to pre-
dictive accuracy effect on the overfitting and underfitting. The objective of the
work is to examine the predictive performance of the different classifiers to deter-
mine the effect of SAC in the dataset that leads to overfitting and underfitting
through experiment. The procedure was to conduct a comparative analysis of
the predictive performances of TB, NB and KNN classifiers, using the three data
preprocessing model performance validation evaluation already highlighted. The
techniques which include RHO, PCA-RHO and SSS, were selected for analysis be-
cause the other two methods of assessment which include re-substitution and half
split do not represent a proper method of data splitting of training and test data.
The re-substitution was used to verify the goodness of fit of the classifier, while
half split is meant to ascertain the effectiveness of the dataset to ML classification
learning.
The comparative analysis offers an empirical approach to evaluating the model
performance using different methods and selecting the best method that best de-
scribe or detect the presence of overfitting and underfitting through the predictive
performance accuracy of the classifiers adopted. The analysis compares the pre-
dictive performance of the standard ML classification that uses the RHO approach
of validation first without preprocessing and then, with preprocessing using PCA
that selects feature best subset (i.e., PCA-RHO), compared with the technique
of spatial strip split (SSS) method of validation evaluation. The three methods
aimed to shape the PSM-MPM by determining which classifier performed best or
improved the best, based on predictive accuracy score that generalises well on the
designed unseen dataset; and capable of showing the effect of both overfitting and
underfitting due to SAC inherent in the given datasets.
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3.11 Summary
The Figure 3.1 represents a logical and sequential standard procedure for that
analysis and prediction of secondary mineral distribution data using statistics,
GIS and ML classification algorithms respectively. The plan gives a compre-
hensive explanation of the research methodology adopted in this work. First, it
shows how the study area and secondary data from the PYGR were collected and
how predictive attributes were extracted using Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) and analysed for predictive model building or PSM-MPM. The statistics
will identify point data patterns and determine spatial autocorrelation (SAC) in
secondary mineral occurrence data obtained from the PYGR. The chapter gives
further explanation as to how geographic and geological data are processed, and
numeric attribute values are extracted, using GIS or Arc-GIS software to generate
a well labelled datasets into standard supervised ML algorithms or classifiers. The
overall concept of ML design was systematically explained with the approaches
to conventional methods of the model building being set out, from the point of
data collection, data assembly, model building, model validation or evaluation and
finally model selection. Other procedures for the selection of an optimal model
based on predictive performance were also explained. These methods formed the
foundation of the process of developing PSM-MPM using a standard ML approach.
The chapter also discussed howMATLAB, R andWEKA software are deployed
to implement the design architecture of the building, validation or evaluation and
the selection of an appropriate algorithm for PSM-MPM. The aim was to show
the predictive performance evaluations to developing the best approach to PSM-
MPM sampling for the validation that addresses the problem of overfitting and
underfitting due to the presence of SAC in the occurrence mineral dataset. The
evaluation was conducted data-wise using three different approaches. Firstly by
building and validating the PSM-MPM using the traditional RHO splitting tech-
nique without any data preprocessing as is the practice in most ML classification.
The second is similar to the first but involving attribute data preprocessing using
PCA technique of attribute best subset selection before implementing the RHO
technique (i.e.,RHO-PCA). The third approach was considered to be the novel ap-
proach which shows how the SSS method was selected after all the conventional
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methods proved less effective in mitigating the detrimental effect of overfitting
and underfitting.
In the concluding part of the chapter, a method of comparative model per-
formance analysis of the three classifiers that include TB, KNN and NB, was
highlighted to determine the ideal performance. The assessment is base on the
results of their performances between the proposed novel SSS, PCA-RHO and the
traditional standard RHO of data attribute selection and validation method pre-
processing. The result of which determined the best approach. This methodology
highlighted in this chapter was carefully implemented in chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Analysis and Implementation of
PSM-MPM
4.1 Overview of the Chapter
This chapter presents an analysis and implementation of Predictive Spatial Mod-
elling for Mineral Potential Mapping (PSM-MPM) using a technique of ML classi-
fication. Parts of the work presented in this chapter have already been published.
The three papers published are: The assessment of machine learning model per-
formance for predicting alluvial deposits distribution (Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014a);
Point-Based Model for Predicting Mineral Deposit Using GIS and Machine Learn-
ing) (Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014b); The Optimisation of Bayesian Classifier in Pre-
dictive Spatial Modelling for Secondary Mineral Deposits (Ibrahim et al., 2015b).
Section 4.1 highlights the general overview of the chapter. Section 4.2 intro-
duces the chapter. Section 4.3 discusses the process of exploratory data analysis
by implementing a pre-modelling statistical and geospatial mineral point data
analysis to determine the mineral distribution points pattern and the spatial au-
tocorrelation (SAC) among the predictive attributes of mineralisation. Section
4.4 discusses the actual implementation of the mineral points data approach to
PSM-MPM using some standard supervised ML classifications that measure and
compare the predictive performance of three standard classifiers and highlight the
importance of the spatial attributes in the PSM-MPM that cause overfitting. The
verification of the effect of SAC on the predictive accuracy of PSM-MPM was also
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conducted by validating the PSM-MPM with a simulated mineral distribution
datasets obtained from the PYGR without the SAC, indicates the importance of
spatial distribution to model generalisation. Section 4.5 is the selection of best
attribute subset in PSM-MPM using Principal Component Analysis (PCA), the
method deployed a data preprocessing attempt to reduce redundant and highly
correlated attributes data that may tend to influence predictive ability of the
classifiers either negatively or positively. The method tried to reduce the number
of attributes to only the most important few subset to be included in the mod-
elling. The consequent of this approach saw an increase in the predictive accuracy
of PSM-MPM using fewer attribute datasets that form a more simplified model
in some of the classifiers while experiencing poor predictive accuracy in others .
Section 4.6 details the implementation of the four-way PSM-MPM performance
assessment techniques of re-substitution, random hold-out (RHO), half longitudi-
nal split and longitudinal quartered spatial strip split (SSS) sampling of splitting
training and test sets for PSM-MPM performance validation compared to the tra-
ditional random holdout (RHO) splitting methods of PSM-MPM validation in an
ML classification. The SSS technique tries to improves spatial attribute data inde-
pendence, through a gradual segregation of attribute values in space and thereby
eliminating the effect of SAC that causes overfitting by the classifier.
A careful implementation of the SSS technique of generating train and test
dataset influences the predictive accuracy of the classifiers to a more realistic
accuracy scores. Section 4.7 discusses the results of the comparative analysis
of the three major techniques employed in this work, which include RHO, PCA
and SSS used to address the key fundamental issue in this research work. The
critical problem is determining the effect of overfitting and underfitting caused by
SAC in spatially distributed mineral data, that tends to influence the predictive
performances of classifier when building PSM-MPM. Section 4.8 highlights all the
major contributions achieved by this thesis in line with the set objective.
Finally, section 4.8 summarises the work carried out in this chapter which in-
clude: data analysis, pre-modelling exploratory spatial data analysis, PSM-MPM
implementation and evaluations, results discussion and knowledge contribution of
the thesis.
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4.2 Introduction
The implementation of experimental data analysis and modelling approach to the
mineral deposit potential of PYGR area was conducted using statistical, GIS and
ML classification. The statistical method uses some established statistical tech-
niques such as the Point Pattern Analysis (PPA), Complete Spatial Randomness
(CSR) test and Kolmogorov- Smirnov Test or K-S test to determine distribution
patterns and the spatial correlation among the attributes selected for modelling.
The GIS was used for data pre-processing, that combines all geodata map at-
tributes into a spatial predictive attribute map layer to describe the dataset in
a spatial frame of reference using Arc-GIS software. The ML classification al-
gorithms, meanwhile, were deployed to produce a PSM-MPM using MATLAB,
WEKA and R software following a systematic adoption of the design approach to
using ML classification as highlighted in Chapter 3.
There are various methods of predicting mineral occurrence through predic-
tive modelling but the implementation of the PSM-MPM is specific to the type
of mineral deposits distribution data used. The secondary cassiterite mineral
deposit formation stages is multi-facet and therefore requires a systematic and
scientific approach to the building of a predictive spatial model for mineral poten-
tial mapping (PSM-MPM). The adoption of ML technique of Artificial Intelligence
considered as the state of the art in predictive modelling is been deployed for the
first time on secondary cassiterite deposits distribution dataset. The secondary
cassiterite deposits distribution dataset is a very unique mineral datasets due to
its formation process, which involves point of formation, medium of dispersal and
the deposit point (target of interest). These three processes has made the mod-
elling and prediction to be spatial in nature since it is required to interconnect
the three stages of formation to predict their future occurrence. So far, based on
existing knowledge, it is the first time an attempt is made to use a point based
approach to create a PSM-MPM using ML classification on secondary cassiterite
deposits , particularly from the PYGR of Nigeria.
This chapter constitutes the main contribution to the work of this thesis,
and attempts to answer the fundamental research questions and objectives of the
work. This involve the implementation of the research methodology mentioned
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in Chapter 3. The major contribution to this work is in the use of point-based
approach to building PSM-MPM using ML classification and conducting various
predictive model performance evaluation techniques which include developing a
spatial strip splitting of the secondary cassiterite mineral deposit data to mitigates
the negative effect of SAC that causes both overfitting and underfitting. Other
things done leading to success achievement in this work include the geostatistical
and geospatial analysis of points as a way of providing analytical analysis to the
approach of data collection, model implementation and performance evaluation.
4.3 Implementation of Statistical and Geo-spatial
Data Analysis
The outcome of the geostatistical data analysis results in the transformation of all
analogue mineral datasets to digital; beginning with the cartographic geological
map of the PYGR and the coordinate points of mineralised and non-mineralised
areas as points, combining the spatial mineralisation attributes from different map
layers to generate a single predictive map output that represents the predictive
attribute dataset of the entire PYGR, to be used outside GIS for ML classification.
Figure 4.1 represents the sequential transformation of the map data layers. The
procedure a method of how data for the experiments are been extracted, that
includes map digitization, map conversion into shape files, joining and relating of
all predictive geo-spatial attributes data analysis for the establishment of single
predictive attribute data map and the extraction of point data values from the
attribute table. The first stage of the analysis is the projection or geoprocessing
of the analogue geological map of the PYGR, the coordinate mineral occurrence
data points and the combination of all attribute data maps in layers. The second
stage is the digitisation of all collected analogue geodata converted into shape files,
with all the attribute values being stored in the attribute table in GIS. The third
stage involved the process of spatial analysis of mineral occurrence data points for
both mineralised and non-mineralised areas, along with other geological attributes
associated with polygons or as spatial attributes of distances between points and
other geologically attributed polygons. The fourth is the combination of all the
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predictive spatial map layers into a single map layer and the extraction of the
attribute values from ArcGIS attribute table to export into an ML algorithms
acceptable format, in the form of attribute data point values and classes.
Figure 4.1: The Four (4) stages of map conversion, maps geo-referencing, manipulation and mineralisation
attribute point data value representation and extraction.
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Figure 4.2: Geo-referencing and combination of the raster and vector map layers for all mineralisation attributes
data represented as predictive map of PYGR.
This stage generated a total number of 749 labelled mineral occurrence data
points, with 463 mineralised and 286 non-mineralised points. The mineralised and
non-mineralised points are assigned binary indicators of 1 and 0 respectively.
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The analysis conducted included measurement of the nearest neighbourhood
(NN) distance from each mineral occurrence point to all geological and lithological
points (rock units). The attribute values were extracted from the GIS attribute
database table in the appropriate format for use in an ML applicable software
such as WEKA, R and MATLAB for computational predictive modelling.
4.3.1 Quadrat Analysis Results
Figure 4.3 illustrates a quadrat formed from the point distribution data map
represented in Figure 4.4. A portion of the point data area fitting the squared
size of a quadrat was captured to create a quadrat that checks for the distribution
pattern. If mineral occurrences are equally likely to occur at every point on a map,
the numbers of occurrences in each cell of a uniform grid should follow Poisson
distribution. Given a Poisson distribution test as a random distribution test, two
opposing hypotheses were tested for Poisson distribution as follows:
• Ho: the distribution is random, (i.e., a Poisson distribution).
• H1: is that it is not a random distribution (not a Poisson distribution).
The value of the mean (λ) is expected to equal variance (V). From the sample
data, the value of V and λ were calculated as 7.7 and 73.3 respectively. The
ratio of variance to mean is 9.5 which is greater than one so we reject the null
hypothesis (Ho) and conclude that the mineral distribution in the PYGR map had
a non-random pattern and based on that, quadrat sampling, it is a more likely to
be clustered.
The results indicated that certain geological or geophysical process controls
the occurrence of the point mineral distribution in the PYGR area and therefore
has a non-random distribution pattern. The failure to accept the null hypothesis
validates the point distribution data as an accurate representation of the mineral
occurrence points data and can, therefore, is used to build a predictive model for
the mineral potential mapping of the type represented. A random distribution
pattern cannot be predicted, while a non-random pattern signifies the validity of
the dataset analysed here to be the accurate representation of a natural process
or phenomenon and not a product of chance.
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Figure 4.3: A quadrat representation of secondary mineral points distribution of the PYGR
The result obtained shows a high variation (V ) in the quadrat, more than
the mean λ. Since V > λ, it is said to have a clustered distribution pattern
which also indicates the possible presence of SAC in the data sets. Because the
distribution pattern is a cluster, some points appear to be close together and
showed correlations among the attribute values represented by the points. Care
must be taking, therefore, when modelling this type of spatial distribution data, or
when making a prediction, since the predictive attributes of nearby locations may
not be independent of the other closer to it during modelling, and may affect its
performance. A carefully organised model performance evaluation that involves
the preprocessing of attribute dataset will therefore be needed, to ensure a truly
independent and correlated dataset are used in order not to violate true attribute
data independence due to clustering arrangement in space, which makes model to
be bias.
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Legend
Mineral Point
Non-Mineral
Footprint ¯0 5 102.5 Kilometers
Figure 4.4: Geological mineral occurrence points data map layer of the PYGR in a 2-D space.
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4.3.2 The Spatial Analysis of Points with Geological Rock
Features
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov or K-S test was conducted using MATLAB and the
result is as shown in Table 4.1 where the parameters ’D’, ’p’, ’h’, D(AM) and
D(PM) are calculated as give below:
D = D(PM)−D(AM)
Table 4.1: K-S test and cumulative distribution functions of the attribute values result.
Variable Value
h 1
p 1.4929 exp−87
D or ks2stat 0.2284
D(AM) 0.3380
D(PM) 0.5664
From the result obtained in Table 4.1, the differences between the cumulative
nearest distances of mineralised points to a geological feature D(PM) and the
cumulative relative nearest distances between non-mineralised points D(AM) to
a geological feature (rock) value "D" is given as:
D = D(PM)−D(AM) = 0.2284 where,
• D = the non-negative scalar value determined by the maximum differences
in cumulative distribution function (CDF) plots, as indicated in Figure 4.5.
• h = the hypothesis test result; logical value of 1|0 where 1 signifies rejection
of H0 and 0 failure to reject H0.
• p = the probability of observing a test statistics, it is returned as a scalar
in the range between 0 and 1.
If the value of D = 1 (D > 0) we reject the null H0 but if D < 0 we failed to reject
H0. Based on the result obtained, the value of D is greater than 0 (i.e., 0.23)
we therefore, reject the null hypothesis H0 and conclude that mineral locations
points are spatially dependent on the set of geological features (rocks), meaning
there is a spatial correlation between the source of mineral and the final point of
deposits. We also observed that since the graph of D(PM) plots above the graph
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of D(AM) in Figure 4.5, this shows that there is a positive spatial correlation
or spatial association between mineral deposits (mining points) and geological
features (rock units) represented as polygons. Similarly, the second alternative
hypothesis also holds that both points samples are not from the same distribution.
According to Carranza & Hale (2002), a positive spatial correlation between the
mineral deposit points and the geological features is crucial in mineral potential
mapping as it helps to validate the importance and selection of the right geological
attributes needed to compose a PSM-MPM and of the quantity of mineral found
at a given location, although this is not the main objective of this work . The value
D or ’kstest2’ determined by the two data distribution; is the maximum difference
between the two curves as shown by the arrow in Figure 4.5 corresponding to the
value of ”D’.
Figure 4.5 represents an empirical CDF of distances from mineral occurrence
points (presence and absence) to the nearest geological rock features that measure
the relationship between the location of mineral occurrence and the rocks within
the area. The empirical CDF indicated that at a shorter distance, both the
D(MP ) and D(MA) converge at a distance of 0.018 representing 68% of the
total CDF. The Figure shows that the D(MP ) plots over D(MA) as it converges,
separated before it finally dispersed. The Figure 4.5 showed consistent with the
theory that the secondary mineral deposits tend to be more common at a certain
distance from certain rocks (from which they originated). The distances of points
to the rocks (geological attributes) are presumably related to the presence of
alluvial flow that creates the secondary deposits. In other words, there is indeed
a spatial correlation between the mineral occurrence position and the existing
rocks closer to it, as indicated by the rejection of the null hypothesis (H0). The
CDF also helps to justify the inclusion of nearest to rocks distances as predictive
attributes that also shows the spatial relationship between mineralised points is
higher than CDF for non-mineralised points.
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Figure 4.5: K-S test for empirical CDF plots showing the cumulative distribution functions of nearest distance
from mineralised points to a geological feature D(PM) and the cumulative distribution functions of relative nearest
distances from non-mineralised points to geological features D(AM), with value "D" representing the maximum
differences of the two plots.
4.4 Implementation of Supervised ML Classifica-
tion for PSM-MPM
The implementation of the PSM-MPM using a standard supervised ML or classi-
fication approach was conducted using the discrete secondary mineral distribution
data obtained from the PYGR. Since the major concern is to implement the PSM-
MPM using the available dataset, only the performance through evaluation is the
focus and not the details working of the ML classifiers. The traditional random
holdout (RHO) splitting method of model validation was performed on the data
in order to split the predictive dataset consisting of 749 observed mineral points
data, of which 463 are mineralised and labelled 1 or yes, while 286 non-mineralised
and labelled 0 or "no" with a total of 22 predictive attributes. The result of the
model performance using Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM),
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K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), Decision Tree Bagging (TB), Decision Tree (DT),
Logistic Regression (LGR) and Discriminant Analysis (DA) is given. The PSM-
MPM produced were analysed regarding their individual classification ability by
comparing the predictive accuracy scores, the area under the ROC score as well
as the misclassification rate of each classifier used, in order to determine the best
performing classifier for the PSM-MPM.
4.4.1 Predictive Performance Result for PSM-MPM
The results of the PSM-MPM performance is as displayed in Tables 4.2 & 4.3 and
Figures 4.6 & 4.7 below, showing the confusion matrix, predictive performance
table, misclassification histogram and ROC scores, respectively. The predictive
performance of the PSM-MPM produced by the seven classifiers related to the 40%
validated or test datasets using the RHO method for model validation. Figure 4.6
is a diagrammatic representation of the confusion matrix represented in Table 4.2
that indicates the ability of each classifier to predict from the actual test dataset
and to show the rate of misclassification by each classifier. The result showed that
the KNN and TB predicts the presence and absence of mineral points in the area
best from the true test sets while the NB was the least performing classifier due to
its high level of misclassification error when predicting possible mineral presence
compared to the other classifiers used in the modelling (a predictive error of 33%,
i.e., having least predictive accuracy score of 67%). The results of the confusion
matrix performance was further justified by the misclassification histogram shown
in Figure 4.6. The predictive accuracy performance of the PSM-MPM produced
was presented in Table 4.3 and the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) plot
in Figure 4.7, showing that the KNN and TB has predictive accuracy scores of
98% and 97%, and the AU-ROC plots showing higher plot value for KNN and TB
respectively; close to a perfect AU-ROC area of 1. The seven classifiers used for
implementing the PSM-MPM were assessed by comparing the performance of the
individual classifier and selected the best performing model based on either lower
misclassification and high predictive accuracy scores or low predictive error rate.
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Figure 4.6: Misclassification of PSM-MPM performance for all the classifiers using standard ML classifiers
evaluated by RHO.
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Table 4.2: Confusion matrices labelled (a–g) for TB, DT, SVM, NB, DA, KNN and LGR algorithms
respectively, showing performance evaluation of PSM-MPM using standard RHO data selection.
(a) TB confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 126 3
True MA 7 163
(b) DT confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 118 11
True MA 12 158
(c) SVM confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 112 17
True MA 24 146
(d) NB confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 64 65
True MA 33 137
(e) DA confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 94 35
True MA 22 148
(f) KNN confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 129 0
True MA 5 165
(g) LGR confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 94 35
True MA 22 148
Table 4.3: The model performance scores for all the classifiers in percentage (%)
.
Classifiers Accuracy Error Sensitivity Specificity
TB 97 3 98 95
DT 92 8 91 93
SVM 86 14 87 86
NB 67 33 50 81
DA 80 20 73 87
KNN 98 2 100 97
LGR 80 20 73 87
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TB  − AUC   = 0.97
DT − AUC  = 0.92
SVM − AUC = 0.86
NB − AUC  = 0.65
DA − AUC  = 0.80
KNN − AUC  = 0.98
LRG − AUC = 0.80
Figure 4.7: The ROC-AUC curve plot showing the performance of seven ML classifiers based on test dataset
using standard RHO selection.
Based on the results of the model performance analysed above, the general-
isation challenges are addressed through the validation method of RHO, which
shows an exaggerated predictive accuracy score to a near perfection by the KNN
and TB classifiers, but a low predictive accuracy in the NB classifier. These per-
formances are indicators of model overfitting and underfitting by the classifiers
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caused by SAC, inherent among the spatial attribute dataset such as: geographi-
cal, geophysical and geological attributes of the PYGR area. A model validation
evaluation is, therefore, necessary to ascertain first the significance of the spatial
attributes causing SAC in developing a PSM-MPM, and to develop a technique
of model validation that addresses the problem of overfitting and underfitting due
to SAC in spatial attribute data modelling, especially in PSM-MPM.
The PSM-MPM performance evaluation presented a novel approach that chal-
lenges the existing RHO validation technique that splits attributes data randomly.
A multiple model validation evaluation approach was conducted to allow for a
comparison between the various methods of validation in ML classification in or-
der to select the best model validation approach that addresses the concept of
SAC as a primary cause of overfitting or underfitting in spatial data modelling
such as the PSM-MPM.
4.4.2 Justification for Spatial Attributes Selection in PSM-
MPM
The implication for the inclusion of spatial predictive attributes as components
of SAC used in building PSM-MPM is demonstrated by the results expressed in
Table 4.4 and Figure 4.8 that shows the predictive performance of PSM, with first
the use of spatial attributes only, then, the non-spatial attributes only and finally
the combination of both spatial and non-spatial attributes in building PSM-MPM.
The spatial attributes are indeed very important attributes in predictive modelling
of spatially distributed data such as the secondary mineral distribution data used
in this experiment.
The deliberate exclusion of spatial attributes during PSM-MPM building us-
ing the seven standard classifiers seek to implement the test method as previously
mentioned in Chapter 3, and to demonstrate the importance of spatial compo-
nents in spatial data modelling. The results showed an insignificant difference
in the predictive accuracy scores when non-spatial attributes were removed and
when only the spatial attributes were selected for modelling. A sharp drop or
differences in all the predictive accuracy scores was noticed when all the spatial
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attributes were excluded in the modelling. The entire seven classifiers or algo-
rithms used indicated that despite the exclusion of the explicit spatial attributes
of x and y coordinates represented by latitude and longitude, to prevent the classi-
fier from learning only the clusters to avoid overfitting, the classifiers still overfits
the datasets due to SAC. The predictive accuracy scores shown in the bar chart
Figure 4.8 shows that the deliberate exclusion or otherwise of spatial attributes,
highlights the role of spatial attributes in building PSM-MPM.
The test for the importance of spatial attributes inclusion in PSM justified the
need to include the spatial attributes in building PSM-MPM. The result of the
performance test in Figure 4.8 clearly shows that non-exclusively spatial attributes
of distances, such as the various nearest distances of observed points to each
of the fifteen rocks, and the elevation culminating to form SAC, have similar
predictive influence as the exclusively spatial attributes of longitude and latitude
coordinate points on PSM-MPM performance. Thereby, allowing classifiers to
learn from clusters formed based on location and leading to overfitting. The result
of the PSM-MPM performance using latitude/longitude coordinates leads to an
exaggerated predictive accuracy score (perfect fit) or underfitting (poor fit) when
learning randomly by the ML algorithm, using the test set. However, PSM-MPM
that was constructed using the non-spatial attributes, have equally showed some
potentials to contribute to learning, an instance is the accuracy of 71% recorded
by KNN as shown in Figure 4.8 and Tables 4.4 respectively.
Table 4.4: The effect of spatial attributes and SAC on PSM-MPM accuracy performance result in
percentage (%).
Classifiers Spatial + Non-spatial Non-spatial only Spatial Only
TB 97 67 97
DT 92 67 92
SVM 86 60 90
NB 67 57 67
DA 81 60 83
KNN 98 71 99
LGR 81 60 81
The second evaluation is of the effect of spatial attributes causing SAC on the
PSM-MPM predictive performance for mineral potential. The results show the
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importance of spatial components that induce SAC in predicting mineral deposit
potential. The predictive performance results for all the algorithms used in the
evaluation process remain consistent and the predictive accuracy is not affected
when non-spatial attributes are isolated from the datasets, but saw a drastic
drop in the accuracy scores when only the non-spatial attributes were used alone,
regardless of the learning algorithm used, as seen in the results presented in Figure
4.8. The two test or assessments results presented in Figure 4.8 and Table 4.4,
shows the importance of spatial attributes indicating high predictive accuracy
scores when present and poor predictive performance when absence.
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Figure 4.8: The result of PSM-MPM performance evaluation based on presence and absence of spatial attributes.
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4.4.3 Verification of the Effect of SAC in PSM-MPM Using
Simulated Mineral Distribution Point Data
The creation of synthetic dataset through simulation of mineral distribution datasets
obtained from the PYGR, with multiple attributes of Xij was conducted using
random number generation syntax command in MATLAB, the parameters of i
represents the number of point observation row (i = 1, 2......, 749) and j accounts
for the attributes value number in column (j = 1, 2, ...., 21). The mean and stan-
dard deviation as (µ, σ2) was used to generate random mineral data point values.
The mean and standard deviation of the dataset matrix Xij was used to produce
the desired amount of data patterns also in MATLAB. The simulated dataset
generated using the new parameters of mean and standard deviation, however,
eliminates the presence of spatial autocorrelation (SAC) in the datasets and is
used for the validation of the PSM-MPM. The datasets were obtained under the
following assumptions that: the mineralisation attributes of the original datasets
are entirely independent and, as such, each data point was randomly sampled
from a random geological survey because, the mean and standard deviation of the
real data for each attribute captures the distribution of the real dataset.
The result of PSM-MPM validation using the simulated data shows poor per-
formance in all the algorithms that have hitherto performed very well with the
real data. The reason is simply that the simulated data completely removed corre-
lation (SAC isolation) in the datasets, as indicated in Figure 4.10. The correlation
heat map shows a complete absence of any significant correlation which are mostly
spatial, among attributes compared to the correlation between attributes in the
real datasets with SAC, as shown in Figure 4.9. Simulated attributes are assumed
to be independent as each attribute is generated independently, free from inter-
action with another attributes within the datasets, thereby isolating SAC in the
data to be used for model evaluation. The Predictive accuracy performance was
slightly above 50% among the high performing algorithms such as KNN but less
than 50% in most of the algorithms used; however the highest predictive accuracy
score of over 55% was recorded by the DT as shown in Tables 4.6.
The predictive accuracy of the simulated data was similar to the results of
random guess classification, however, meaning that the performance is very poor,
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hence predictive attributes in spatial data should include spatial elements that
exhibit a reasonable amount of SAC. Simulating data distribution using random
parameters that assume attribute independence will generate a replica of the data
but without the autocorrelation, as demonstrated in Figures 4.10 and 4.9. The
simulated data removes all spatial correlation among simulated attributes for val-
idation of the model. Testing the generalisation of PSM-MPM using simulated
data derived from real data will display the extent of the predictive model per-
formance both with and without attribute data correlation or the presence of
SAC.
Table 4.5: Confusion matrices labelled (a-g) for TB, DT, SVM, NB, DA, KNN and LGR algorithms
respectively, showing the performance of PSM-MPM validated using a simulated secondary mineral distribution
dataset without SAC component.
(a) TB confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 329 299
True MA 57 64
(b) DT confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 363 265
True MA 69 52
(c) SVM confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 341 287
True MA 62 59
(d) NB confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 274 354
True MA 47 74
(e) DA confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 293 335
True MA 55 66
(f) KNN confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 288 340
True MA 54 67
(g) LGR confusion matrix based on test set
Predicted MP Predicted MA
True MP 309 319
True MA 55 66
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Figure 4.9: Correlation heatmap for real secondary mineral attribute data showing correlations and SAC
among attributes data.
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Figure 4.10: Correlation heatmap for simulation secondary mineral distribution data showing absence of
correlations and SAC among attributes data.
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Figure 4.11: The ROC of simulated secondary mineral distribution data without SAC showing performance of the
classifiers.
Table 4.6: PSM-MPM performance validation evaluation test using the simulated data in percentage (%).
Classifiers Accuracy Error Sensitivity Specificity
TB 52 48 52 53
DT 55 45 58 43
SVM 53 47 54 49
NB 46 54 44 61
DA 47 53 47 55
KNN 47 53 46 55
LGR 50 50 49 55
The simulation of real data conducted offers alternative datasets when con-
ducting external cross-validation of data in ML. The simulation of mineral distri-
bution data obtained from the real data obtained from the PYGR was used to
validate the model built based on the real data did not perform well. The poor
performance obtained using simulated data as shown in Tables 4.5 to 4.6 and also
in ROC Figure 4.16, is attributed to complete absence or removal of SAC in the
simulated data distribution. The simulated data attributes attained more inde-
pendence as compared to the real data that shows high interdependency among
predictive attributes as shown by the correlation heat map in Figures 4.10 and
4.9.
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4.4.4 Discussion of PSM-MPM Performance Results using
Standard ML Classification
Based on the results obtained from these experiments, seven standard ML classi-
fiers were employed to develop a PSM using secondary mineral data of cassiterite
represented by points on the map of PYGR. The ML algorithms used were: Naive
Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), De-
cision Tree Bagging (TB), Decision Tree (DT), Logistic Regression (LGR) and
Discriminant Analysis (DA). Each mineral location was considered to be a point
of observation on a map, and the prediction of potential mineral deposit locations
was conducted using point-based analysis approach as against the regular use of
area plot and knowledge-based approach. The seven supervised classifiers per-
formed differently based on their ability to model discrete types of spatial data
from secondary mineral deposits, as shown in Table 4.3. The KNN and TB have
predictive accuracies of over 98% (i.e., the accuracies of close to perfection), while
SVM, DT, LGR, DA and PSM predictive performances were between 81% and
92%, whereas the NB has the least predictive accuracy score of about 67%.
The result of the area under the ROC curve and the misclassification rate,
as shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.6, also justified the performances of the models
regarding the predictive scores. The KNN and TB classifiers were preferred to
others because they yielded the highest predictive accuracies, bigger AU-ROC and
less misclassification compared to other classifiers. The high predictive accuracy
scores recorded in the KNN and TB and least in NB suggests, a further evaluation
of the results, as overfitting or underfitting often associated with exaggerated have
either high or low predictive accuracy values, especially, in spatial datasets.
As earlier discussed in the previous chapters, the cause of overfitting and un-
derfitting is the SAC inherent in secondary mineral distribution data, leads to the
predictive performance results obtained. Specifically, the predictive accuracies of
the KNN, TB and NB were further subjected to more evaluation to investigate
the presence of either higher predictive accuracy performance of KNN and TB or
poor predictive accuracy performance in the NB.
The PSM-MPM performance based on RHO selection using standard ML clas-
sification shows possible overfitting of the test data by the classifiers as presented
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in the predictive accuracies scores in Table 4.3 using the standard ML classifiers.
An approach to the verification and justification for the use of spatial attribute
dataset or SAC in the model building through a method that deliberately isolates
spatial attributes during modelling is the result of model performance shown in
Table 4.4 and Figure 4.8. A summary of the analysis that supports the earlier
assertion that SAC and the spatial components are very useful in modelling spa-
tially distributed data such as the one used for this experiment was confirmed by
the poor results of the predictive accuracy, despite the absence of the explicit x
and y coordinates of latitude and longitude. The spatial attributes of distances
indicated that it is strong enough for the ML algorithms to make good predictions
using these spatial characteristics in a dataset. Consequently, simulated secondary
mineral distribution datasets with complete absence of spatial attribute correla-
tion and independent performed very poorly as indicated in Table 4.6 and ROC
Figure 4.16, where the predictive accuracy scores for all the classifiers are less
than 50% which are results not too different from the product of a random guess.
4.5 Implementation of Predictive Attributes Im-
portant Subsets Selection using PCA
The aim of this section is to deploy methods of attribute selection as a pre-
processing technique using principal component analysis (PCA), by selecting the
best predictive attributes subsets to optimise the predictive performance of the
PSM-MPM in respect to the secondary mineral deposits obtained from the PYGR,
and generalise well. The technique for optimisation based on feature subset se-
lection using PCA was employed. The predictive performance optimisation pro-
cedures involve a comparison of the three classifiers through preprocessing of the
predictive attribute dataset that selects the best feature subsets of the attribute
dataset and reducing the size or dimension of the attribute dataset in developing
new PSM-MPM.
The predictive accuracy scores of KNN, TB and NB here were determine using
the subsets of selected attributes that are most important and less in dimension.
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The PCA aim to investigate and reduce the effect of redundant and high auto-
correlation attribute dataset on the learning and prediction. The method used
RHO selection of preprocessed of reduced attribute data into training and test
set to train and validate the PSM-MPM performance. The aim is to investigate
how attribute data were preprocessed using PCA, can help to mitigate the unre-
liable predictive accuracies of the classifiers due to SAC leading to overfitting and
attribute underfitting. The result of this preprocessing aim to compare the pre-
dictive performance evaluation technique of RHO on the classifiers using original
data attribute without any preprocessing as well as with preprocessing. Figure
4.13 shows the correlation heat map indicating association among the natural at-
tributes of mineral distribution that implies there is a collective influence of some
mineralisation attributes to variance in the data distribution. The application
of PCA will, therefore, aid in reducing the effect of correlation by capturing the
natural structures that may either be similar to the original predictive attribute
data.
Tables 4.7 and 4.8 shows the weight of principal components (PC) rotation
values or the Eigenvalues and the percentage of variance (POV) used to deter-
mine correlation or multi-linearity between the natural mineralisation attributes
that validates the selection of attributes with higher POV. A total of twenty-one
components obtained from PCA corresponds to the total number of predictive
attributes of the natural mineral distribution data, are identified using two class
labels of 0 & 1 (mineral presence and absence). Figures 4.13 and 4.14 repre-
sents the predictive attributes PCA factor map and their variance components
plot respectively. The PCA factor map extracts dominant patterns of the most
important variables that explains the variations in the original predictive mineral
attributes and the variance plot indicates both high and low variations among the
principal mineralisation data components used to select new attribute subsets, for
implementation of the optimised PSM-MPM.
The subsets of relevant attributes selected based on the highest predictive at-
tribute contributor as shown in variable factor map using dimensions one and two
of percentage values 35.6% and 23.6% totalling 58.9% as presented in figure 4.15.
The indication that only five (5) attributes with highest contributive predictive
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values and a strong joint correlation with the components, are selected to opti-
mise the PSM-MPM predictive accuracy. To achieve generalisation, a PSM-MPM
overfits the training set using test set if it has low bias but high variance. The
aim here is to avoid overfitting of the dataset by the ML classifiers used; it is ex-
pected that only the most relevant predictors or attributes will be selected. The
attributes selected include the area or size occupied by the rocks type; the various
distances between mineral points (observation point) to the nearest selected four
different type of rocks labelled totalling five attributes as; AreaR, DR15, DR13,
DR4 and DR2. An improvement in the PSM-MPM accuracy performance when
using the five sub-selected attributes is evident in the result of model performance
given in Table 4.9.
Some of the correlated features are, however, retained in the selected attributes
based on the PC output selection. The correlation heatmap and factor important
plot represented in Figures 4.12 and 4.15 respectively, selects the few subset used
for modelling. The aim of the selection is to use only the newly selected best
attributes to reduce the effect of SAC in the dataset and test for the overfitting
and underfitting effect in the model performance.
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Figure 4.12: Correlation heat map of secondary mineral predictive attributes for PCA.
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Figure 4.13: The mineralisation attribute factor map for PCA showing the best attributes selection.
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Figure 4.14: Variation among attribute components plot.
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Table 4.7: The eigenvalues with percentage of variance and the cumulative percentage of variance for all
attributes principal components CP
PCs Eigenvalue % of variance (POV) Cumulative % of variance (CPV)
comp 1 7.4034989963 35.254757125 35.25476
comp 2 4.9659675100 23.647464333 58.90222
comp 3 2.3791870941 11.329462353 70.23168
comp 4 1.5897132503 7.570063097 77.80175
comp 5 1.0331147638 4.919594113 82.72134
comp 6 0.8816541533 4.198353111 86.91969
comp 7 0.6899077425 3.285274964 90.20497
comp 8 0.5024497182 2.392617706 92.59759
comp 9 0.4504138472 2.144827844 94.74241
comp 10 0.3739398757 1.780666075 96.52308
comp 11 0.2333933303 1.111396811 97.63448
comp 12 0.1324428230 0.630680110 98.26516
comp 13 0.1165870270 0.555176319 98.82033
comp 14 0.0931832273 0.443729654 99.26406
comp 15 0.0538523175 0.256439607 99.52050
comp 16 0.0373157981 0.177694277 99.69820
comp 17 0.0297229992 0.141538092 99.83974
comp 18 0.0185060203 0.088123906 99.92786
comp 19 0.0107919475 0.051390226 99.97925
comp 20 0.0036118771 0.017199415 99.99645
comp 21 0.0007456812 0.003550863 100.00000
Table 4.8: Correlation of predictive variables against selected principle components.
Attributes PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5
AreaR 0.73354982 -0.40435759 0.251825084 -0.34610072 0.029255598
RPerimeter 0.71943518 -0.43694790 0.243794924 -0.36189503 0.025616847
NDR 0.33658624 0.63104474 0.618092564 -0.04966323 0.106914233
NDRPW -0.34454167 -0.55935100 -0.624741359 0.04397388 -0.033560783
DR15 0.92840850 -0.09268335 -0.078579969 0.22075352 - 0.124246323
DR14 0.62504269 0.32778403 -0.478213139 -0.28711014 0.030382437
DR13 -0.96527875 0.13054631 0.093798784 -0.09328861 0.067641709
DR12 0.07400604 0.78124719 -0.477360678 0.19492788 -0.023937659
DR11 0.24650745 0.70098574 0.123055730 0.21129109 0.075876451
DR10 0.11962029 0.54748629 0.513717275 -0.39046999 -0.116022965
DR9 0.44820869 0.77462731 -0.152644559 -0.10410722 -0.034936730
DR8 0.34588514 0.26706338 0.419372924 0.70655915 -0.086948185
DR7 -0.65590178 0.34092028 0.293432431 -0.21403409 -0.018990845
DR6 0.44811287 0.02560183 0.212681380 0.06847590 0.543703155
DR5 0.69601942 -0.53910788 0.230725348 0.11795953 -0.081580438
DR4 -0.97358485 0.07655319 0.122083365 -0.07728795 0.057029965
DR3 0.37420690 0.66759678 -0.408993398 0.17262301 -0.083662360
DR2 -0.97286200 0.03995076 0.044381605 -0.09543704 0.031217943
DR1 -0.54585414 -0.31317177 0.375542992 0.55196117 -0.108260353
Slope -0.03142353 -0.05805935 -0.156260763 0.14868681 0.802466259
Elevation 0.28565021 -0.85581806 -0.008311395 0.11600546 0.003159617
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4.5.1 Result Discussion on Attribute Subset Selection using
PCA
The results of the three classifiers performance based on attribute subset selec-
tion are as shown in Table 4.9 and ROC curve plot Figure 4.16. The results
which indicate that the preprocessing that led to attribute sub-selection when
modelling PSM-MPM optimised the predictive accuracy of performance of only
TB and KNN with accuracy scores of 96% and 99% respectively but failed to
improve the predictive performance of NB which has accuracy score of 59%. The
optimisation was measured and verified based on the initial performance by the
simple RHO using same standard ML classifiers using natural datasets without
any preprocessing as obtained in Section 4.3.
The classification technique of subset attribute selects used fewer and best-
contributing attributes that performed best for KNN and TB except for NB.
Because the approach provided a learning procedure similar to the RHO with the
selected attributes values showing a high correlation as indicated in both table
4.9 and figure 4.12. The results also showed that using attributes important
selection in a spatially distributed dataset only further simplified the predictive
data complexity and thereby ease learning ability of the complex algorithms such
as the KNN and TB because, it uses lesser predictive attributes and still less
independence, therefore, but failed to address the problem SAC inherent in the
datasets. The predictive performances of the three classifiers clearly indicated
that KNN and TB are still overfitting while the NB seem to be underfitting or
under-performing as shown in the performance table 4.9. The PCA technique of
attribute subset selection showed that it is only meant to improve the predictive
accuracy scores of the classifiers and not to optimise the overall performance
to acceptability and reliability. The NB predictive accuracy rating is however,
lowered —i.e., and present yet another pessimistic score too despite the data
preprocessing aimed to improve its performance, the reason is clearly due to the
existence of high correlation (SAC) among the selected attributes as shown in the
correlation heatmap Figure 4.12. The NB assumption of attributes independence
is violated using PCA and hence, failed to improve the predictive performance
of the NB classifier. Only a method that eliminates or reduce spatial correlation
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among attributes can significantly influence the predictive performance of the NB
classifier in a spatially distributed dataset such as the secondary mineral data.
It is, therefore, necessary to consider the effect of SAC when building PSM. The
predictive accuracy optimisation showed bias towards the spatial arrangement of
the dataset as seen in the performance Table 4.9 and Figure 4.16.
Table 4.9: PSM-MPM performance table for TB, NB and KNN based on selected
attribute subset in percentage (%).
Classification Method Accuracy Error Sensitivity Specificity
Tree Bagging 96 4 98 94
Naive Bayes 59 41 64 55
K-Nearest Neighbour 99 1 100 98
False predicted mineral presence rate
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Figure 4.16: The PCA ROC plot showing the PSM-MPM performances of KNN, NB and TB classifiers based on.
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4.6 Implementation of Novel Approach for PSM-
MPM Performance Evaluation
A four-way data sampling for PSM-MPM validation assessment was conducted to
address overfitting and underfitting as summarised in Figure 4.17.
Firstly, a method of re-substitution uses the entire dataset for training is then
repeated as test data. The performance shown in Tables 4.10 to 4.12 indicated a
100% predictive accuracy for both KNN and TB but a predictive accuracy score
of about 71% for the NB. The re-substitution method is considered the traditional
approach for measuring the goodness of fit for a classifier; and it is apparent from
the result displayed in Tables 4.10 to 4.12 that TB and KNN perfectly fit the
datasets used which indicated that the classifier is overfitting datasets while the
NB classifier does not fit the dataset well and as such considered to be underfitting.
The second evaluation results involve the use of a conventional RHO data
sampling method with predictive accuracy scores of 98% and 97% for both KNN
and TB while NB recorded about 67%. The scores are suspiciously high and
are probably influenced by SAC in spatial data modelling in respect to KNN
and TB. The results for the NB remain unsatisfactory, which is clearly due to the
violation of attribute independence, also influenced by SAC. It is indeed, necessary
to develop a method that better validates the PSM-MPM through the spatial split
of attributes selection, and that identifies and addresses the concept of overfitting
in PSM-MPM.
In addition to the two sampling evaluation methods explained above, a strip
spatial approach divides into third and fourth paths that are similar but imple-
mented differently, with the third method of splitting the entire dataset into half
longitudinally while the fourth, strip-split the dataset into quarters longitudinally
for the spatial selection of training and testing. The strip splitting along the lon-
gitudinal approach is done to allow each resulting part to contain the same type
of attributes in locations within the range of the study area. The results of the
investigation followed the adoption of the methodology explained in Chapter 3
and summarised in Figure 4.17. The misclassification result represented in Fig-
ure 4.18 shows the diagrammatic performance of the confusion matrices of the
quarter spatial strip split validation of PSM-MPM using the three classifiers. The
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predictive performance of the four ways approach to PSM-MPM validation using
KNN, TB and NB is as shown in the Tables 4.10,4.11 and 4.12 respectively. The
ROC performance was also represented diagrammatically in Figure 4.19.
Figure 4.17: A diagrammatic representation of the four-way validation technique of Re-substitution, Random
holdout, Halve strip and Longitudinal quarter strip methods of splitting secondary mineral data from the PYGR.
The vertical lines represent the strip splitting of data method while the x and + signs symbols in the RHO split
represents the split into training and test set respectively.
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The result shows that the longitudinal strip splitting approach presents a bet-
ter data splitting method for model validation to adopt in building PSM-MPM.
The method of SSS reduces the effect of SAC due to clustering and increases spa-
tial variation (covariance) in the spatial data attribute values along the spatial
split, thereby reducing the effect of SAC in the data when selecting training and
test data to assess the performance of the PSM-MPM. As against the random
selection, which chooses attributes in a RHO selection and learns spatial datasets
from clusters of points that are spatially autocorrelated.
Figures 4.19 and 4.18 shows that the KNN and TB algorithms still performs
well despite the spatial splitting while the predictive accuracy of the NB classifier
improved slightly. This result agrees with the work of Bahn & McGill (2013) but
with some improvement that handles underfitting, by improving the NB predic-
tive performance from the performance obtained using RHO and re-substitution
(Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014a). The small drop in the predictive accuracy of KNN
and TB was due to the slight reduction in the level of SAC among the attribute
values forced apart. The slight improvement in the predictive accuracy of the NB
classifier is based on the presence of more independent attribute data selection, and
higher covariation among the predictive characteristics in the datasets. Attribute
data independence values supports the underlying assumption of NB algorithm.
The attribute spatial freedom is considered a major plus to the work which was not
recorded or discovered by Bahn &McGill (2013), which was limited to investigated
overfitting only. The SSS data sampling technique for PSM-MPM performance
validation addressed both overfitting and underfitting performance by the classi-
fiers used, as reflected in the results of the PSM-MPM predictive accuracy scores
shown in Tables 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12. The quartered strip-splitting technique, or
longitudinal strip splitting, offers a more reasonable predictive model accuracy
score (performance) when evaluated against the other three methods of model
evaluation techniques presented. Overall, therefore, the SSS is a more promising
approach to validating spatially auto-correlated data distribution models since it
detects and handles both overfitting as well as underfitting in secondary mineral
data distribution better than the conventional RHO and PCA-RHO techniques
of data sampling for model optimisation and generalisation.
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Table 4.10: Four-way PSM-MPM performance validation comparison scores table for KNN in percentage (%).
Split Method Accuracy Error Sensitivity Specificity
Re-substitution 100 0 100 100
Random holdout 98 2 100 97
Half spatial strip 43 57 30 70
Quarter spatial strips 93 7 80 99
Table 4.11: Four-way PSM-MPM performance validation comparison scores table for TB in percentage (%).
Split Method Accuracy Error Sensitivity Specificity
Re-substitution 100 0 100 100
Random 97 3 98 95
Half strip 40 60 11 100
Quarter Strips 85 15 74 91
Table 4.12: Four-way PSM-MPM performance validation comparison scores table for NB in percentage (%).
Split Method Accuracy Error Sensitivity Specificity
Re-substitution 71 29 62 78
Random 67 33 50 81
Half strip 47 53 25 92
Quarter Strips 74 26 73 74
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Figure 4.18: Misclassification performance bar chat for spatial strip-splitting validation using KNN,TB and NB
classifiers.
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Figure 4.19: ROC performance curve plot for KNN, TB and NB algorithms using strips split.
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4.6.1 Result Discussion of Novel Technique of PSM-MPM
Performance Evaluation
The evaluation results of PSM-MPM predictive performance appraisal techniques
through model validation indicated changes in predictive accuracy scores through
the spatial strip split (SSS) method. These performances results illustrate how
important the selection of training and testing data is when judging the predictive
performance of a distribution model. The re-substitution technique was used for
measuring the goodness of fit of a model but shows a high level of overfitting
or underfitting and should be avoided. A similar impressive measure of predic-
tive accuracy performance presented using KNN and TB, but the performance of
NB was weak as judged by the random hold out the testing scheme, which still
indicated a measure of PSM-MPM overfitting and underfitting.
The random selection involves splitting from clusters that select at a certain
range based on attributes that are similar due to their closeness, but could not
replicate on the test set, thereby causing overfitting or underfitting. Several data
points may have, for example, same elevation values but different coordinate loca-
tions. Equally, the nearest distances to various geological attributes such as rocks
types may have similar distance values even when the points are from different
directions or locations. The validation of PSM through the RHO of attributes into
training and testing sets failed to mitigate the effect of SAC and still return a very
high predictive accuracy indicating score overfitting and underfitting, depending
on the type of classifier or the learning algorithm used (i.e., either a complex or a
simple algorithm). The results are evident by the predictive performance of KNN,
TB and NB. In the case of KNN and TB, which are very efficient but complex, it
easily learn from a mostly homogeneous values in clustered dataset through ran-
dom split using the majority voting system of predictive modelling and validating
with similar test sets, but this was unable to tackle overfitting when using RHO
selection. Whereas in the case of NB, the range of attributes data was more inde-
pendent, by spatially separating the datasets and allow the selection of training
and test sets separately to improve the predictive ability of the model and address
underfitting in the datasets.
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The overly optimistic validation performance test results of PSM-MPM using
RHO split, tested on a not entirely independent dataset, was illustrated in the
diagram Figure 3.11 and in the summary results in Figure 4.17. The predictive
accuracy score was measuring close to perfection (about between 97 − 98%) for
both KNN and TB but around 67% for NB. When the PSM-MPM was tested on
truly independent and spatially segregated data, however, it fared better in the
intermingled strip-split approach than in the halves approach. The result of the
predictive performance of spatially separated validation data was an indication
of the remaining effect of SAC along the segregation lines. There was only one
separation line in the half-splitting method and that account for the low accu-
racy score in the half split, but three in the strips approach, and this reduces the
problem when the models are used to predict into a new area, as shown in Tables
4.10, 4.11 and 4.12. One explanation for the change in predictive power of the
models when training and test datasets were split geographically is the absence
of a genuinely independent testing data. The introduction of a rather dramatic
geographical segregation effectively broke the dependence among the predictive
attributes caused by SAC, thereby resulting in very poor predictive accuracy per-
formance scores of less than 50% for all the classifiers, as shown in Tables 4.10,
4.11 and 4.12.
The results for the performance of each classifier represented by the AU-ROC
value in Figure 4.19, and the predictive misclassification presented in Figure 4.18,
however, both indicated a better and a more realistic predictive performance com-
pared to the random split method and the re-substitution which overfits. The NB
model also recorded a slight improvement in the predictive accuracy, as well as in
the size of the area under the ROC plot, when the datasets are divided quarterly
along longitude called spatial strip split. The small increase in the predictive
accuracy score by the NB classifier was attributed to the most independent val-
ues among the predictive characteristics through spatial separation and reducing
the effect of SAC in the dataset. The attribute independence is a fundamental
assumption of the NB classification model.
The basic idea behind the SSS technique is reducing the effect of the homo-
geneity (dependence) that exist in a clustering arrangement when learning on the
predictive data sets, which will allow the splitting of training and test datasets
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to be truly two independent datasets. Since SAC is principally a concept of dis-
tance related similarity in datasets, and secondary mineral datasets are spatially
distributed in clusters, the method of dealing with the problem of SAC in spatial
datasets must be spatially distinct. The SSS sampling of training and test data
in space allowed for a more independent dataset that results in high covariance
among attributes values, rather than selecting through a RHO validation tech-
nique that results in a PSM-MPM that indicates overfitting or underfitting the
datasets. It is hard to eliminate SAC in spatial data modelling while retaining
high predictive accuracy, but it is possible to evaluate the performance of PSM-
MPM using a carefully pre-processed method of splitting data sets into training
and testing datasets to reduce the detrimental effect of SAC in PSM-MPM.
4.7 The Comparative Analysis of RHO, PCA-RHO
and SSS Validation Performance Technique Re-
sults
The comparative analysis of PSM-MPM performance based on the three ap-
proaches used in this research was aimed at determining the ideal approach to
adopt when developing a PSM-MPM that generalises and possess high predictive
accuracy with consideration for overfitting and underfitting.
The comparative analysis discusses the interpretation of the various experi-
mental results which include the three techniques deployed to model and evaluate
the performance of PSM-MPM and attempts to optimises the predictive accuracy
that considers the effect of SAC leading to overfitting and underfitting. Table
4.13 represent the PSM-MPM comparative performance scores, which include:
accuracy and error rate of KNN, TB and NB algorithms. The techniques of RHO
using the original dataset without preprocessing and the attribute subset selec-
tion have an over-exaggerated predictive accuracy score between 96−−97% and
98 − −99% for TB and KNN classifiers respectively. The NB classifier, however,
shows low predictive scores between 59 − −67%. These scores clearly indicate
overfitting and underfitting of the data by the classifiers since the techniques still
allow random selection of spatial attributes leading to poor separation of training
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and test datasets; by allowing the datasets to be either too independent or entirely
dependent depending on the classifier’s method of learning and sampling selection
between training and test set.
Only the SSS technique that split attribute data spatially in a quarterly or
longitudinal dimension shows a more positive predictive accuracy scores of 85%
and 93% for TB and KNN. But gained a significant improvement in a the pre-
dictive accuracy of NB from 59% and 67% to 74% which is more optimistic (i.e.,
accuracy scores that is not outrageously high). The predictive score surpasses
the performance achieved by the RHO validation technique used on the original
dataset without preprocessing and the method of preprocessing to select attribute
best subset. The performance of PSM-MPM produced using the SSS sampling
method in this work, does not only determine an optimistic predictive score con-
cerning overfitting problem as agreed by Bahn & McGill (2013) but also improved
predictive performance regarding the underfitting .
The results clearly show that the spatial separation of training and test dataset
is the ideal approach to sampling and validating model performance in spatially
distributed dataset, such as secondary mineral deposits. Because it allows for a
truly spatial independent as well as the intermingling of attribute datasets with
real correlation to be split in both the training and testing set that helps in
generalisation and not to be randomly split, since that could lead to bias selection
that is overly influenced by high SAC alone.
Table 4.13: Comparative predictive performance analysis table of RHO, SSS and PCA-RHO techniques for
PSM-MPM using TB, KNN and NB in percentage (%).
Technique Algorithm Accuracy Error Remarks
RHO
TB 97 3 Pessimistic High/Overfitting
KNN 98 2 Pessimistic High/Overfitting
NB 67 33 Low/Underfitting
PCA-RHO
TB 96 4 Pessimistic High/Overfitting
KNN 99 1 Pessimistic High/Overfitting
NB 59 41 Pessimistic Poor/Underfitting
Quarter-SSS
TB 85 15 Optimistic high
KNN 93 7 Optimistic High
NB 74 26 Optimistic & Improved
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4.8 The Contributions of the Thesis
The contributions of the thesis as implemented in this chapter are as follows:
• The thesis established a unique and systematic technique for acquiring sec-
ondary mineral occurrence attribute datasets. These characteristics included
the identifying and collection of secondary mineral presence deposit location
of presence and absence as coordinate points; lithological positions and di-
mension; spatial components such as relative distances between mineral de-
posit points and geological features and determined the relationship among
attributes presented in a form applicable to ML classification algorithm.
The work designed and implemented a systematic approach to a geodata
collection, by first conducting a geological survey of all the mining points in
an attempt to tackle data paucity in the PYGR. The desired data collected
included a geological map of the area and the coordinate location of points
for all the existing mining areas (i.e., latitude, longitude and elevation).
Other data collected included the historical mining information of the area,
particularly in respect to the presence or absence of minerals. The analogue
data sets collected are rarely useful for scientific research such as this unless
converted to digital format. Using some specialist equipment like Global
Positioning System (GPS) tools, the exact position of the mining pits were
obtained and plotted on the geological map of the area before converting the
map data to digital. By using GIS tools, the predictive spatial attribute data
extracted from the established mining locations depicted as points alongside
other geological or geographic features such as rock type, size and spatial
distances between the mining points and the geological features were all
extracted. The data collection procedure is unique as it uses a systematic
method applicable to areas with geodata paucity. It is also the first time
an attempt has been made properly to document the secondary mineral oc-
currence data of the PYGR area in a digital format. The systematically
collected and recorded digital geodata of the PYGR was used to build a
PSM-MPM. The data collection process was possible because of the ability
to translate digital map data into binary or numeric weighted values in GIS
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and export the predictive data in an ML support format into an algorithm
using data mining or ML classification software such as MATLAB, R or
WEKA, used to build PSM-MPM. The use of GIS for data processing was
vital because it can handle (i.e., manipulate and store) geospatial data ef-
fectively in a spatial frame of reference (i.e., space dimension) and specially
presented as labelled point dataset for spatial modelling using supervised
ML techniques (Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014a,b).
• The thesis developed point-based predictive spatial models for secondary
mineral potential mapping (PSM-MPM) using standard ML classification
algorithms and evaluate their predictive performance through RHO data
sampling validation technique (Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014b).
The work designed and developed a point-based PSM-MPM using standard
ML classification algorithms capable of capturing the spatial relationships
among mineralisation attributes by learning the distribution pattern of the
secondary mineral deposits of the PYGR, represented as points, with other
mineralisation features to make the prediction of potential mineral occur-
rence points. Part of the uniqueness of this contribution is in the design and
implementation of the PSM-MPM as a point-based data approach mapping
from GIS, in contrast to the traditional area-based or polygonal data ap-
proach. The method combines both theoretical relationships derived from
the various literature on mineral distribution components and points statis-
tical analysis using techniques of distance point distribution, to determine
the distribution pattern of the secondary cassiterite mineral deposit distribu-
tion. This analysis is part of the exploratory data analysis to determine data
applicability to modelling before deploying ML classification algorithms to
train from point observations, and validate with the test datasets. Individu-
ally, a survey of seven supervised ML algorithms was used to build the PSM-
MPM because of their popularity (i.e., well-documented) and their ability
to model binary dataset. The selected algorithms include; Naive Bayesian
(NB), Bagged Decision Tree– Bagging (TB), Decision Tree (DT), Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Discriminant Analysis (DA), K-Nearest Neighbours
(KNN) and Logistic Regression (LGR). However, only three classifiers were
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selected out of the seven, for further evaluation due to apparent an exag-
gerated high predictive accuracy scores (overfitting) and a poor predictive
accuracy scores (underfitting) associated to the geospatial secondary mineral
data distribution. The three classifiers selected for evaluation implemented
are KNN, TB and NB using RHO sampling or splitting validation technique.
• The thesis determined the detrimental effect of spatial attribute and SAC to
predictive performance of PSM-MPM through firstly, the deliberate isolation
of the spatial component of the datasets and secondly, the simulation of real
mineral distribution datasets without SAC.
The work evaluated the importance of predictive spatial attributes to the
performance of PSM-MPM, by comparing the predictive accuracy scores
of each classifier produced using the following: all the attributes datasets,
no spatial attributes and attribute datasets only, then compare their perfor-
mances to show the importance of spatial characteristics in PSM-MPM. The
evaluation technique used a style that first eliminated all the space attribute
in the datasets and validated the predictive accuracy of the model produce,
with the results of the model developed containing spatial attributes in the
datasets. This predictive performance evaluation investigated the effect of
the spatial components of the dataset to model performance. The distri-
bution datasets are mostly dependent on each other due to proximity in
space, leading to high SAC among the attribute data values, causing the
classifiers to show overfitting or underfitting. The result indicates that the
spatial attribute datasets are very relevant to the predictive accuracy of the
PSM-MPM.
The work equally developed a method that investigated the relevance of
SAC and spatial distribution as a predictive component of the PSM-MPM,
using simulated mineral distribution datasets obtained from the PYGR.
The secondary cassiterite mineral dataset was simulated to generate a new
set of data that eliminated the spatial distribution components inherent in
the data sets and used the new dataset as test sets for validation of the
predictive performance result of the PSM-MPM using ML classification al-
gorithms. The result of the evaluation identified the importance of spatial
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correlation among the predictive attribute data, for making a better judge-
ment about model performance and generalisation due to the effect of SAC
in the dataset.
• The thesis developed and implemented a PCA-RHO, a method of data pre-
processing that selects the best attribute subset of the original data structure
using principal component analysis (PCA), before applying the RHO. The
method attempts to assess the performance accuracy of the ML classifiers
used to develop a PSM-MPM that can eliminate the adverse effect of SAC
leading to overfitting and underfitting.
The PCA technique deployed an attributes data preprocessing to select only
the best predictive attributes subsets. The process involved standardisation
of the mineralisation variable values obtained at similar relative scale and
prevented some variables from becoming prevailing due to overriding large
measurement units. A combination of correlation coefficient using heat map
plot, eigenvalues and the contribution of PCs variable factors was used as
a yardstick to select attributes most important subsets using PCA. Since
the problem of overfitting and underfitting in spatial characteristics dataset
was attributed to high correlation among attributes data in space (SAC)
causes greater similarities and violates the data attribute independence. The
PCA preprocessing was employed first as against the application of using
real raw dataset, to reduce the size dimension of the natural datasets before
applying the RHO sampling technique, in an attempt to correct the violation
of attribute independence caused by SAC.
By selecting only the attributes that are most important and removing
highly dependence attributes that may influence the performance of the
ML classifiers, the technique of data preprocessing using PCA was found to
show high predictive accuracies for TB and KNN (exaggerated precision)
and a poor predictive accuracy for the NB classifier. The results of the pre-
dictive performance accuracies using RHO splitting with and without data
preprocessing are similar and failed to address the problem of overfitting
and underfitting. The predictive performance shows that the technique of
PCA has failed to tackle the issue of SAC, unable to mitigate the adverse
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effect of both overfitting and underfitting in spatially distributed dataset
and specifically in PSM-MPM.
• The thesis proposed a four-way assessment performance technique for PSM-
MPM performance evaluation that evaluated the conventional methods of
data splitting for evaluation with a new method of spatial splitting of at-
tribute datasets into training and test set for model performance assess-
ments. The technique demonstrated through an expanded pseudo-codes
(algorithm 1 - 4) designed in this work, that evaluated the PSM-MPM pre-
dictive performance. The method compares the predictive accuracy scores
produced from each of the three selected classifiers (KNN, TB and NB) using
four different data sampling method in the four different PSM-MPM valida-
tion methods. The four-way sampling approach included: re-substitution,
random holdout, half longitudinal spatial split and quartered longitudinal
spatial strip split (SSS) techniques. The method of spatial splitting to asses
PSM-MPM performance, offers a better approach to detecting the detri-
mental effect of overfitting and underfitting, associated to spatial data or
affected by SAC in ML classification, and presented the ideal predictive
accuracy scores for PSM-MPM (Ibrahim & Bennett, 2014a).
The method of attribute data sampling along space that involves the strip-
ping of attribute data into training and testing for validation, is an extension
of the work of Bahn & McGill (2013), the work was used to test the pre-
dictive performance of distribution models by evaluating the performance
of animal species distribution in a geographical locations. The method used
in the previous work considers species distribution data as a continues spa-
tially distributed dataset (Bahn & McGill, 2013); the work was found to
account for SAC, which allows predictive characteristics data to be more
independent during model validation, to test for the presence of overfit-
ting only. However, the technique adopted in this work uses point based
ML approach to modelling and prediction of secondary mineral distributed
dataset, which is a discrete spatially distributed dataset, the validation sam-
pling technique of splitting the training and test data spatially ensures the
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mineralisation attributes in training, and test dataset are relatively indepen-
dent and spatially separated. Since the primary cause of SAC in secondary
mineral deposit dataset is the proximity or nearness of data attributes values
in space, as proposed by the Tobler’s law of geography. SAC is considered,
therefore, a primary challenge in PSM-MPM causing attribute values to be
closely similar, leading to overfitting and underfitting , which the traditional
random holdout or cross-validation has not been able to detect or tackle
adequately in ML classification.
The Spatial Strip Splitting (SSS) technique was considered to be the most
appropriate technique in PSM-MPM validation approach among the listed
techniques. The method validates the work of Bahn & McGill (2013) in a
different domain of datasets (i.e., mineral occurrence distribution data) by
evaluating PSM-MPM performance due to overfitting in KNN and TB per-
formance, the technique also addresses the effect of underfitting by limiting
the the accuracy of PSM-MPM to a more optimistic and a more reliable
performance and also optimising the predictive accuracy of poorly perform-
ing NB classifiers, as shown in the implementation of SSS technique results.
The primary effect of SAC that leads to poor model performance or overfit-
ting and underfitting is in the distribution arrangement of the dataset. An
SSS sampling technique of validation is considered the most ideal and novel
approach to PSM-MPM predictive performance evaluation for ML classifi-
cation at the expense of the RHO technique of validation sampling often
used for assessing the performance of mineral potential modelling (Porwal,
2006). The novel SSS method of sampling training and test set for model
performance validation was found to determine that SAC mitigates the per-
formances of PSM-MPM and causes not only overfitting but also underfitting
respectively. The technique of SSS equally showed promising performance
better than the method PCA-RHO, that supports data pre-processing. The
results of the comparative analysis of PSM-PMP performance evaluation
techniques that involves RHO, PCA-RHO and the quarter longitudinal SSS
to determine the ideal method that best determines and detects the detri-
mental effect overfitting and underfitting of the PSM-MPM due to SAC in
the dataset.
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A comprehensive four-way assessment of PSM-MPM performance which also
include the SSS technique of attribute data splitting for model performance
evaluation is a significant contribution to this work because it helps to de-
tect the presence and limit the detrimental effect of both overfitting and
underfitting in PSM-MPM due to SAC through the predictive performance
of the classifiers. The process leads to the adjustment of over-exaggerated
predictive model scores to a more optimistic predictive accuracy scores, as
well as optimised the predictive performance of some poorly performing ML
classifiers better than other validation splitting techniques methods such
as the RHO. The work showed the effectiveness of the spatial splitting of
datasets approach in detecting the adverse effect of overfitting as well as
underfitting in ML classification.
4.9 Summary
The spatial and non-spatial exploratory data analysis conducted here, tested for
complete spatial randomness in the occurrence of mineral dataset and indicated
that non-random mineral distribution patterns are capable of deploying learning
techniques such as ML to develop a predictive model. The non-randomness of
mineral occurrence distribution patterns confirms that the distributed point data
is truly representative of the mineral formations in the PYGR area and that the
patterns can be learnt. It is also an indication that a systematic process is the
result of the points and mineral occurrence represented by points does not exist
by chance (i.e., non-random occurrence). There is also a strong spatial correla-
tion between geological features of granite rocks and mineral deposit locations,
represented as points in the PYGR area. This correlation implies the likelihood
that granite rocks are the primary source of cassiterite deposits in the area, in
agreement with the literature describing the main source of the mineral type (i.e.,
secondary cassiterite). Therefore, the lithology (granite rock) was considered to
be an important predictive attribute of the geological component of mineralisa-
tion in the PYGR and forms the basis for the spatial distance analysis between
data points and the geological features to extract the potential attributes data for
predictive mineral deposits potential mapping.
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Statistical tests of hypotheses for the presence of SAC in spatially distributed
datasets such as the secondary mineral occurrence point data is imperative to eval-
uate its effect on the spatial modelling of a given data location using Complete
Spatial Randomness (CSR) tests in Point Pattern Analysis (PPA). The measure-
ment of spatial proximity between point locations or data arrangements and the
mean cross product of terms are crucial in determining the high and low areas.
The high and low values of the datasets show the extent of SAC in the data set
when closely located. The presence of SAC in distributive data is determined by
the test of hypothesis for CSR, which rejected the null hypothesis but showed
that the data distribution is in clusters, given the value of the variance of mineral
points greater than the mean.
The research results emphasise the importance of spatial correlation and spa-
tial characteristics as predictive attributes in modelling. The findings in this
chapter also showed that the absence of spatial correlation or interaction among
predictive attributes reduces the predictive performance and the generalisation
of the PSM-MPM to new and unseen datasets significantly. Although most ML
problems tend to deal with natural and unknown data knowledge, the simulation
of such natural datasets to reflect the desired composition can be used to vali-
date the result of an expected output to make stronger inferences. Identifying
the essential attribute in the PSM-MPM building helps to build a simple, better
and more robust model that fits the purpose to which it is intended. The work
also clearly shows the importance of SAC and spatial components (attributes) in
modelling spatial distribution data. The validation for the importance of spa-
tial interaction or spatial correlation on PSM-MPM performance was assessed
using simulated data to show the importance of inclusion of spatial distribution
attributes and association (i.e., SAC) in the generalisation and predictive perfor-
mance of PSM-MPM.
The absence of a more rigorous approach in current or popularly used model
evaluation practices has far-reaching consequences. The assessment was achieved
through model selection and judging the confidence in the model performance re-
sults, i.e., predictive accuracy change. By applying a method of testing that offers
a more optimistic evaluation, the case of any test on a partially independent test
data will lead to the selection of overfitting. Such models give a false insight as
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to which factors are relevant to the distribution model, which can, in turn, lead
to model predictions of which conditions are suitable for the PSM-MPM. The re-
sults of this experiment suggested that secondary mineral distribution modellers
must always determine the extent to which SAC is presented in a distributive
spatial dataset and exercise caution when using such data for modelling or predic-
tions, especially under radically changed conditions such as exploring the mineral
potential of a given area (i.e., geospatial data).
The approach to model testing and evaluation used for assessing the effective-
ness of a model should equal the intended purpose. For a PSM-MPM to be robust
and predict into new areas well, it will need to be thoroughly tested based on inde-
pendent attributes devoid of noise, and the results of the performance evaluated.
Considering the extent to which spatial data are associated (distance-wise), allows
for modelling using truly independent and spatially segregated data.
The work also shows that it is imperative that the current and most widely
used methods of testing or validating a target entity in distribution models namely;
re-substitution, RHO tests and cross-validation, lead to estimates of predictive
performance that are affected by the presence of SAC. A comparison of the con-
ventional methods of the testing models listed above to a more rigorous test that
accounted for the presence of SAC used a novel spatial splitting techniques known
as quarterly longitudinal spatial strip split (SSS) was employed. The presence of
SAC prevents RHO data from being truly independent (regardless of the method
employed in data collection) and creates a false sense of predictive ability in mod-
els.
A novel spatial strip splitting or SSS sampling validation technique was used
to sample training and test data that better handle overfitting of PSM-MPM for
the secondary mineral occurrence of the PYGR area. Notwithstanding the im-
portance of SAC in PSM-MPM, it is imperative to evaluate the predictive perfor-
mance results or accuracy of the PSM-MPM to avoid accepting over-exaggerated
classification performance scores or, on the other hand, a poor PSM-MPM per-
formance. Attribute data sub-selection based on data dimension reduction using
PCA has equally failed to tackle the effect of SAC and overfitting but further in-
creases the predictive performance score of the classifiers or ML algorithms (i.e.,
TB and KNN), but worsened the performance of the poor classifier as expressed
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by the NB performance. The SSS resulted in a more optimistic performances
score for TB and KNN while improving the scores of the NB algorithm. The
performances indicated the ability to tackle the detrimental effect of SAC leading
to overfitting in both TB and KNN, as well as underfitting for NB classifier.
The direct application of learning unrestricted mineral attribute datasets by
selected classifiers (i.e., KNN, TB and NB), suspected of overfitting and under-
fitting using RHO selection of training and test set was analysed, against the
application of restricted attributes that select best attributes subset using PCA.
The PCA selection saw an increase in the predictive accuracy of KNN and TB
–i.e., from 98% to 99% and 96% to 98% respectively. There was a further decline,
however, in the NB from 67% to 59%. It shows that, although there was an in-
crease in the predictive accuracy of the KNN and TB, there was also a decline in
the predictive accuracy score of NB algorithm.
Finally, a comparative analysis of predictive performances for the three tech-
niques used for building PSM-MPM, which included: RHO, novel SSS and PCA
for attribute best subset selection were conducted before implementing RHO. The
results obtained showed that the novel SSS technique is the best approach that
mitigates the effect of overfitting and underfitting, as well as maintained high pre-
dictive performance among best-performing algorithms (i.e., TB and KNN) and
improve the less performing ones too (i.e., NB).
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Chapter 5
Conclusions, Summary and Future
Work
This chapter summarises the entire findings of this thesis, highlighting the major
achievements, limitations, conclusion of the thesis, and suggests some possible
new directions for future work in this research area.
5.1 Conclusions
The empirical findings and contributions of this work were detailed in chapter 4.
To achieve the set objective, a point based PSM-MPM designed and developed
using standard supervised ML classification algorithms was validated, using dif-
ferent proposed model validation techniques that involve the re-substitution, stan-
dard RHO, half longitudinal split quarter longitudinal spatial strip splitting (SSS)
method and RHO with pre-processing of attribute data using PCA. These model
validation techniques deployed that divide the predictive attributes datasets into
training and test set for ML classification was considered as part of the primary
contribution of this work. From the results obtained in this work, the techniques
of the spatial splitting of the predictive attributes into training and test set detects
the presence of overfitting better in the distribution datasets.
The presence of SAC caused high similarity of attribute values in space such
as the values of elevation or nearest closest distance of several mineral data points
to a certain geological factor like rock type in the dataset. The subsequent level
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of overfitting and underfitting were determined by the various degree of predictive
accuracies presented by the classifiers used; which is KNN, TB and NB. The tech-
nique of spatial splitting offers a unique and better procedure that ascertain the
severity of overfitting and underfitting in the performance of various ML classi-
fiers, over the traditional RHO validation technique alone. The method was used
to extract novel features that deal with SAC in spatially distribution datasets
that cause overfitting and underfitting, by enhancing the attribute spatial data
independence, for a proper model performance validation. The lack of real spatial
independence among the secondary mineral predictive attributes values has been
found to be the primary cause of spatial autocorrelation (SAC); a phenomenon
established in the secondary mineral distribution data obtained from PYGR. An
extension work to the space splitting method of model validation in this work is
the determination of the effect of both overfitting and underfitting in spatially
distributed discrete data set. This effect is evident in the moderation and opti-
misation of predictive performance for the KNN and TB while the NB experience
predictive performance improvement used for building PSM-MPM.
A statistical and spatial data analysis of the attribute data procedure was
conducted first, to determine the spatial relationship between mineral occurrence
and another geological attribute. The Point Pattern Analysis (PPA) was used to
measure the distribution pattern of the mineral occurrence represented as point’s
distribution, to measure the spatial relationship between the mineral occurrence
points and the nearest distance to rocks in the study area. The results of a
complete spatial random (CSR) test concluded a non-random distribution of the
mineral occurrence point data with a further analysis using quadrat that indi-
cated a more likely clustered points distribution on the map scale than a linear
distribution pattern.
The spatial analysis test using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirmed the pres-
ence of spatial correlation among the predictive attributes extracted from the
datasets, such as the relative nearest distances between the point of mineral oc-
currence and the geological rocks type. The correlation test was done to justify the
selection or inclusion of spatial attributes of nearest distances between geological
attributes (source) and occurrence points (deposit location), as part of the overall
predictive attributes dataset selected to build the PSM-MPM. Although the of
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effect SAC inherent in the mineral distribution dataset constitute the challenges
faced by the ML classification when modelling spatially distributed data such as
the secondary mineral deposits. The adverse effect of SAC was identified by the
exaggerated high and sometimes very poor predictive accuracy scores, indicating
a possibility of overfitting and underfitting performance respectively, by the used
ML classifiers.
The result of overfitting, as well as underfitting, are often determined by the
poor predictive performance of the PSM-MPM when validated. The predictive
performance assessment was determined by the predictive accuracy scores of the
classifiers through performance validation of the training data on the test set
by the supervised ML classification. The predictive performance shows a case of
overfitting in both KNN and TB algorithms, but underfitting by the NB algorithm
or classifier. The approach was conducted using firstly, the use of attribute data for
modelling without any preprocessing, while the second method uses the attribute
best subset selection that reduces the number of predictive attribute to best fewer
sets. The two approaches were referred to as the technique of RHO with the
original dataset, in its natural form and the PCA-RHO methods for the purpose of
this research. The performance of PSM-MPM using these methods (i.e., RHO and
PCA-RHO), were analysed and compared to the spatial split techniques result.
The spatial splitting and SSS sampling technique, presents the best plan that
handles SAC and limit the detrimental effect overfitting and underfitting in the
PSM-MPM. The method attempts to improve heterogeneity of attribute datasets
values in the entire data set, by reducing the over dependence of attribute data
spatially, while retaining some relative amount of SAC in the dataset such that
both the training set contains similar but not exactly same values of attributes,
that can be transferable. The results of the experiment show the uniqueness of
the procedure of splitting training and validating sets that best determine the
presence of overfitting and underfitting in spatially distributed datasets such as
the PSM-MPM developed using point based approach to ML classification.
The comprehensive achievements recorded in this work are summarised based
on the set objectives as follows:
• A systematic approach of combining GIS, statistics and spatial analysis of
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secondary mineral data, that leads to acquisition and mineralisation at-
tribute data extraction, such as the geophysical, geological and geospatial
data that involves obtaining the analogue sets of data and therefore requires
a specialise skills in GIS, Excel and statistics to acquire and convert the spa-
tial datasets containing the occurrence of captured geological survey due to
acute paucity of datasets and converting into a supervised ML classification
acceptable format. Other mineralisation attributes extracted systematically
and used for modelling include lithology type; spatial components of rel-
ative distances between mineral deposit points, other geological features,
statistics and GIS to pre-process and analyse the collected data points value
in the form suitable for applying ML algorithms. Note that, it is not the
data collection that was considered an achievement but the unique tech-
nique adopted to acquire it and presents it in a supervised ML classification
format.
• Determined the geological features of the PYGR, which include lithological
components of fifteen different types of granite rocks, which are tested to be
spatially associated with or are indicative of mineralisation. A spatial anal-
ysis of mineral occurrence points (i.e., both of mineral data presence and
absence) with the associated nearest distances of granite rock features was
conducted to determine the distribution pattern of the cassiterite mineral
distribution points. Other geological features associated to the minerali-
sation identified in this work that included some associated attributes of
the mineral occurrence points, such as elevation and slope of the coordinate
points (latitude and longitude) were also determined. The sizes and perime-
ters of all the rocks in the PYGR area were also established as part of the
mineralisation indicators or as predictive attributes of the PSM-MPM.
• Designed and developed a point data predictive spatial model for mineral
potential mapping (PSM-MPM) using seven standard ML classification al-
gorithms. Specifically, the seven supervised ML algorithms used are Naive
Bayes (NB), Bagged Decision Tree or Tree-Bagging (TB), Decision Tree
(DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Discriminant Analysis (DA), K-
Nearest Neighbour (KNN) and Logistic Regression (LGR). The performance
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of all the seven classifiers was validated using standard random holdout
(RHO) sampling technique. A performance evaluation of the classifiers con-
ducted through the comparison of the results of model validation was used.
Two best-performing algorithms (i.e., TB and KNN) and one worst perform-
ing algorithm (i.e., NB) measured by their predictive accuracy scores and
the value of the area under the receiver operating characteristics (AU-ROC),
were selected for further evaluations.
• Developed a point data-driven approach to assessing the effect of either the
presence or absence of spatial attributes and spatial distribution components
(SAC) in mineral distribution datasets. By first simulating the original min-
eral dataset that excluded the SAC and then, the deliberate isolation of the
spatial attributes in the datasets. The results of the performance assess-
ment test show that both spatial attributes and its components are critical
predictors required for developing PSM-MPM. The predictive performance
results indicated that the absence of the spatial attribute sets in PSM-MPM
presented poor predictive performance score, while the complete elimination
of SAC using the synthetic data generated through simulation, lead to a far
worst predictive performance equal only to predicting from a random guess
(i.e., failed to predict).
• Proposed and implemented a new method of PSM-MPM performance eval-
uation, that involves model performance validation evaluation technique
through data sampling of training and test set. The method was used for
PSM-MPM performance evaluation due to both overfitting and underfit-
ting ; a phenomenon often associated with spatial distribution datasets, as
presented in the secondary mineral distribution datasets used in this work.
The spatial splitting technique used for training and validation in an ML
classification is considered to be the ideal approach to PSM-MPM perfor-
mance evaluation at the expense of the traditional RHO sampling method.
The RHO is often used for splitting training and test set randomly, to test
the performance of model when predicting mineral potential mapping (Por-
wal, 2006). The technique of SSS sampling of training and test set as shown
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in the developed algorithm 4, detect and limit the effect of both the overfit-
ting and underfitting caused by SAC, by ensuring less homogeneity between
the attributes training and test sets through the attributes spatial splitting
in a spatially distributed point data, such as the secondary mineral distri-
bution datasets.
• Conducted a comparative performance analysis between the novel SSS sam-
pling technique, designed in this thesis with the standard RHO technique
and PCA method of attribute subset selection. The results indicated that
the SSS method has the better ability than the RHO validation, and PCA
attribute data preprocessing that selects the best attribute subset (i.e., PCA-
RHO). The ability of the SSS split training and test set in an ML classi-
fication to best determine overfitting and underfitting was achieved by the
spatial separation of attributes values that enhances true independent but
similar attributes that reduces the over dependent of similar attributes val-
ues due to SAC in both the TB and KNN classifiers and improves the pre-
dictive accuracy of the NB classifier. The method of SSS was considered
to be the ideal approach to sampling or splitting training and test data set
using ML classification, for PSM-MPM performance based on the compar-
ative analysis of the three techniques mentioned. The PCA-RHO technique
still incorporate the SAC components completely that hardly represent true
independent training and test sets that are transferable.
5.2 Limitations of the Thesis
Although the work achieved some certain level of success through some of the
achievements already highlighted, it was not without some limitation among which
include:
• The lack of digital map data of the PYGR area: The manual method of
analogue data collection through the physical, geological survey used for
obtaining and recording the location of mineral deposits, introduces human
and equipment errors into the datasets. The process of reading values from
equipment such as the coordinate location of mineral data set from the GPS
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and recording them manually before transferring onto the digitised geological
map in GIS may introduce errors into the dataset. Whereas, with a fully
digitised geological map data values are collected and process with greater
precision or minor error recorded.
• Paucity of mineralisation attribute: A limitation due to the absence of some
known predictive attribute dataset that is often indicative of mineral oc-
currence. Specifically, the lack of attributes such as the geochemical com-
ponents of cassiterite deposits and spatio-temporal components attributes
were missing among the predictive attributes data used. Although, the basic
elements of cassiterite mineralisation are the mostly the spatial aspects of
the process of formation that excludes chemical transformation, the inclu-
sion of such attributes which are common in most mineral composition or
occurrences would have aided the robustness of our model to apply to other
mineral deposits that require such attribute. Since the more mineralisation
attributes used, the more robust and transferability the model.
• Class assumptions: Due to the absence of enough available negative data to
represent the non-mineralised location, a general assumption was made to
include all other mineralise location apart from the target mineral deposits
found in the study area were assumed to be the non-mineralised location.
This general assumption could be avoided if there were enough negative
instances needed to conduct a supervised ML classification. Only two classes
or labels used in PSM-MPM are considered mineralised and non-mineralised.
The PSM-MPM is only deemed to be applicable in predicting the strict
presence of cassiterite or other minerals and not presence. Therefore, this is
a limitation to the PSM-MPM, and a more robust and precise PSM-MPM
that will predict the occurrence of mineral deposits will require an exclusive
area where cassiterite occurred or not.
5.3 Summary
This work clearly highlights the effectiveness of an ML classification method to
model and predict spatial distribution phenomena such as the secondary cassiterite
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mineral deposit distribution, presented as points in space (map). The PSM-MPM
was developed using for the first time, the secondary mineral cassiterite data
obtained from the PYGR can predict areas where mineral deposits are found
based on the current mining points data. Some standard supervised ML classi-
fication algorithms were deployed to test their performances; they include Naive
Bayesian (NB), Tree-Bagging (TB), Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine
(SVM), Discriminant Analysis (DA), K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) and Logistic
Regression (LGR). Consideration was given, however, to only three algorithms
that include TB, NB and KNN for performance evaluation of the PSM-MPM
produced, to determine the effect of SAC to predictive accuracies of the classi-
fiers. Since secondary mineral distribution data represents a spatial distribution
datasets, that are often affected by SAC due to the spatial arrangement of the
mineral occurrence point’s data together (clustered).
While the work of this thesis explicitly shows the importance of SAC and
spatial predictive attributes dataset through simulation, the detrimental effect
of SAC among predictive attribute dataset leads to overfitting and underfitting
performance by the three supervised ML classifiers. The ML predictive model per-
formance evaluations are often determined by the comparison of the performance
of all the classifiers, based on the test set also referred to as the validation set. The
traditional method of splitting training and test mineral occurrence dataset for
model performance evaluation is the random holdout (RHO) or cross-validation
technique. The distributive arrangement of the secondary cassiterite mineral oc-
currence datasets was determined using statistics and GIS. The data arrangement
of the spatial dataset is very vital to establish the applicability of the dataset to
modelling and prediction. The work examines the various method of predictive
performance assessments that determines the detrimental effect of SAC and seek
to mitigate such adverse effect leading to overfitting and underfitting.
Predicting spatial distribution must take into consideration the concept of
SAC associated with spatial attributes to avoid both exaggerated high accuracy
score and poor predictive accuracy by the ML classifier. The results of various
ML predictive modelling and performance evaluations carried out in this work
clearly indicated that spatial attributes and their autocorrelation (SAC) are ma-
jor factors that determine the performance of an ML classifier used to build PSM-
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MPM. The concept of Tobler’s first law is the theory behind the spatial association
that defines the predictive modelling of mineral point distribution data, such as
the secondary mineral deposits of the PYGR in Nigeria. The work highlights a
method of PSM-MPM performance validation evaluation for spatially distributed
datasets. The performance assessment procedure considers the spatial separation
when splitting training and test datasets, to reduce spatial dependency among
the predictive attributes. The concept of space splitting increases the covariation
among predictive attribute dataset, which gradually decreases similarity of values
among predictive attributes to a more decent predictive performance accuracy (an
optimistic precision). Recalled that the presence of SAC in point distribution data
is a concept of attribute similarities at certain distance intervals that decay with
an increase in distance separation. It is, therefore, logical that the splitting of
training and test dataset for model validation be conducted using distance inter-
vals separation such as the new SSS approach to conducting model performance
assessment. The SSS has been established as a novel technique for PSM-MPM val-
idation on secondary mineral of the PYGR. The conventional methods of assessing
the ML classification performance using supervised ML classifiers that include the
KNN, TB and NB algorithms in this work, are the random holdout (RHO) and
re-substitution. The work also applied a data preprocessing approach using PCA
that selects the best attribute subsets and uses RHO to split the training and test
set randomly. All the methods deployed except the SSS technique presented an
unreliable predictive performance accuracy scores, and failed to limit the effect of
overfitting for KNN and TB as well as underfitting for the NB classifier.
Finally, from the results achieved in this work, it was very clear that despite the
high sensitivity of PSM-MPM to SAC, prediction of spatial distribution dataset
such as the secondary mineral occurrence distribution datasets is made with stan-
dard ML classification using a point data approach of labelling, consisting of both
spatial and non-spatial predictive attributes. Care must always be considered,
when developing and evaluating PSM-MPM performance, by taking account of
the presence or otherwise of SAC. In other words, exploratory data analysis that
checks for the presence of SAC in the datasets through distribution pattern test
should be conducted to test for overfitting and underfitting before implementing
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the PSM-MPM. The evaluation of PSM-MPM must always be subject to perfor-
mance assessment and appraisal of the spatial distribution component that deals
with SAC, a consequence of overfitting and underfitting of ML classifiers must be
determined before implementing PSM-MPM.
5.4 Future Work
The approach to modelling mineral deposits conducted in this work considers
existing mineral occurrences as points. Future work could compare point-based
with area-based (polygonal) or grid approaches to predicting mineral deposits
potential and their performances, to determine the best approach to modelling and
predicting secondary mineral deposit occurrence. Since part of the limitation of
PSM-MPM is the lack of adequate mineralisation predictive datasets that includes
historical and geo-mineral deposits data, it is necessary to consider more historical
geo-mining data of secondary mineral occurrence data for implementing PSM-
MPM. The inclusion of historical mineral occurrence attribute data such as years
of formation, type of mining conducted, as well as the quality or quantity of
minerals discovered, could add to the robustness of the PSM-MPM and lead to
performance assessment due to other forms of autocorrelation such as the spatio-
temporal autocorrelation attributes of the mineralisation.
An extension of the SSS sampling validation technique of PSM-MPM imple-
mented in this thesis can be used to determine the optimal or best extent of strips
or separation of attributes data (i.e., number of stripping) or alternative direc-
tional spatial split, such as latitudinal strip split that may reduce or eliminate
the adverse effect of SAC in the spatially distributed datasets, to avoid overfit-
ting or underfitting by supervised ML classifiers. An accurate measure of spatial
split (distance wise) that leads to spatial independence of attributes data values in
space may enhance true data independence and allow real correlation to be present
in both training and test sets sampling for validation. Such an experiment when
conducted successfully, can results in establishing a better method of validating
spatial predictive model performance for model generalisation in supervised ML
classification and help to reduce if not eliminate the over-dependence of attributes
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data values in space. The aim of this work did not include eliminating overfitting
and underfitting but limiting their effect by addressing SAC.
Finally, regarding applications, many possible directions can be explored from
various spatially distributed datasets, for modelling and predictions within the
context of ML classification, using point distribution datasets. The implemen-
tation of spatial strip split (SSS) method of model validation deployed in this
thesis, would help in the area of geo-mining and mineral prospecting, an imple-
mentation PSM-MPM that optimises performance as well as mitigates the effect
of SAC developed in this thesis can be considered by ML software engineers, in an
embedded or working system for the mining industries and other local miners. A
working mineral potential predictive system when developed, can be used for the
discovery of potential mineral deposit locations, especially in the PYGR area of
Nigeria and other places, which is the primary focus of this research. The model
would also help the Nigerian authority with a better land policy in the PYGR
area.
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